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OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM
By Popular Request

BIG MIDNIGHT FROLIC
Featuring

BERNIE WORT and his original
SHOW BOAT ORCHESTRA
SATURDAY NIGHT

Lou Paul and his Melody Cruisers
Admission 25c before 9 o’clock Saturday Night
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

ALAN U. BIRD
ATTORNEY AT LAW

Candidate for the nom

ination as Representa
tive

to

legislature

from this city.
With Rockland as a
client Mr. Bird would
give the municipality
the same earnest and
conscientious service
given every client in
his private practice.

FREE
THIS AFTERNOON AND EVENING
AT

H. H. CRIE & CO.

(LOSF.D ALL DAY SATI RDAY

ROUND TOP

ICE CREAM
PARLOR
OPEN FOR THE SEASON, 10 O’CLOCK

Saturday Morning, May 30th
FRESH, RICH, DELICIOUS ICE CREAM,
SUNDAES, MILK DRINKS
GREEN SPOT ORANGEADE
Delivery Free On Our 10.30 A. M. and 4.30 P. M.
Special Delivery Milk Routes
75-77
PARK ST.

HOUSE

ROCKLAND

BLOCK

By Malcolm L. Stoddard

In accordance with the established i receive the bonds, transmit them to
liaison between your organization and, the United States Post Offlce, Portthe Veterans' Administration. I offer land. Maine, which will, In turn,
the following pertinent information cause a check covering the amount
regarding the final procedure whereby of money involved to be forwarded
a veteran realizes cash for his ad- by mall to the veteran at hls local
— ■
■ - ■
• Justed compensation certificate.
address. There will be no disburse
j. The responsibility of delivery ments other than by mail, and vet
♦
Sleep. Soldiers! Still In honored •
bonds and cashing of the same Is erans should, under no circumstances,
♦ rest, your truth and valor wear- ••• I wholly within the Jurisdiction of the attempt to expedite the transaction
♦ Ing! —Bayard Taylor
*
♦
♦ United States Postal Authorities; no by reporting at the United States
K**'.*,*—*-*.**a*.**.*,**.*.*.Et other Federal agencies are concerned Post Offlce, Portland, Maine.
or responsible.
5. The problem of proper identifi
BUILDING THE DAM
2. Delivery of these bonds will com cation in the final transaction is of
Vinalhaven “Boy" Tells Rotarians mence June 15. being forwarded to utmost importance. In the largej
the various post offices in the State of towns and cities it, undoubtedly, will
Something About How It Is Done
Maine from the Treasury Department be advisable for the postal authorities
Offlce at Boston. Massachusetts, which to set up temporary offices for the
At its Friday luncheon hour the
has charge and responsibility of issu final identification and preparation
Rotary Club was favored by I. G.
Calderwood, whose home is in ing all the bonds for the New England of bonds to be liquidated Ln favor of
States, with the exception of those the veteran. In such cases, carefully
Vinalhaven, a man of wide experi
instances wherein the veterans' ad chosen members of ex-service organience in the building of concrete
justed compensation accounts are in rations will render utmost service in
dams, the story of which he present
the hands of the Veterans' Admini identification. These persons must
ed in details that opened to his,
stration officials. Washington, D. C. realize the real responsibility with
listeners a strikingly informing pic
In such cases, primarily occasioned by which they are charged, thus afford
ture of a business that deals with
the liquidation of bank loans, the ing the postal employes the protection
one of the country’s greatest indus
bonds will be forwarded direct from that they must have. Local Posts of
tries.
Washington. D. C., to the veteran the American Legion and Veterans of
’File narrative, beginning with
at his local address. Due to distance Foreign Wars should, ln all propriety,
surveys, followed by the costly
involved, a slight delay, in the re contact the local postmasters through
working out of plans, the employ
ceipt of bonds may be experienced. out the State of Maine and assist in
ment of labor, etc., the tunnelling
Special deliveries in every town the problem of real identification.
| of mountains, the bridging of rivers,
and city in the State of Maine are
In the event that the veteran has
and what not, opened to the speak
being arranged for ln order that the had no contact with the American
er’s listeners a picture of these huge
may
the veterans. hands
Legion or the Veterans of Foreign
processes of construction that win #t the ear,l<#t
moment
Wars, it is obvious that these organi
for engineers and thr.r assistants the! } inaimuch w vhese bonds wm be zations can render him but little. *f
winder and applause of thr world. deUverad tQ lhe veteran hlmself and
any. service so far as identification
1 P*’J. thc ?to7. sh,,u’d Co,n<‘ .f.r<’m to no other person, il is obvious that is concerned. In such instances the
the lips ot a Knox County citizen the veteran must be present when veteran should enlist the services ot
lent to it a double .merest, appre- the dehvery u made and
able
responsible people in hls immediate
ciation of which the Rotarians ldentljy himself to the satisfaction community who can assist In identi
warmly acknowledged.
of the postal employe making such fying him to the satisfaction of the
I delivery.
employes of the United States Postal
4 if a veteran wishes to cash the Service.
bonds, it will be necessary for him
It is pleasant to note that the pre
to
complete
the
certification
appear

paratory
work carried out by the Vet
Browns of Rockland
ing on the bond before a regular em erans' Administration of this State
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
ploye of the United States Postal is on a current basis, in no way de
Is there anyone living, or known
Service. All permanent postal em- laying the activities of the Treasury
of. whose mother or grandmother
. ...
ployes. postmasters, carriers, clerks, Department and the United States
was Sarah Brown and whose father
. _
.
.
.
...
„ post offlce inspectors and rural de- Postal Service.
or grandfather w.is a im
ar .t
jjvery carriers are eligible to assist the
If the aforementioned instructions
eran? The wife, Sarah Brown died
complenng [h(. Uanaac.
are conscientiously carried out. 1 can
about 1883. leaving several children
an(J are
properly
see no reason for any undue delays
the two youngest of whom were and ^p^
rendCT sllch ^e.
being experienced by the veterans who
placed in a home of adoption
Veterans must carry out this truoa- are desirous of making a prompt final
Tlie next to youngest child was action through the medium of the'r settlement of their adjusted compen
named Alberta Cornelia
j own local postal authorities, who will sation accounts.
ME K . P O Box 207
Warren. May 26.

WE WANTERKN0W!

KEEP IT UP. BOYS!

FISHING TACKLE, SEEDS, FERTILIZER
HARDWARE

FOSS

OFFICIAL BONUS STATEMENT

SAW SEA SERPENT

Customer—-Ton years ago
had to pay 10 cents a pound for‘heM* The Rockland High Golfers At Least That s What Sealprunes.
Seem To Be Beating Every
lop Fisherman ThinksOrocer—Not these prunes. These
thing ln Sight
Prolific Catches
are less than seven years old —Path
finder
j The High School golf team minus
Three Oeorges draggers. the Louis
their co-captain Dick Harden, who Thebaud. Capt. Lew Wallace; the
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
could not play, due to a cold, faced Madeline and Flora. Capt Charles
the newly organized Winslow High Carver; and the Alice May, Capt
School golf team at the Country Club Howard Anderson, landed 2500 gal
Wednesday night, and defeated them lons of scallops at Feyler's yesterday.
6 to 0. The work of Manner and Leu These catches aggregated over 83000
played an imporant part in this vic The boats will set sail immediatelyToi
tory'- The summary:
another trip.
tAccardi <Ri defeated McDousld
Capt. Anderson and his crew re
•Wi 3-2.
vived the old sea serpent story when
Mariner iRi defeated Oondella »W)
they sighted a strange creature that
2 up.
Benner <R) defeated Muslowskl <Wi looked suspiciously like a fabled mon
ster of old. The men verified Capt.
4- 3.
Leo (R) defeated Reg Roy <Wi Anderson's story but the boys down
5-4
around the wharf won't believe it unRockland gained two points on the til they see photographic proof. “I
foursomes.
snapped him and got a perfect shot
Rockland High will have the honor but dropped the camera overboard and
of playing the University of Maine spoiled the film.*' said Skipper
Junior Varsity Golf Team, over one Howard.
of the hardest courses in New Eng
land. today at the Penobscot Valley “ACKNOWLEDGED THE CORN"
Country Club. This Maine team Is
led by last year's Interscholastis The Rockland Courier-Oazette ad
RENOMINATE
champion. Page West of Portland. mits it has a "hulled corn editor.”
Coach Flanagan will start the follow- The agricultural department head.
ing boys against this cluster: James or the home econom ics ?—Lewis ton
Accardi. Teddy Benner. Mikeal Leo. Journal.
and Dick Harden.
| Offhand we are unable to answer
1 1
this poser. We felt that our purpose
had been accomplished when we ac
knowledged the corn.
OPENING, MAY 30
I. only

With each purchase of 3c or more on Friday, May 29,
we will give a Bottle of Ice Cold Cola-Cola

OPEN FRIDAY EVENING

TEL. 622

CLEVELAND

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

SLEEPER, JR.

VOTE FOR

COL. GEORGE C.

WEBBER

REPRESENTATIVE

FRIENDLY
HOUSE

"1 did not forget Rockland

118 Main St., Thomaston
TeL 185-12

FOR

AUBURN, MAINE

REPUBLICAN

at Augusta. 1 hope Rock

Dinners,
Luncheons
Teas Served

land will not forget me in

64-65

85*71

LUNCH

SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
AND HAMBURG STEAKS--

133T&Th“
4A_

vC

(Swift's Best Heavy Western Beef—Full Size Steak Each Serving)

65*68-71

You'll be delighted with
our Permanents. Five
modern methods.
Only the best in
workmanship,
materials^

OAKLAND PARK
OPENING DANCE

SATURDAY NIGHT

&

Perfect
results
guaranteed.
Prices to suit
everybody.

VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
84 PARK ST.

NO THIRD PARTY

TEL. 1123-W
58tf

JERRY SAMSON

AND HIS BAND
FREE PARKING

MEMORIAL DAY PLANS

New Republican Plan Would

Convert the Nation From
"Ruinous Rooseveltism"

Rockland To Have Customary Parade, and
Exercises On Grand Army Premises
published

The New York Sun
Thursday the following telegram from
Rev. Charles E. Coughlin in answer When this paper went to press
Ruth Mayhew Tent. DU.V.
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary.
to the Sun's Inquiry as to whether he plans had been completed for an
Auxiliary to Veterans of Foreign
Contemplated a third party:
other Memorial Day observance De
Wars.
"Royal Oak. Mich . May 27.
signed originally for veterans of the
Auxiliary to 8ons of Union Vet
“I have not been tn favor of the Civil War lt now finds but seven sur
erans.
New (Deal, which to my mind tends vivors representing Edwin Llbby Post,
Rockland Boys' Band.
towards bureaucracy, dictatorship but, strangely enough, the Rockland
Boy 8couts of America.
gnd extreme socialism.
organization has a larger number of
Oirl Scouts
"I have constantly advocated the survivors than almost any other Post
School Children.
cleansing of capitalism by restoring In the State
Fire Department
to the Congress the entire issuance
The seven men who fought for the
Memorial Day exercises to be held
and regulation of all money and Union cause, and whose memories of
on the Orand Army premises after
credit, the payment to labor of a the Civil War are almost as bright
the parade will be of this order:
living annual wage, together with as though that war was fought one
Music Rockland City Band; prayer.
guaranteeing to the farmer produc year ago instead of 71 years are:
Rev. Charles A. Marstaller; Oen.
tion at a profit.
('apt. William P. Hurley
Logan's Orders. Kenneth Moraii;
"These three principles have not
Col. F. S. Phllbrick
Lincoln's Oettysburg Address. Oord-.in
been considered favorably by the New
("apt. IL R. Huntley
A. Richardson; necrology of Edwin
Deal, which prefers the policy of deAllen Kelley
llbby Past. I Leslie Cross
duettonism and the establishment ol
George A. Sherman
Cornet duet, Marion Harvle ar.d
doles at the expense of inordinate
Peter Prock
Dudley Harvie; necrology of Ralph
taxation through the issuance of
Orville Brown
Ulmer Camp. 8 W.V. Commander
• • • •
bonds.
“These bonds, together with their The following Memorial Day orders Oeorge Cross; comet duet, Marion
Harvle and Dudley Harvie; necrology
interests, have reached the point un- have been issued:
/der our present financial system where It is hereby ordered that all or of Winslow-Holbrook Post. Com
they are unpayable, with the result ganizations particiating in the pa mander Hector Staples; Flanders
th»t the most heinous species of un rade report at <3 A.R hall. Limerock Fields. Ruth Thomas.
Music, City Band; address. Dr.
controllable inflation is facing the street, at 130 daylight, Saturday,
John
Smith Lowe; decoration of
entire nation.
May 30
Parade will start at 2 p. m. right monument. Woman's Relief Corps;
"Further than having given ex
pression to these opinions, I have not of line forming on Union street, op Dirge. Band, followed by Taps; Star
contemplated the launching of a so- posite Methodist Church, extending Spangled Banner. Band; benediction.
called third party. A renovated Re over Union and down Limerock Capt. H. R. Huntley.
publican party possessing a contrite street. Second Division to form on
THE BIGGEST YEAR
heart for its former misdeeds and School and 8pring streets.
an honest standard-bearer in whom
Line of march: Over Union to
I could repose complete confidence, Park, down Park, up Main, halting Alewife Industry At Warren
are all that are necessary to convert In front of Elks Home while flowers
Reaches New High —
his nation from ruinous Rooseveltism. | are strewn on the water by Boy
Caught 101,000 One Day
^Otherwise the re-election of Roose I Scouts, volley fired by squad from
velt ls inevitable, with the result that Battery F. and taps blown, for the
This is said to be the biggest year ln
our liberty’will be likewise exploited. Nation's dead burled at sea.
Charles E Coughlin.”
The parade will then continue up the history of the alewtfe industry In
Main street to Ralph Ulmer Park Warren The past three weeks, over
Quality dry cleaning at the rawest where services will be conducted by 850.000 fish have been caught, and
prices next week Free delivery serv the Spanish War Veterans and Aux It is estimated that the H Korper Co.
of New York, tho packers, have se
ice. Tel. 170, Peoples Laundry —adv. iliary. The O A R. will move out first
to the reviewing stand at the foot of cured the 2000 packed barrels they
Talbot avenue. The parade will pass had set as their limit.
In 1935. 766000 fish were caught,
down Main, up Limerock and be dis
and
In 1925. supposedly the banner
persed at O.AR. hall.
year,
700.000. Although the run is
It ls requested that all flags be dis
far from over, work stopped Thurs
played Memorial Day.
day. because the capacity of the fish
Organizations will form ln this
house was so taxed that barrels of
order:
the fish in pickle had to be placed
Orand Marshal Edward R Veazie;
on the Chester B. Hall wharf, and
aides, Col. Basil H. Stinson. Charles
almost tn the street. Packing will
W Morton, Albert S. Peterson, Don
continue Into June.
ald L. Kelsey.
In one day recently 101.000 fish
First Division. Capt. Charles O. were taken, and the previous day
Hewett commanding.
100.000. The waters appear to be full
Rockland City Band.
of fish, and the sea gulls have surely
Second Battalion, 240th C. A Bat taken advantage of the fact.
tery E, Rockland and Battery F
Tliomaston.
Quality dry cleaning at the lowest
Edwin Llbby Post, O.A R.
prices next week. Free delivery serv
AFLOAT AT FACTORV
Automobiles containing the com ice. Tel. 170. Peoples Laundry.—adv.
Staadard Accessary Criap Mditnul
mander of the Post, Mayor Thurston
and the speaker, Dr. John Smith YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Comfortable sleeping and
Lowe.
If I had my life to live stain I would
living accomodations for
Ralph Ulmer Camp. Spanish War have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least ones
four, 24-ft. over all, 8-ft.
Veterans. Spanish War Auxiliary.
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
beam, large aft cockpit,
loss of happiness. —Chutes Duwln.
American Legion Drum Corps.
Winslow-Holbrook Post. American
55 h.p. rubber-mounted
HOW SLEEP THE BRAVE
Legion.
motor, speed 18 miles
How steep the brave, who oink to rest
I By all their country's wishes blest!
Sons of American Legion.
per hour. Priced at $ 12 70.
| When Spring, with dewy fingers cold.
Huntley-Hill Post , Veterans of Returns to deck their hallowed mould.
For complete informa
She there shall dress a sweeter tod
Foreign Wars.
Than Fancy's feet have ever trod.
tion, call
Second Division. Augustus B
By fairy hands their knella ls rung;
Huntley, commanding.
By forms unseen their dirge Is sung;
There
Honor conies, a pilgrim grey,
Rockland School Band
To bless the turf that wraps their clay;
THOMASTON. ME.
TEL. 5
And Freedom shall awhile repair
Anderson Camp S. of U. V.
Tu dwell, a weeping hermit, there I
Edwin Llbby Relief Corps.
-William Colllna ,

A FULL-SIZED
CHRIS-CRAFT
CRUISER

$

FOR

FOR NOMINATION TO

CONGRESS

The Courier-Oazette Ls showing
Rytex Varsitv Cloth—a fine personal
stationery for men. This stationery
comes ln Ivory, Oreen and Brown
Varsity Cloth, printed with your name
and address. Fifty large flat sheets
and 50 monarch size envelopes to
match for only 81.00. Order a box
for home correspondence. Postage
ten cents.

the primaries.”

CANDIDATE

SIM’S

Volume 91................... Number 63.

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

TONIGHT (FRIDAY)

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, May 30, 1936

Dunn & Elliot Co.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 30, 1936
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was arranged by Virginia Nelson and
Phyllis Torrey and announced by
Ralph
Munroe.
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
BY RODNEY E Tt YLEP
W->/^r),
And How They Undermine
• • • •
(By the Pupils)
COMMISSIONER — SEA
SWORE FISHERIES \ 2V
A special assembly was held Fri
the
Homes
Of
Our
HomeThis day shall he unto you for a
Y s'L'
day morning with Rev. Ada Mac
memorial; and ye shall keep it. —
Loving People
Ruth Pike, Glcnna Rankin. Stella Hagler of Illinois representing the
Exod. 12: 14.
Young, and Betty McAlary, who re W.C.T.U. as the speaker.
DO YOU know what a 1 KR
« • • •
in
line
with
the
efforts
of
this
huge
dividends.
Tlie
Dominion
of
Presented this school at the eighth
AI ITE is? Strangely, tew of us do.
The
members
of the senior
. ,
. annual Interscholastic Play Day held
lt is almost like asking what AIR Department to rebuild and revitalize I „
Canada is spending »WX»0 thl yearr
university of Maine last Sat- mathematics class have completed
is. We live on air, die without it
Maine's declining fishing Industry I or 1 C'e,°?lnCn<->.h-_
and llrday are Riving glowing reports of their projects associated witli the
—hut how many of us can explain
foreign markets. Other States and
'
®
“
. . . trigonometry course. Robert Chand
.
■
<„o..
which
shall present this column weekly, countries are doing similar work the Fair-Weather. program
I what it is?
’
.
„ ler, William Anderson and Oordon
,
...
_ . ___ started at 8 30 and continued 12 full
Termites should he as familiar to so that the citizens of the State may- Marne
with a great opportunity at ,,
„ ,
, , , . .
Flint have become proficient ln the
us as air. They are ugly, vficious. know what we are doing and thc hand has done nothing of eonse- hours. Relays which included si lt use of the slide rule for solving prob
the past and It Is time relay'
*"
ant-like little insects that eat results which we hope to achieve qttence
lems.
Sanford Delano made a
. . „ _
. . .. u -u i
„
j . _ ,,
.u 1 pairs, backward hopping, walking
wood. They are not particular ___
First of all I want to thank the that we commenced to realize the 1
...
,
.
plane table and has practiced mapp- |
.......
,
i
,
.
.
.
chair,
bucket
relay,
and
cartwheel
where they find it. They swami editor of this newspaper for con-. importance of our fisheries.
,
, .;
. ,
1/
.
. relav were found to toe lots of fun. lng the school grounds by two
about the foundations of homes, de tributing this
valuable space and in
Close to our shores are millions of 1
methods, one known as the "Method
vour thc joists, beams and timbers doing so I am speaking for every acres of fishing grounds, our indent- I whily the color team tournament ln of Intersection" and the other. The '
soccer, schlag ball, club snatch, and
in wood structures of all kinds.
person connected with the industry ed. irregular coastline ls adapted to
•Method of Progression." Carl Spear j
People who live in States wheie in the State I also want to express herring for sardine purposes, our | cage ball, proved especially interest and Edward Hayes constructed an ,
ing
for
Miss
Pike
who
played
on
tlie
IN MEMORIAM
termites have become a plague know my appreciation of the encourage- shores are ideal for lobster and
angle mirror for ascertaining right
them well enough. ,n other com ment and support offered me ln ] clams, our people know the flailing winning team. At noon a picnic was angles. They have used it to lay out
held
at
Oilman
Falls,
nearby,
fol

This is a momentous anniversuy munities it would be profitable to making a success of this campaign, business and instead of so much
lowed by "group stunts" at the the ball field at Community Park, to
dav that finds our people casting know them well SOON enough
PRINTED STATIONERY
There are about 20.000 persons cm- wasted effort ln striving to obtain
lay out a circle, and In other lnstanIf YOUR home should suddenly ployed in all branches of the fish- new industries why don’t we take Athletic Field by the different
aside each year the things «f active
| schools present, with Ellsworth High j ces wl*re members of the class have
A DISCRETELY GAY WRITING CREATION WITH THE
life which make their usual de topple to thc ground, its weaken td ing industry in Maine. This number more pains and make more attempt ) winning in this event. A banquet' Deeded R t0 determine a right angle. ■
SMART LITTLE POLKA DOT BORDER ON SHEETS AND
mand, in order that proper tribute supports incapable of holding it will grow smaller and smaller eaeh to Improve and develop those wr
ENVELOPES.
i was held In Balentlne Hall at which Prances Young and Elsie Rackllffe
may be paid thc memory of men of up longer; you would wish you had year unless some systematic plan of have at hand. With the full support
time speeches were made on Leisure,' 'lave reported on the Camden Hill
Double or Note Sheets with thr gay polka border ln Green,
olden times, who willingly sacri known more about termites, and propagation, conservation, exploita- of the people of Maine I believe that Odds. Yearnings. Attitudes. Liberali- ' Project with accompanying maps, j
Blue. Violet or Brown.
ficed their lives, that this Nation sooner.
tion and salesmanship ls put into ef- this Department can put the indus- ty. Teamwork, and Youth, the one on Norma Monroe and Ralph Tyler have
• • • I
should continue to stand undivided
fect and it will be but a few years try back on its feet and Increase the
50 SHEETS
TERMITES do not advertise. when fishing off the Maine coast wealth of the State many thousands "Odds" being given by Elizabeth Till ,nad* a stud>' of plane Sailing, workand mighty among the greater na
The
group
was
accompanied
by
Miss
ed
some
problems
In
connection
with
(
50
ENVELOPES
tions of thc world. Thc names of They thrive in darkness and keep will be a lost art.
' of dollars.
Hellier. and joined later by Atwood | l^ls subject, and studied navigation
their
purposes
hidden.
That
which
those who earliest served in these
Postage 10c Extra
Ten years ago there were 6.000
I appeal to the people to become , Uwnsalcr
charts of the Penobscot Bay section,
connections arc found today only they would destroy they give the lobster fishermen alone and today "fish conscious" during thc next tew ‘
....
• • . •
• Printing on Sheets and Envelopes in Blue. Green.
upon the memorial stone, but the^Ppearance of soundness, until they that number hasshrunkbelow 4.000
months. I want them to eat more
Margaret Dunton and Catherine Mr. Durrell has completed a report
Brow n or Violet ink.
story of their gallantry and the :'r'j through with it.
Men closely connectedwith the in- Maine fish products and to realize I Chisholm are writing the senior class to Ira C Davis, president of N.EA
Polka borders—bright as a flower garden—in Blue.
deeds they wrought will remain ini-1
' hey do not put a sign on a dustry can see the possibilities and 1 that In doing so they are helping (X)e which will be sung to the tune of Science Instruction, which covers the |
Green, Violet or Brown.
perishable.
house, saving; “We are going to great potentialities of doubling and
immensely in this work. The hotels. Thc World ls Waiting for the Sun- work done on the organization of the
O Special! Be sure to buy several boxes at this low
It is the voung survivor of the destroy this structure!
Science Teachers in the State of
trebling the activities, of a major restaurants and inns should stress! rise."
price for future use and for delightful gifts.
later call to service whose marching
Instead, they tunnel industrious industry employing 50000 persons. fish above everything else on their
• • • , Maine this year, and also the accomlanks are now to be seen in the 1 h beneath the house, establish thetr Can Ma'ne use such an asset?
menus. Fish markets and peddlers
The sixth issue of thc Hlghllte has plishments of the conference groups
public service that keeps Memorial, destroying hordes out of sight, in
There seems to have been an idea could be of great assistance ln get- 1 been on sale this week with Eleanor set up by the Science Teachers. This
Day enshrined in the hearts of our ‘lank, moist earth. I hen they go to in previous years that the Sea and ting behind this campaign and boost- Johnson. Margaret Rogers. Barbara i report Is to be published in the
people. At a time when across the "ork systematically, insidiously Shore Fisheries Department should ing with all their facilities of mak- Perry, and Helvi Rivers on the print- Book of Proceedings, 1936. a science
seas the smoke of another wicked | The>
innumerable tunnels serve only as a law entforcement lng this a great “fish" summer.
ing staff. There will be one more publication, sponsored by this divland bloody war is slowly vanishing, through each timber, followin organization. This is an important
Selltng more fish ts but one of the number this year called thc "Junior slon of the National Education Aswhile in nearly every corner of so- ’he grain of the wood. The inner work as the laws must be enforced if minor purposes of the Department's Highllte."
! sociation.
NOTICE
called civilization the arming of substance of the wood is thus de we are to maintain any degree of efforts. The principal and most
-------tion with hls usual wit. complimented
nations goes steadily on, it becomes 'ourc<I> leaving the surface appar stability but these other problems vital need is that of adopting a plan
The biology classes have been hav-' Next Tuesday morning's assembly his listeners on their fine appear
AU officers and members of Wins
doubly significant that we rocojg- ’"r‘' WUIlu. I here is Ito outward must be faced and lt ls the duty of of action whereby we will not only' ing an Interesting time this week in at 8 30 will be the initiation of 11 ance. and then reviewed hls 86 unlow-Holbrook
Post . No. 1. American
nizc the splendid and heroic
’he termites are at the Department to handle them.
consume more fish ourselves, but will their study and dissection of the members Into thc National Honor usual years of life replete with
Legion, thc Auxiliary and Sons of
angleworm.
Each
student
dissects
Society.
Parents
and
Interested
service.
Incidents
ln
hls
boyhood
achievements of our sons, who with "l,ra
Conservation and propagation ef-, sell more to the rest of the country'
But when their work is done forts have proven very successful in I and above all will put into operation two worms, makes a study of them friends ef the school are cordially which interested hls listeners were . American legion please report at
their lives secured to us in the elder
under the microscope, and turns in a invited to attend these ceremonies, those of his first sailing when nine j L<8ion HaU Memorial Day at p. m
days protection in order that life, thc timber is a hollow shell, with other States. Rhode Island, Massa- a well balanced and efficient plan to
short report to Mr. Sezak.
....
yean 0,d t0 6t John New Bruns- to participate in Memorial Day servout
strength.
Only
when
it
falls
chusetts and Connecticut have been put the industry on a permanent,
liberty and pursuit of happiness
’ * * ’
Strains of “Flag of Victory" have wlck with hu father, and of hls en- 1 kes and Paradc
might remain our Nation’s birth is the completeness of the destruc carrying on this “marine farming' growing, prosperous basis. ExpendiHector O Staples.
With the football season opening been heard on the secend floor this hstment in the army January' 20.
right ; that we may continue hope tion revealed. BUT THEN IT for years and the comparatively I tures for conservation and propagaCommander
Sept.
12.
football
practice
will
start
week,
which
means
that
the
seniors
small sums invested have brought [ tion will do this.
1864 Reference to hls two sons,
fully to look for thc poet's one far- IS TOO LATE.
• • • •
Bernice Jackson,
two weeks before school opens The haVe started to practice marching for jftmw
"""fought ta th<. 8pBnish
off divine event to which thc whole
President Auxiliary.
The habits of the entomological
date for thc first practice will be baccalaureate and graduation.
w#r ftnd
CTarence B wh0 madc .
creation moves; when the warEdward Haves
Aug 24.
THE K. & L. LEAGUE
termites, destructive as they are,
..
v.
t
the supreme sacrifice ln the World
drum throbs no longer and the
• • • •
Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins has been
v
Capt. Sons of American Legion
assume the full potency of a scourge
t
,
..
_
.
War,
impressed upon his hearers
battle-flag is furled, in the Parlia
Club. which substituting this week in the French
Thc
Girls'
Glee
„
only when they are IMITATED.
St.
George
Gets
Setback
But
ment of Man, the Federation of the
. traveled to Portland last Saturday dciMrtment
‘b*1 P“trtotlsm does not onl* mean I
After all, if your house falls vou
Minister: "Now. Macpherson, why
Will
\V ill Try To Prov<
Prove Satur-, t0 participate in tlie New England
....
,ove of country and na« but often
World.
don't you fight against your longing
can rebuild it.
High School Band. Orchestra, and
The High School golf team which sadness
and
suffering.
Cap. for drink? When you are tempted,
day It’s Still There
But there are TERMites that
Choral Festival, received a high rat- is playing the University of Maine Huntleys talk was given hearty ap think of your wife at home "
BY
OLD
JOE
PAR
IN FLANDERS FIELDS
have no relation to entomologv.
ing in their audition. Leaving at today at Orono will leave from that Plauss- followed by the flag salute ln
Coming School Games
Macpherson (thoughtfully): "When
They are political TERMites that
5:30
a. m they were thc first glee point for Houlton where they will be ] rharge of R115-*11 Hewett, first class
Saturday
i
Memorial
Dayi
—
Rock

In Flanders fields the poppies blow
the
thirst is upon me. I am abso
devour, not wood, hut human
Hats off to that High School golf
club to arrive as well as thc first on the overnight guests of the Houlton
^oot. and the singing of the
land at St. Oeorge.
Between the crosses, row on row.
lutely devoid of fear.'
rights.
team. Our smooth working quartet
That mark our place; and in the
Tuesday—Rockland af Camden; St. the program, After singing, they High School golf team and on Sat- 8jar Spangled Banner by the school.
There are structures that, once of sharpshooters Jimmy Accardi.
were invited to remain to hear the j urday the boys wUl meet Houlton Helen Whitmore was leader of
sky
destroyed, can never be rebuilt. Dick Harden. Teddy Benner and Oeorgc al Thomaston; Vinalhaven vs
rest of thc program, which invita for their return match at the Houl- ' dlvotlonsNewcastle
at
Rockland
iTwo
games
>
That larks, still bravely singing fly 1 he structure of human liberty, Mike Leo sure are headed for places
'AND DON'T FORGET
tion many accepted. By noon ap ton Country Club.
Bearce heard amid the guns below. fallen in ashes, may not rise again, j with wins over Brunswick and
....
In
Latin.
Oardner
Brown
has
made
TO BUY A CAN OF
petites were well whetted due to the
Thc League Standing
— ■
. .
I I ,II*.. structures
of national
-ecur'tv, neoron
Hebron this week thev made it ,ix
The junior and Senior High pupils a model of Caesar's bridge across
’ACME ENAMEL KOTE’
We are ...
the Dead. Short days ago
• .
i -l
mis ween mey inane JV su
' fact that many of the club had
, ,
i nt the sovereignty ot the governed in a row and these victories were all
St Georges defeat at Vinalhaven,.
. . . .
_
,,
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow.
.
.
'
..
.i
vaauw
! breakfasted at 4 a. m. Thc after- have been invited to march in thc lhe .Rhine, and Rdbert Hills has
FOR OUR BRFAKFAYT $ET*
over those who govern—these must]by overwhelming margins. It looks Thursday lessened the strain on Rock noon was full of a variety of inter- Memorial Day parade which meets In buM a Viking ship which ahowa the
Loved and were loved, and now we
be preserved if they are to he en like another State championship for land. but it ls still possible for RockwhJch tocluded
ht
front of thc Orand Army Hall at 1 influence of the Roman trireme.
lie
joyed.
land to lose the pennant, and much
the
boys.
Notebooks on Caesar and Roman life
In Flanders fields.
shopping, picture taking, and mak- D30 p. m Saturday,
We cannot grow new liberties
will depend upon the Memorial Day- ing acquaintances, and at 5:30 the
have been made by Nancy Snow.
• • • •
like a pollywog grows a new tail.
Take up our quarrel with the foe;
"Pro" Jim Flanagan hung up a 69 game at Tenant's Harbor. The stand bus started for home. At every vllA delightful Junior High assembly Barbara O'Neil, and Barbara Derry.
To you from failing hands we throw Once yielded, freedom is lost. this week for the best score of the ing (as of Thursday) follows:
lage or town the windows were aas held Wednesday morning with
....
Won Lost
PC. lowered and cheers given so that lhls program: "Chalma.'' Junior
The torch; be yours to hold lt high. There is a background of centuries season He shot a 35 and a 34 and
In the domestic science depart
0
1.000 ure residents would be aware of Just
If ye break faith with us who die [ of bitter, ceaseless struggle behind sank five birdies ln a row on the last Ro.kiand . ..... 7
orchestra; sketch I. arranged ment the dresses made for the Sim
We shall not sleep, though popples! ’he structure of rights we enjoy as five holes You have got to be shoot St. Oeorge .... ..... 5
2
.714
who was passing through town, by Albert Pease with these charac pliclty Sewing Contest have been
American
citizens.
If
that
struc4
3
571
grow
ing plenty accurate to play the best Camden .........
which resulted ln some hoarse voices ters—Albert Pease. Perry Howard. judged, with first prize going to
turc falls, the plodding clock of ball of Al Emery and Art Flanagan Vinalhaven .... ..... 3
3
.530
In Flanders fields.
when they were tried out in church J Robert Stevens. Austin Staples. Dan Glcnna Rankin, second prize to
time would tick laboriously over and beat them three up. That is Lincoln .......... ..... 1
5
166 the following morning. Mrs. Rogers Monroe. Owen Allen. Kent Olover Margaret Davenport, third prize to
—Lieut.-Col. John McCrae.
many generations before it could how this match ended and Al didn't Thomaston
___ 0
7
.000 Miss Bird, and Miss Stevens chaper Earl Connor. Edwin Jones. Eddie Alice Clancy, and honorable mention
rise again, if ever.
THE BLUE AND THE GRAY
do so bad himself hanging up a 75.
Hillgrove, John Mooradian. and Dick j to Ida Roy and Evelyn Bragg. The
oned.
• • • •
join will do so immediately. Inci
• • • •
• • « •
Donohue; sketch II, arranged by dress.--,, made during a period of two I
n w« the
the south who! . THERE are political TERMThe flrst handicap tournament of dentally Bill and Dick Reed gave Al
The Tuesday meeting of troup 203 Betty Beach, with Ritchie Linnell. weeks, arc of cotton material and
no long time ago. when Memorial day Ites at work in Washington and
the season is scheduled for Memorial Jones and Harry Buffum an awful of the Boy Scouts of America took Dorothy Black, and Betty Beach as siow the possibilities of adapting
tell due. placed flowers equally upon
, ....
.
the graves of their own dead of the elsewhere on these vital structures.
trimming the other day.
this week the form of an outdoor characters; sketch HI. arranged by smart fashions to the personality of
Civil War, and also upon the graves ol They arc not the ant-like insects Day morning. Many changes will be
• • • •
Northern soldiers, their foes who had
hike, meeting at thc high school at Elizabeth Lurvey with these charac the wearer toy home sewing. These
made in the handicap rating and
found burial In the same cemeteries.
that eat only wood. They are thc
Bill Glendenning and John Mc- five p. m. The troop hiked to a ' ters— Bill Bicknell. Jessie Olds.! dresses with the prize ribbons will be
there will be a lot of howls from the
Y the flow of the inland river.
crawling, smirking, deceiving, social
boys. If Pro Flanagan does as well Izxin took on Emery Howard and wooded spot at Meadow Brook Eacli Oeorge McKinnon, and John Mora displayed at thc exhibition held in
Whence thc fleets of iron have and economic TERMites that are
this year as he did last when about Charlie Vfotton in a doae match re patrol cooked supper over their own dian; sketch IV. arranged toy Laura a down town store, June 6.
fjed
constantly boring, heartlessly and
FOR
every
match
in
championship cently. The result was not posted fire, one of which was started by Pomeroy with Earl Connor and Bob
Where the blades of thc grave-grass deliberately, into the supports of
FURNITURE,
BREAKFAST
SETS,
tourney went extra holes there can't but lt is rumored that "Cooney" was “Uncle Bill" Furtwcngler as a Stevens as characters; duet, "You
For a class gift to the school, thc
quivcr
American institutions.
KITCHEN
CABINETS
demonstration
of
fire
building
by
a little off hls game and missed a six
be any cause for argument.
Started Me Dreaming,”
Perry seniors have decided to refurnish
Like the wood-eating termites,
Asleep are the ranks of the dead:—
• • • •
friction. After supper the boys Howard and Albert Pease; dance. tlie teachers’ room, making lt com
inch putt when he shouldn't.
these
devourers
of
liberties
and
Your shill with color and brush
• • • •
E. J. Cornells, Camden summer
Under the sod and the dew.
practiced for the contests scheduled Beverly Bowden; piano "Air de fortable as well as attractive.
human
rights
thrive
in
thc
darkness
will amaze you
Jim Accardi of thc high school for thc State Camporec, which will Ballet,” Irma Thompson.
resident is back on the course,
Waiting the Judgment Day:
of thrir own purposes. They do shooting his usual game A good team shot a 76 ln a team match lhc
Under the one, the Blue;
be held at Augusta. June 12-14
18 POPULAR COLORS
An orchestra composed of members
not advertise their motives. They match was held the other day when other day and it is predicted that he
Under the other, the Gray.
There arc about 24 scouts signed up
A pre-Memoda1 Day assembly was j of thc
class on,y Ruth Harp.
TO CHOOSE FROM
tunnel beneath the surface of pub- Jim Flanagan and Mr . Corn ;lis will hold his own with most any of
for this event. At 730 the scouts held Tuesday morning with Rev er. Edward Hayes, Florence Dean.
i
lie
confidence,
reducing
thc
inner
These in the robings of glory,
teamed up against Art Flanagan ind them, before the season is much gathered about the council fire, and Herman Winchenbaugh, chaplain of
Ralph Clark. Francis Havener, and
fibres of free institutions to shapeThose in the gloom of defeat,
Homer Robinson. The result was all morc advanced. Dick Harden is an after a short business meeting Scout- the Sons of Union Veterans, DepartMargaret Dunton are playing "Thc
I less ashes, while leaving tbe outer even.
All with the battle-blood gory,
other comer who is in the low eighties master Chick gave out the insignia ment of Maine, and Capt. Henry R
White Queen" at graduation.
structure with the false appearance
• • • •
In thc dusk of eternity meet:
consistantly
to the scouts having uniforms. After Huntley of Company B, of thc 14th
447 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
• • ♦ •
of being whole.-—Boston American.
• • • «
Ed Gasscoiga of Reading. Mass,
Under the sod and the dew,
thc meeting some sat and enjoyed Maine Regiment, as guest speakers.
Eaith Dondis has been school
Roger Sorrent, greens keeper and the fire while others played ball. Tlie
employed at the Smith estate at
Waiting the Judgment Day:—
Introduced by Dorothy Frost. Mr. stenographer this week.
"What's the idea of a shooting gal Warrenton is a regular visitor to the in charge of thc refreshment conces
Under the laurel, thc Blue;
troop left for home In thc early eve Winchenbaugh gave a spirited ad
lery
in
Crimson
Gulch?"
asked
thc
club and takes a mean cut at the sion. is to launch an innovation this ning.
Under the willow, thc Gray.
dress on "Loyalty,” which embodied
A striking poster now on display in
| traveling man.
ball. He plays scratch at hts own year and put up a refreshment stand
graphic accounts of some of the | Miss Helller's room is the official
"We
don't
really
need
it,"
admitted
From thc silence of sorrowful hours
Because of the rain Wednesday .b“ttkS..°f the ClvU War and Of the I P°ster of the Olympic Games which
club and has but a 7 handicap in the by the sixth lee. This will give the
Cactus Joe, "but it's a sort of alibi to i Massachusetts amateurs. His playing boys a chance to get a bite or a cola the scheduled soft ball game with World War and touched upon 'seve'rThe desolate mourners go,
are to be held in Berlin, Germany,
keep strangers from being startled 1)ere u very lmpresslve
Lovingly laden with flowers.
drink when they need it the most Camdcn High was postponed until
al organizations now ln the country August i.16 In the backBrOund Is |
when
real
shooting
starts
in
the
night
and should prove popular.
Alike for the friend and thc foe:—
this afternoon. Making the trip are
which are un-Amcrlcan. His recital an athlete wearing the olive wreath.'
club next door.”
• • • «
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Salmond of
Under the sod and the dew.
Mozelle Phillips. Eugenia Brault,
of -As The Flag Advanced” was classical symbol of the victor. Above1
Jim
Flanagan
invites
all
those
in

Philadelphia and Rockport are wel
Waiting the Judgment Day:—
Louise Moulaison. Helen Condon. ■ espeeiafly appreciated?
hls head ls the sign of the Olympic |
terested
in
taking
up
the
game
to
see
come
visitors
to
the
club.
They
have
Sadly,
but
not
with
upbraiding,
Josephine Pellicane. Vieno Kangas,
Under the roses, the Blue;
Introduced by Mr. Winchenbaugh,
AVE ARE NOW
played in-several matches with Mr him. He will gladly give free advlc? Marion Ginn. Elizabeth White. Edith Capt Henry R Huntley whoge Games, five Interlocked circles rep
Tlie generous deed was done.
Under the lilies, the Gray.
STATE DISTRIBUTORS OF
resenting
the
five
continents.
In
on
thc
equipment
to
secure,
the
cost
In the storms of the years that are and Mrs. Homer Robinson and speak
TIIE FAMOUS . . .
presence In a High School assembly the foreground a quadriga or four
So, with an equal splendor
well of tlie early season excellence of and the fundamentals of the game. Lovejoy, Norma Havener.
fading
alwy. meets with admiration and horse Charlo? whose
•
•
•
•
driver
carries
a
The morning sun-rays fall.
thc layout up here on the hill.
Young, Dorothea Merriam, Malissa'
I
e cnan°i. wnose
No braver battle was won:
The tennis courts arc popular this Bostick. Elinor Nye, Iola Right, appreciation, replied to his Introduc- j Roman military standard, signifies i
• • • •
With a touch impartially tender.
Under thc sod and the dew.
sport and competition. The poster. |
J. L. Boone, local manager for the year, especially with the High School Edith Gray, Ruth McClellan, Ange
Diesel and Gas Engines
On the blossoms blooming for all:—
Waiting the Judgment Day:—
crowd.
Several
matches
have
been
so
replete with meaning, is senten- I
Standard
Oil
Company,
is
taking
up
Under the sod and the dew,
Under the blossoms, thc Blue;
lina D'Agostino, and Miss Tower.
AND THE
played and thc Orange and Black
tiously apt to the study of Latin.
Waiting the Judgment Day:—
Under the garlands, thc Oray. the game seriously and has joined
SUPERIOR
Water and Drain Pipes
the club. Hts game is improving rap racket '.vicldcrs have given good ac
Miss Anna Coughlin has 'been In
Broidercd with gold, the Blue;
Oolfer—What was the matter with I
idly and he will be in with the best count of themselves.
vited to be guest speaker at the last
DIESEL ENGINES
Renewed
Mellowed with gold, the Gray. No more shall the war-cry sever,
of them before long.
Or the winding rivers be red:
assembly of the school year ln charge Cesspools and Septic Tanks you at the sixth and seventh? You!
For Full Details. Prices. Speci
went all to pieces. If you hadn't re
"Why did you tear the back part of the senior class. June 9.
They banish our anger forever
So, when the summer calleth,
Cellars Repaired, White covered so wonderfully, we'd have lost I
Secretary
and
treasurer
Bill out of that new book?" asked the long-1
....
fications, Etc., Write or Call
When they laurel the graves of our
On forest and field of grain,
washed
Rhodes is still howling for more suffering wife of the absent-mlndnd
Herbert Metcalf was awarded first
for a certainty.
dead!
With an equal murmur falleth
SARGENT, LORD &
members. The list is growing, but doctor.
! prize and Fred Orover second prize
Partner—Well, it suddenly struck
Cement Work
Under the sod and the dew,
TJ”) cooling drip of the rain:—
"Excuse
me,
dear."
said
the
famous
in
a
reading
contest
conducted
in
j
there
is
room
for
plenty
more.
The
me
that
I
was
to
have
been
married
CO.
Waiting the Judgment Day:—
Under the sod and the dew.
club needs more money for necessary surgeon, "the part you speak of was divisions 7-1 this week. Marlon Hartoday, but when I remembered I'd
PORTLAND. MAINE
Love and tears for the Blue;
Waiting the Judgment Day:—
ROCKLAND, ME. nothing fixed for next Wednesday, 11
improvements and this can be ob labeled. 'Appendix' and I toek it out rington and Rose Dcmmons received TEL. 1187-R,
64-G9
Tears and love for the Oray.
Wet with the rain, the Blue;
Stf
!
honorable
mention.
Thc
program
!
tained
if
those
who
are
planning
to
w'thout
thinking."
felt
all
right
again,
— Francis Miles Finch.
Wet with the rain, the Gray.
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RYTEX POLKA
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NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

Every-Other-Day
Or. H. V. Tweedie will lead the
service at the Ingraham Hill chapel,
Sunday afternoon at 2.30.
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*

The matinees at Strand and Park,
Theatres will not begin until 2.301
Memorial Day, out of respect to thc,
parade.

The Registration Board begins its
sessions next Thursday. Unregistered
voters may then get in line for the
June primaries.
The well-batoy clinic will be held
Monday from 2 to 4 o'clock, at Red
Cross rooms. A doctor will be in at
tendance from 3 to 4 o'clock.

A Midnight Frolic will be held to
night (Friday) at (Ocean View Ball
Room by popular request, with music
by Bernie Wort and his Show Boat
Orchestra.

Aflanfic
RANGES

FEED CQ5TS LOWER
And Egg Production Has
Become Relatively More
Profitable

While market prices of eggs rose
steadily in April, they are still below
those of a year earlier. This differ
ence in price from 1935 is likely to
| continue, according to County Agent
i R. C. Wentworth who has just issued
his monthly bulletin on the poultry
, situation.
Chicken prices will probably re
main above those of a year earlier
until mid-summer, when increased,
receipts are expected to offset the
influence of low storage stocks.
Of the last 15 Aprils, only those in
1935 and 1932 had lower receipts of
eggs ln the four markets than in
April 1936.
Commercial hatchings of baby
chicks in the United States for the
period January-April, 1936 Inclusive,
were 24 per cent larger than during
that period a year ago.
Storage stocks of eggs are not ac
AND UP
cumulating as much as last spring,
Your Old Range Taken in
so that consumption has evidently
Exchange
Increased, If this tendency to store
Atlantic Ranges arr available in
less eggs continues until August 1,
Black and All Enamel Finishes
fall egg prices are likely
exceed
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
those of the fall of 1935.
The lower costs of feed has made
egg production relatively
more 1
profitable. This has supported a
good demand for baby chicks all
TEL. 980
Feedstuff
313-325 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND through the season.
47-tf markets continued their downward
trend during the week ended May 19
Verne Kenney was before Judge as a result of improved pastures and
Dwinal Friday morning for breaking light demand.

MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.

May 31—Whitsunday.
June 2 (8 p m b -Special town meet
ing tn Union.
June 2—Joint meeting of Lincoln
County Women’s Clubs at Methodist
Church. Waldoboro.
,
June 5—Educational Club picnic with
Mrs Nina Gregory. Olen Cove.
Tickets for the Republican dinner,
June 5—Dance Recital by pupils of
Ellse Allen Corner School of the Dance to be served in Masonic hall, Camden. |
at Park Theatre
June 5-6 Fiftieth Anniversary Patri at 630 p. m. next Wednesday, have
archs Militant to be observed ln Bel
hgd a liberal sale in this city. Able
fast
June 7—Trinity Bunday.
speakers have been secured.
June 7—Vinalhaven — Baccalaureate
sermon at Union Church.
June 9—Republican National Conven
Thomas Tuttle has completed au
tion opens In Cleveland.
Jun,- »-Camden—Dance rec'tsl by extensive Job of landscaping on the)
Miss Dons Heald's pupils.
June 9-11—Annual convention O.AR. premises of Roy E. Estes on Talbot
and allied bodies ln Rockland.
avenue. Mr. Estes now has a hand-,
June 10—Rockport — Commencement
some lawn, a rock garden, vegetable
exercises.
June 10—Annual meet'ng of Unlver
salist Mission Circle with Mrs. KatheryQ garden and flower garden.
St Clair. Crescent Beach.
June
11—Vinalhaven—High
8chool
Maine's 35 new State policemen have
commencement exercises in Memorial
hall.
completed a month's intensive school
June 11—Thomaston—Alumni banquet.
June 12—Thomaston—Alumni Bali ln ing and are now assigned to duty.’
Watts hall
The Third District which has head
June 14—Flag Day.
June IS—Primary Election.
quarters at Thomaston, and is in
June IS—Park Theatre reopens on full
charge of Lieut. A. W. Cushman, gets
time
June 10—Milk Fund Ball at Oakland. Harold Mitchell and Ralph A. Price.
June 10—Camden—Whitehall
Inn
opens.
June 19-21—Annual encampment of
Times have changed since E. R.
th- Maine Department. Veterans of
Foreign Wars, ln thia city.
Keene became city clerk. When he into The Samoset and taking golf
June 20—Llmerock Valley Pomona
.
,
.
Carinis fruit store has blossomed
Orange meets at Vinalhaven with Pleas- took office there was no issuing Of clubs. He was placed on probation
*'ju",V2i-<F?th?er s Day.
| ^‘"8 licenses and a hunting license and ordered to report each Saturday forth wit ha new frontfl or rather a

s49.50

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

costing
25 cents was Bgood for life
* "
Tliis (year he has issued 105 combi
motions.
June 27—i-H field day at Union fair nation licenses costing $1.15 each;
gi oun<b>
July 29-Rockport—Baptist
Ladles I 315 resident fishing licenses and 53
Circle midsummer fair.
..
.....
July 30-31 — Warren'a bl-centennlal resident hunting licenses, the two
celebration.
Aug 6-8 -Rod
Carnival-Regatta, last named costing 65 cents each.
June 2d-2a—Lewiston—American Leglon and allied bodies, hold State eon-

(H U R(H ES

morning at the sheriff's office.

newly painted front.

A double wedding was performed Sir Knights of Claremont Com
Monday night in Thomaston by Rev. mandery will interest themselves at
Hubert F. Leach with four Rockland Monday night's meeting in the mak
young people as principals. Edgar B ing of plans for St. John's Day.
Robbins and Mrs. Louise Curtis Joyce
The interior of thc Knox County
The following attractions are at and Albert Brown and Mrs. Bernice
Jail is being painted—the floors and
Strand Theatre next week: Sunday Sukeforth.
corridor a mahogany brown and the
and Monday, "Trouble For Two." with
F. A. Winslow has accepted an in cells and ceiling a light gray.
Robert Montgomery’ and Rosalind
vitation to be guest speaker at a Joint
Russell; Tuesday and Wednesday
meeting of the Lincoln County Wom
Hattie A., wife of Valentine F.
'•Story of Louis Pasteur,” with Paul
en's Clubs next Tuesday afternoon. Higgins, died Friday at the home of
Muni; Thursday. “First Baby." with
The meeting will be held in the Meth- Mrs. Jessie Huntley. Llmerock street.
8hirley Dean and Johnny Downs;
odist Church in Waldoboro, following
Corps
wl„
he,d
Friday and Saturday. "Private Num
luncheon.
)
Sunday
at
2
o'clock
from
Russell
ber," with Loretta Young and Robert
Funeral Home.
Taylor.
A splendid opportunity to renew
Mrs. Clara Severance of Big Tim your flower beds or to start new ones
If you are looking for an inexpen
ber. Mont. iF. O. Box 453i has The will be given all those attending the sive graduation gift, Rytex Polka
Courier-Gazette's thanks for the re Garden Club's plant sale on the Cop printed stationery will solve your
Kettle lawn Monday. The display
markable rotogravure section which per
wm’include”spedlings. pcrennials. ?ockiprobIetn- n 15 the stationery young
recently appeared in the Billings Ga
people buy for themselves. Only $1
zette. It contains 115 scenic photo garden plants, home grown flower a box. On sale at The Courier-Ga
seeds,
etc.
Sale
starts
at
2.
graphs in rotogravure, depicting the
zette office during May and June only.
natural grandeur of "The Land of | pollowlng # convenient custom I Postage 10c
Shining Mountains." The general im
which has obtained for several sea-|
pression gained from this supplement
BORN
sons Lincoln Academy and Vinalhaven■
is that residents of Billings and High are to play their two scheduled B^rT1'^ &\”5oJ
vicinity find their lot cast in very
Gerald Bryant.
games in the form of a double header
pleasanl places.
The flrst game will start about 1.30,
MARRIED
The semi-annual meeting and rally at Community Park next Tuesday.! f>ACJtARp.HEAW> At camdep. May 28
The local fans Will do well to see) by Rev W F Brown. Cloyd Packard
of the Women's Republican Club ot
and Miss Gladys Heald. both of Cam
den
Maine will be held at Hotel Eastland, these contests.

SERMONETTE

God
(No. 4)
What is you idea of God?
Think of the immensity of the
Universe, of our earth an inftnitestimal part of it. but teem.ng
with life and peopled by men, pos
sessing intelligence, capable of
reason. Most people with religious
trends would agree that "God is
the eternal and infinite personal
spirit, the Creator and Governor
of the universe, the loving Father
of all men." If you believe this, of
course it follows, that anything
science can teach must simply still
further reveal Him. Nothing can
supercede Him.
If then, you wished to learn of
his plan and purposes toward you,
would you not be led to the one
book which claims to be. and Is.
the revelation of His divine will?
As you study this compilation of
sixty-six smaller volumes of his
torical narratives, laws, ordi
nances, poetry, doctrines, moral
and religious precepts, written by
different persons over a period of
fifteen hundred years, widely
separated from each other in time
and place, could you possibly mis
take it for a biography of God? or
anything save a history of men
| and events as He dealt with them,
leading them ever in accordance
with His purposes?
As you read of the experiences
of the sins of these men as God
dealt with them ln various ways
and the laws which he laid down
to guide them, could you call them
myth and legend" and speak of
the Eternal as an ‘outmoded
Deity?” If so you arc Indeed a
modernist, and may well reproach
a great Cardinal. You can set
up your especial Deity as the
"God revealed in the endless
sweep of evolution, whose majestic
message is being slowly trans
lated into the accents of the hu
man tongue," but ty n" stretch of
the imagination can yon he con
ceived a Christian
William A. Holman

heavenly law is broken by trespassing upon man's individual right of
self-government. We have no authority In Christian Science and no
moral right to attempt to influence
the thoughts of others, except it be

Two Tickets Free To Each Theatre
,
j
1
1
)
i

12—Owla

lead—Church fair.

Answer to Puzzle No. 52

NEVER IN DANGER

Our courteous personnel is always ready to serve

Fool Stories Circulated About
St. George High School s
Trip To Vinalhaven

your needs

NEED RANGE OR FUEL OIL TODAY?

I wish to make a statement to thc J

CALL US FOR

Dress and to the public regarding [
the trip of the St. George Higli Base- I

ball team to Vinalhaven with Capt. I
Starrett. At no time on our trip 1
over to Vinalhaven or coming back j
were these students in danger other
than the ordinary conditions of run
ning across bay. The St. George team}
arrived in Vinalhaven around 2.15 [
j and due to a thunder shower on the
‘ Island we were unable to play our j
game. The Vinalhaven team agreed ■
} to play the game cn Thursday morn! ing if we would remain over. Capt '
( Starrett stayed over with the team at
my request and tied up hts boat be- 1
tween four and five o'clock. Wc
made no attempt to leave Vir.alhavcn j
on Wednesday night.
I am making this statement to re- 1
fute the rumors and stories that have
been circulated concerning this trip j
These stories are untrue and such i
stories as have been circulated are I
injurious to all concerned.

VERIFIED PRINTED METER SERVICE

SHOWING AT STRAND THEATRE

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Robert Montgomery in “Trouble For Two’

M'lOON SALK and SERVICE
OA/ET'EU
•
W

21

/WOTOF»«B

HFS1V9CF

REFRIGERATION • OIL HEATING ENGINEERS
DISTRIBUTORS’ OF
FINEST
FUEL

LIMEROLK STREET

IfOtKIAND

V

MAINE

SPORT SHOES!

JOHN PARKER STIMPSON

Granite and Marble
MONUMENTS

W. E. Dornan & Son,

DEPENDABILITY

Second Prize—Priscilla Robinson, 24 1 rinity St.

to benefit them” (Page 447: 1-5).

Funeral services for John Parker
Stimpson were held Wednesday at
the church In Togus. Military hon»ors were accorded thc deceased and
thc services were attended by mem
bers of Winslow-Holbrook Post. A. L„
of which he had been a member.
There were beautiful floral tributes
I
from relatives and friends. Tlie
bearers were six comrades from thc
National Home.
Mr. Stimpson entered Togus
Hospital for treatment of heart dis
ease March 2. hls death occurring
Thc Rockland Lions Club sent a
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) last Saturday. Deceased was born
delegation of eight to tne Waldoboro
R'’v.E.O. Kenyan.rector, the services in Wakefield, Mass.. Dec. 11, 11892,
Lions Club ladies' night.
for tomorrow will be appropriate for son ot Mr. and Mrs. John Stimpson.
the Feast of Pentecost: Holy Com He served two years Overseas dur
Charles Staples of Willow street
munion at 7 30; church school at ing the World War. Mr. Stimpson,
has helped extinguish lots of fires in
9 30; Holy Eucharist and sermon at a chef by trade, was one of the pro
his time. Thursday he helped the
prietors of the Penobscot Grill.
10 30; Vespers at 7 30.
department slop a chimney flre in his
• • • «
He is survived by his wife, Sadie
own home.
Rev. Corwin Olds, minister of the Stimpson of Rockland; his mother,
First Congregational Church, will oc Mrs. Lydia P. Stimpson of Wakefield,
Watch thc coming summer's fashions
cupy the pulpit at thc morning serv Mass.; two brothers, Oeorge H.
in feminine footwear — interesting
ice in the Universalist Church Sun Stimpson of Reading and Charles
fabrics of every variety arc used;
day in exchange with the pastor. Dr Stimpson of Wakefield; three sis
Mexican influence is noticed in many
Lowe. Mr. Olds will preach on the ters, Mrs. Charles Alden, Mrs. John
sandals.
subject "The Christian's Higher Citi Brackett and Miss Maude B. Stimp
BROWN-SUKEFORTH — At Thomaston. zenship” Church School sessions a I son of Wakefield,
May 25. by Rev H. F Leach. Albert noon.
Sample ballots for the Jdne primary Portland. June 5. at 12.30. The speak
Prin. Clayton M. Hunnewell
Kelly B. Crie has been highly en
Brown and Mrs. Bernice Sukeforth.
election have been received by City ers will be the Hon. Gasper Bacon, thusiastic abcut thc new noiseless both of Rockland
Clerk E. R Keene Now if somebody former Lieutenant Oovernor of Mass rubber-tired lawn mowers being ad- ROBBINS-JOYCE-At Thomaaton. May
In a semi-annual pulpit exchange.
25. by Rev H F Leach. Edgar B
would only tell us how they arc going achusetts; Charles Nelson ,of Augusta,
Robbins and Louise Curtis Joyce, both Dr. John Smith Lowe will be the
. ..
vertised by his firm but it took a
chairman of the New England Young well.known Norlh Main street resl. of Rockland.
to be filled out.
preacher at the Congregational
Republicans; and Miss Ardra Hod- dent of the genller iex to go him one
Church
Sunday. The theme of hts
DIED
gins, vice chairman of the Maine
SQmewhat provokcd
HIGOIN8—At Rockland. May 29. Hattie sermon will be "Above the Surface
Funeral services for George E. Cross,
Young Republicans. Miss Nettie BurQn
A . wife of Valentine E Higgins aged
Civil War veteran, who died in North
75 years. Funeral Sunday at 2 o clock and Below thc Ground." Church
leigh, president and founder of he mlng hk
Crawford-S in.
from Russell funeral home.
service begins at 10.30 with Sundav
Cambridge. Mass., will be held at 2
Woman s Republican Club of Maine slead q[ trimmlng the gr#ss
home>
School at 9 30.
o'clock Sunday afternoon at Pratt
CARD OF THANKS
will preside. It is expected to have
shMw him
dolng
• • • •
Memorial Church.
We wish to express our heartfelt
present all the women who broad the work herself. So. with mind pre-1 thanks to our friends and neighbors
Preaching services at the Pratt
, .
I who so kindly assisted us during our Memorial Methodist Church on Sun
casted on the series of "Thc Woman
wmuiiwu'iiBT
If our readers of the gentle sex tn Citizen.” It is hoped that a large occupied, she Started Jn only to be, recent bereavement in lose of our broAuakencd
hv
thp
chuckles
of
a
DBSSCr*
ther Chester H. lawry Also for the day will be at 1030 a m. and 7.30
planning their gardens would arrange number of men and women will awakened dj tne cnuck.es 01 a pisscr beautUul f)ower, and UM- of o,,,, car,
A Large Selection Of
Mr and Mrs Berton Lawry. Mr and p. m. with sermons by Rev. Charles
by to the embarrassing fact that she
to attract birds, In the easy ways attend.
Mrs Arthur Koster and Mr and Mr,
E. Brooks. The Friendly Men’s Bible
was
mowing
the
lawn
with
a
rubberQuincy
M
Lawry.
known to lovers of thc out-of-doors,
• Class will meet at 9 30 a. m. The
they would reap large dividends of
Thomas Tuttle has signed a con tired carpet sweeper.
CARD OF THANKS
1 Baraca Class and the church school
enjoyment all through the season.
tract with the Boston Safe Deposit
I wish to express my thanks and ap
The Bath-built destroyer Drayton
will hold their regular sessions at
preciation
to
the
members
of
Winslowand Trust Company, through its local has been cavorting over thc Rockland Holbrook Post of American Legion, the
noon. Miss Amy Sherman will be in
hospital
staff
at
Togus.
and
Dr
B
B
The staff and pupils of the Bancroft agent Elmer C. Davis, to "raze, de trial course and along the coast this
on display for
Annla and Dr H J. Welsman of Rock I charge of the Young People's Service
School, of Haddonfield, N. J., are to molish and take down" the three week, engaged in her builders' ac land: and relatives and friends for the
many acts of kindness and beautiful at 6 30 p. m.
Prompt Delivery
arrive on July 11 at Garthgannon Farnsworth buildings at the intersec ceptance trials. Capt. William S. Blair floral
tributes ln my recent bereave
• • • •
Lodge, where as usual its summer tion of Main and Elm streets, which cf the Bath Iron Works Corp, staff ment
At the Littlefield Memorial Church
QUALITY AT
Mrs John Parker Stimpson
session of the school will be Held; and were destroyed by fire Feb. 3. The is the navigating officer and among
29 Franklin street.
*
REASONABLE PRICES
Sunday morning at 10.30, Rev.
as usual there will be the warm wel property has been an “eyesore" on those keeping tabs on the various
Charles A. Marstaller will have as hls
come from thp people of this coast Main street since the flre. but as the trials is Capt. Ralph G. Pennoyer,
sermon topic "Honest Thinking.”
will was in litigation nothing could UJ5.N., who will command the new
region.
There will be a sermonette for the
INC.
be done about it until a settlement craft. The newspapers are no longer
children. Church school will meet at
Distinctive Memorials in
A Ford coupe driven by Charles had been reached. Mr. Tuttle has en permitted to publish statistics con
Granite and Marble
11.45; Junior C. E. at 5 p. m.; senior
Mitchell was ln collision with Morris gaged Timothy E. McNamara as his cerning warship trials, but it's a
p. E. at 6.15. and preaching service at Thomaston, Me. East Union, Me.
Phone 114-3
Phone 13-31
Gordon’s truck near Oak Grove aide de camp, and the two will make cinch that thc Drayton will be up
7.15. The sermon topic will be "Too
43-44Stf
short
work
of
removing
the
offending
Cabins Friday afternoon. Tlie coupe
there among the fastest ones, for
Far and Too Hard." Prayer meeting
overturned several times and was structures. The razing of three build that's a habit they have at the
, Tuesday evening at 730. Thc Ladies'
badly damaged. The front of the ings is only part of the improvement Bath Iron Work£
[ Aid will meet Wednesday evening
truck showed the force of the im which will be made on that corner,
with Mrs. Wesley Thurston.
Department President Mrs. Alta
as the entire lot for a distance of 100
pact. Nobody injured.
feet back will be put in proper con Cutler, Department Secretary Mrs
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH
Mr. and Mrs. Ruel J. Whitney ar dition for the eventual erection Anne Lovely of Old Town, thc de
To
be
ready
to
serve
at
a
mo

partment
vice
presidents
of
the
Third
rived yesterday from Fruitland Park. of thc Farnsworth memorial building
■'Ancient and Modern Necromancy
AND
Fla., and will spend the summer at which has several tijnes been described District. Mrs. Mary Hodgkins of Dam ment’s notice; to be ready to serve
alias
Mesmerism and Hypnotism,
loyally
and
well
at
all
times;
such
ariscotta,
and
members
of
Williams•'Trail's End." Ash Point, the home of in these columns. Work will not be
Mrs. Whitney's sister, Mrs. Otis Lewis. gin in earnest until next week as the Brazicr Unit were guests of Winslow- is a part of thc task of a depend Denounced" is the subject of the
able funeral director. Such has Lesson-Sermon which will be read
Mr. Whitney, himself a 6-footer, has contractor does not wish to clutter up Holbrook Unit at their meeting Mon
Established 1840
day night. Mrs. Estelle Jacobs was been a duly faithfully performed 1 in all Churches of ChrLst, Scientist,
two sons. Richard and Bruce, each of the street on Memorial Day.
Licensed
Embalmers and
1 on Sunday May 31, 1936.
whom stands 6 feet 4 inches. The
initiated. This entertainment was by thc Russell Funeral Home.
Attendants
The Golden Text ls: “They that
former was born in Rockland and
Quality dry cleaning at the lowest given: Tap dance, Norma Ramsdell;
John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer
observe lying vanities forsake their
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
now resides in Lansing, Mich. Bruce prices next week. Free delivery serv solo, Ida Huntley; tap dance, Mar
lown mercy" (Jonah 2:8).
was born in Oregon. Mr. and Mrs. ice. Tel. 170, Peoples Laundry.—adv. garet Huntley; solos Bertha McIn
Day or Night Telephone
Among the citations from the
Whitney are finding the present spring
tosh; toe dance, Norma Ramsdell; ac
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
450
j Bible ls the following: “Hide me
one of special interest, as it is about
TEL. 662
Notice ls hereby given thst the Board companist, Ida Huntley. The Depart
Representatives in all large cities
to bring to them the distinction of of Registration will be in aeaston at their ment officers were presented with gifts 9 CLAREMONT ST, ROCKLAND from the secret coun.wil of thc
rooms, Spring street, for the purpose of
in the United States and Canada
wicked; from the insurrection of the
becoming grandparents.
revising and correcting the voting lists by the president, Mrs. Bernice Jackof the City. The sessions will be held
workers of iniquity: Who whet their
son.
Refreshments
were
served.
AMBULANCE
June 4. 5. 8 and 8. 9. 10. 1J. 12 and 13
tongue like a sword, and bend their
Milk Fund Ball at Oakland Park, from 9 a. m. to l .p. m. and from
Service ls instantly available.
3 p. m. to 5 p. m. and from 7 p. m. to
bows to shoot their arrows, even
Experienced attendants on duty.
June 16, Benefit P.T.A.
65-71
9pm Standard Time. Aa the last three
FEATHER BEDS
1855
1936
days of said session are for the purpose
bitter words:” (Ps. 64: 2, 3).
Now
is
the
time
to
have
your
of verifying aald lists and to complete
Day or Night Telephone
The Lesson-Sermon also Includes
If you care to save 20% or more on and close up the records ot the session, Feather Bed made into Mattresses
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
no names will be added to or stricken and Pillows, Also Ilair Mattresses
the following passage from the
450
your automobile Insurance Insure from said lists on aald days. The Board
Waldoboro, Me.
made over. Drop a postal to
with me ln a $3,000,000 company . M.<
*'80 ** *“ se“*on a“ day elect,on
122Stf Christian Science Textbook, "Science 361 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
A. F. IRELAND
20-U
and Health with Key to the Scrip
By order of the Board of Registration.
F. Lovejoy, 140 Talbot avenue, tel.
P. O. BOX 63, THOMASTON, ME. Artistic Memorials in Stone
JOHN E DOHERTY, Chairman
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy: “The
1060-J, Rockland,
35-8 tf
65-68
84-60
Aug

First Prize—Vivian O’Jala, City

The Summer Season Is On!
Time for golfing, time for picnicking,
time for touring . . . time to get out and
walk! And no matter what your favorite
activity may be, be sure you re wearing
McLain Sport Shoes. They add distinc
tion to your summer outfit, and provide

smart comfort at all times.

A Complete New Selection at McLain's for Summer
Lightweight Modeb for Business and Afternoon.
Crepe Soles . . . Rubber Soles . . .

McLAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

THE EASY WAY
THE SURE WAY

THE BEST WAY

TEL. 374-W

TO
PAY ,
FOR
A
HOME

Wc makr loans on thr Direct Reduction Plan of SIOW.00 which
arr repaid in 139 months at thr rate ot $10.00 per month. laian.s for
a longer term cost less per month, or if you want a shorter term
the monthly payment is larger, so in this way we ran arrange a plan
lo meet your needs. Loans In any amount from S400 00 up to
$1000.00 in the same proportion.

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
59Sif

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE

FUNERAL PARLORS

Bussell Funeral Home

i

materials at

...................................................... 59c, 75c, 51(10

WASH SUITS

Thc largest assortment of these in the city and some of thc
prettiest we ever saw—only ................ 59c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50, $1.98
SUMMER SWEATERS

For men or boys—very pretty—only ........................ SI.00, $1-50, $1.98
Work Clothes for men or boys at prices that will suit your
pocketbook.

WILLIS AYER

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 30, 1936
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OUR OWN

EAST UNION

U. S. Payrolls
Still Soaring

SNAPSHOTS

Esten Soule was recent guest of J
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Soule ;
of Randolph.

121,117 More Get Jobs With
Administration in

Year.

SAILOR BEWARE !—Theae sirens on a
California Beach have a very »aughty-»l
'
appeal!

.

......
. . ,
take, time out fur a dip or .1 leaf
give* thc photographer an eye-ful.

‘>

Bureaucracy ls still rolling up
new high totals for the number of
employees on Its roster. A year
ago there were 684.918 employees
on the Executive payroll. Today,
according to the latest report of the
United States Civil Service Com
mission. the total is 806.035. While
It Is asserted from the stump that
business aud industry have made
great gains and the national In
come has Increased by billions, the
rumors that the emergency ls over
apparently have not reached those
In Washington who hire quickly and
flre with extreme deliberation.
President Roosevelt, four years
after the Democratic platform
pledged economy In Government, ap
pointed a commission to study plans
for cutting down expenses, and for
reorganizing and reducing the num
ber of departments. He made It
clear that no report was expected
until next year, which means that
the matter will not arise to distract
the thought of the voter from other
considerations.

Mr. and Mrs. I.eo Howard of Rock- '
land were callers Sunday on relatives |
ln this place
Mrs Mina Rines has returned
from an extended visit with her
sister. Mrs. Vinnie Hubbard and fam
ily in New York. After spending a
week with her brother. Oeorge Davis,
she will go to Warren to care for
Mrs. Rosa Cutting who recently j
came from Portland where she un- ,
derwent a surgical operation.
Mrs Alice Davis and Mrs. Mina I
Rines were guests recently of Mrs
Maude Payson.

Tlie Get-together Club of Rockland j
j met recently at the home of Mrs
Shirley Bogle. Refreshments were j
served, after which music and danc
ing were enjoyed. A pleasant eve
ning was passed.
The average attendance of pupils
at Sunday School here ls 36

BLIND SINCE BIRTH.
SURGERY GIVES HIM
VISION - Afflicted with
congenital cataracts over
both ryes. Sammy Mydash
has gained complete vision
through a delicate opera
tion.
j|i

Rig/if

MEET THE Ql'INTS (CATS Tills
—A Siamese rat belonging to Mrs.
of London Is the proud mother
litter of 5 kittens.

Out Of The Air
By R F SERVICE

The young man who plays Captain I over a coast-to-coast network Tues
Nicholas Lacey, Claudia's husband ln day nights, can tell you how lt start1 ed. for the stunt was named after
•'One Man's Fam
ber family. She comes from a long
ily," is consider
) line of acrobatic clowns but sticks to
ably like the ro
verbal acrobatics herself.
mantic English
officer in real life.
The Voice of Experience, whose
He ls Walter
daily talks have been a CBS feature
Paterson, a tall,
for three years, will leave that net
blond, blue - eyed
work and begin a
chap who has
new series over
z
tried such varied
the NBC red net
means ol making
work beginning
a living as ranch
May 25. He will
ing in South
be heard for 15
Africa, practicing___
law in England waller Paterson minutes daily at
11:45 a. m., e.ds.t.
and selling real
estate ln California ln addition to from Monday
through Friday,
acting.
and foi 30 min
•• Rt-.ario Bourdon, musical di utes each Sunday
rector of Jessica Dragonette's pro at 1 p. m. e. d. s. t
gram. who has perhaps conducted Since his flrst net
The Voice of
t ;ore o; little stars for recordings work broadcast on
Experience
than any other orchestra leader, says April 24. 1933. the
t bey are the most punctual class Voice of Experi
of professional people he has ever ence has been one of the phenome
nons of the airwaves. Helping lis
teners solve their personal problems,
•••Mrs. Smith Ballew generally hls mall ls measured ln the millions.
listens to her husband's weekly Hls charitable works, made possible
broadcast at home, so lt was a sur by the listeners, have aided thous
prise to the Chateau master of cere ands ln all parts of the country.
monies to see her "out front" ln the
••• Phil Duey, the popular bari
studio one recent Saturday night. tone.
who was born and raised, and
She explained that tt was a very worked on a farm, now has a beau
special occasion—their wedding an tiful home ln Westchester County
niversary.
and often assists members of the
community with architectural plans.
"Bitter Sweet" marked the third
time producers of the CBS Monday
•••Frank Black, NBC general
night Radio Theatre have ventured musical director, points out that ra
into the fleld of dio has not only educated the public
musical drama. to an appreciation of finer music, but
Irene Dunne. Im has made the musician more versa
ported from Hol tile. Symphony men are now quali
lywood for the oc fied to play ln dance bands, and, ln
casion, was slated many cases, vice versa.
to do this play for
Rehearsals and broadcasts are
several weeks but
retakes kept post never regarded as a tiring task to
poning the date. Phil Baker, and
The only previous lt ls not at all
production of this unusual for him
type was "Har to provide enter
mony Lane” with tainment for the
Irene Dunne
Lawrence Tibbett, studio audience v
although John both before and
Boles sang several songs ln "Green after the broad
Grow the Lilacs." These successes cast. Baker, Agnes
make it probable that other similar Moorehead, "Bot
musical plays will be heard soon.
tle." "Beetle," and
the other mem
••• Last winter a San Francisco bers of the cast
barber's daughter made her operatic are accustomed to
debut in "The Barber of Seville." the daily grind of Agn„ Moorehead
Her name was Josephine Tummlnla vaudeville and the
and her coloratura voice ls now legitimate stage, and regard radio as
h»'ard recularly on Sigmund Rom a pleasant lark.
berg's Monday night broadcasts
••• Howard Price, tenor of tho
from Hollywood. Critics hail her as
one of the most promising "finds" ln NBC "Gypsy" programs, does not
believe ln babying his voice. Price
years.
sings at any hour of the day, par
••• Ever hear the expression "do ticipates in outdoor concerts, and
ing a dooley”? It's the trade ex three days a week can be found ln
pression for a comedy acrobatic fall the grandstand of the Polo Grounds
over the footlights. Ray Dooley, who or Yankee Stadium shotting with
heckles her husband, Eddie Dowling, the best oi the rooters.

LIKE A LETTER FROM HOME
To those away for a month, a year, or a decade,
The Courier-Gazette, thrice weekly, brings the
friendly word of home town folks and happenings.
Subscribe today Phone 770.

"•w

DEPORTATION TO
GERMANY MAY MEAN
DEATH—Bertha Walther
kisses her bridegroom of
one month, after she told
immigration officials that
deportatlun of Otto would
mean death.
Otto Is
accused of the Reichstag
lire of three years ago

-t-L.

Mosquitoes May
♦ Triple in U. S.
RESIDENTS east of the Missiiippi River this summer mav
expert the must severe invasion ol
mosquitoes experienced in three dec
ades, Alfred Weed, Ph.D., prom
inent entomologist, advised the
American Institute of Sanitation,
New York City, following an in
spection trip through several states
in the flood area.
"Breeding conditions for mosqui
toes are unusually favorable this
year because of the large amount
of surface water. In some sections
the superficial area of ponds,
swamps and other land depressions
sheltering stagnant water has in
creased three or four hundred per
cent," said Dr, Weed.
Tt is likely that the mosquito
populatio
ion of the United States will
ne three times that of last year
and greater than for any time dur
ing the past three decades. In some
communities this summer the daily
use of spray guns to combat the
hordes of pests will be necessary
if homes are to be habitable.
"Contrary to popular thought,
mosquitoes do not breed entirely in
swamps. A print of a cow’s foot,
an old tin can, a flower vase in
a cemetery, catch-basins in city
streets, or any other place that will
harbor a bit of stagnant water is
good enough for mosquitoes to
breed in,” continued Dr. Weed. “In
fact, many mosquitoes breed close
by to where they bite and torment
humans. Ordinarily their flight is
less than a mile, although salt
marsh mosquitoes may fly many
miles, especially when aided by a
strong wind. Tne insects may also
hitch-hike great distances on rail
road trains, automobiles or air
planes. The Hawaiian Islands had
no mosquitoes until they'' were
brought there as larvae in the
drinking water of a ship. Natives
of the islands have a quaint saying
that ‘mosquitoes came with the
missionaries.’ ”

EAGLE
Elmer Carver. Ivan D. Quinn. J.
Owen Quinn, Ernest Brown, Mrs
Elsie Brown and Arlene Brown were
here on a recent business trip.
Mrs. Earl S. Brown and grandson
Andrew have returned home after a
few days passed with her parents Mr
and Mrs Oeorge M Dodge.
Mr. and Mrs. James O. Quinn made
a trip to Camden recently.
Miss Minnie Howard and niece
Carol returned to Warren after be
ing with Mr. and Mrs. Edward for
a short visit.
For thank-you notes and short let
ters, we suggest a box of Rytex Notes.
Choice of six different shades of pa
per with tiny colored borders on both
sheets and envelopes, and printed
with your name to match. Fifty Note
Sheets and 50 envelopes for $150
Used by well known screen stars,
authors and artists. See samples at
The Courier-Gazette office. Postage
10 cents extra,

Ivan Dmitri and enlargement of hie photo of Wyoming wild horses. Small black square at lower left showa
piece of film from which the gigantic wall picture was made.

remarkable feat of photogra- ■ When enlarged, the picture mean-| needed to take such a fine picture,
phy waa successfully accom- j ured eleven feet two inches long by I no special skill was required. Tha
plished recently w hen Ivan Dmitri, jt°rly Inches deep. In this propor- flne gra[n of the film itself made
well known New York photogra-! tlon'an el8ht b> len lnch negative the enlargement possible with no
pher, enlarged the area of a tin,
,ong and J glor(eB hjgh technic. difficulties. In fact, Mr.
picture 9.400 times at a single step. The orig,na, photograpb, which; Dmitri, in displaying the picture,
without retouching. The original gbowg a berd of wild horses in Wy- adv|8ed amateurs to devote less
negative was one Inch by one omjng wag taken on Du Pont pan 11 me t0 experiments wtth the meInch and three eighths and only a chromatic film and Mr Dimitri chanlcal side of photography and
section measuring three eighths by gayg that, aside from the artistic much more to the creative aud arone and three eighths waa used., feeling and sense ot composition: tlstic side.

A

Mr and Mrs. Oeorge Livingstone I
I were accompanied by Mr and Mrs.
A common explanation of the Henry Livingstone on a recent visit
great Increase In bureau payrolls la at the home of Benjamin Brayton.
that It la not Just a case of creat
fe • • •
ing huge and politically friendly
Mrs. Lucy E. Robbins
payrolls, but that the Administra
CUSHING
tion baa needed these extra work
The death of Lucy i Bryant» widow
ers to help meet the emergency. A
glance at the official Government of Charles Robbins, which occurred | The cold wave of the last week was (
records, however, shows disturbing at her home May 8 after a brief tU. quickly followed by a "right about
.
face" which brought genuine summer
payroll Increases in those depart
ness. marked the conclusion of a
..
...
..
ments which have no relation to re
weather, with the thermometer regis
chapter
in
a
useful
and
unselfish
'
covery and emergency. Take for
tering in the 80s.
example the “regular” departments Ufe.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bailey of
such as the State, War, Treasury
Mrs. Robbins was born in Union New York and Mr. and Mrs Norris of j
and Post Office departments. More
than 5,000 persons were added to Aug. 6 1850. and had always been a Boston arc expected to oe at Pilot
those payrolls In March, the last resident of this town. Since the Point for Memorial Day.
month reported.
A daughter was born May 20 to !
death of her husband. Dec. 18. 1912.
The Civil Service lists twenty- she had made her home with her Mr. and Mrs. Fred Olson at the I
five new agencies created under the daughter, who tenderly cared for her Lucctte. Thomaston.
present Administration. There are
The Hathorne Point road has been
50,583 employees on those payrolls Mrs. Robbins' gentle, quiet and un
alone. The list Includes such fa assuming nature endeared her to all. improved recently.
Miss Lenata Marshall of Port Clyde '
miliar alphabetic bureaus aa CCC, for none knew her well but to know
FHA, FCA, HOLC, et cetera, et her worth.
visited Sunday at the homes of B. 8.'
cetera. Some of the new agencies
Deceased was an estimable woman Geyer and Leslie Seavey. Mrs S P
have been merged Into other de
whose life was filled with cares Seavey accompanying Mtss Marshall
partments. Thia process has caused
trouble. In order to keep those em throughout her many long years. home for a visit with her
Willis Spear of Thomaston and
ployees who have been at work In She will be sadly missed among rela
"emergency" departments under the tives and friends, especially in the family were at their cottage last
weekend.
Okay of Chairman Farley of the home circle.
National Democratic Committee, It
Mr and Mrs. Keeper and young
Besides her daughter, Mrs. Linda
has been necessary to study new
Davis, she is survived by one grand- son are occupying Geyer's Camp for
methods of evading the civil serv son. Clyde Davis of Raymond. N. H. [ an indefinite time.
ice laws. It was proposed the other
Funeral services were conducted bv' Miss Clara Spear entertained
day to place 10,000 such loyal work
ers In other departments by means Rev. T C. Chapman who spoke friends Sunday at her cottage here
of a "special examination.”
words of comfort to the sorrowing
——-------------Growth in 3 Years.
family. There were beautiful floral
May and June brides will appreciate
Looking once more at the latest offerings tokens of
love and sym- getting stationery for acknowledgreported total number of employees, pathy. testifying in a silent but
m- i ments and thank you notes. Rytex
the records for March, 1036, show
that 242.54S have been added to the presslve manner to the high esteem Band Box is particularly designed for
Executive payrolls since February in which Mrs Robbins was held The Just such uses, especially the d&uole
28, 1033, a few days before Mr. bearers were her nephews: Aaron note size sheet. On sale during May
Roosevelt became President. The Ripley. Edwin Ripley. Herbert Mes only at The Courier-Oazette office,
number on that dute was 563,487. ser and Alexander Fuller.
for $1 a box. Postage 10c.
The present adinlnlstrullon started
out with the declaration that It
proposed to cut Government ex
penses 25 per cent. Three years
later It had Increased the Executive
payroll alone by 43 per cent
The foregoing figures do not In
clude 294.369 enrolled personnel and
8.000 others In the CCC
The totals for March. 1936. show
a gain of more than 7,006 employees
over the number on the February
list. At that rate of Increase there
will be an additional 49.000 on
the payrolls before election day.
Which will make a November army
of 855,000.
Tha Emsrgency Plea.

A Heel of 55 Oldsmobile*. to he used by police departments ot the larger cities of the country, has
lieen shipped from the factory at Lansing Thirty of the cars, identical lo these shown above, took
a prominent part In the Safety Parade In New Turk. All are to be used in Safrty education.

Tiny Photo Enlarged to 9,400 Times Its Area

Mrs. J. L. Dornan ls 111 with gripiic
Mrs. Shirley Bogle has returned
home from South Windham after a 1
week's visit with her nephew. Dr.
Leslie Spaulding.

Blimp to Visit Here Soon

Wallace Keep* Secret*,
but Urges Publicity
Secretary Henry A. Wallace, of
the Agriculture Department, told
an audience of university students
and professors in Lincoln, Neb., Ibat
he waa convinced “the economic di
lemma can be met in an American
way and under the Constitution,
provided the truth ls told to the
people.” The Secretary recently
made a stubborn resistance to a
senatorial demand that he make
known the names of farmers who
got $10,000 or more ln AAA "bene
fits." His critics In Washington
point out that one way to get the
truth to the people la to n. ke
all public records freely available
to the public
Business

Business has been held respon
sible in some quarters for the un
employment situation and ts now
being held responsible for Its con
tinuance. But business, bewitched,
bewildered and bedeviled, la now In
no mood to be belabored or be
guiled. Business says thc burden of
unemployment can and will be re
sumed when confidence In the co
herence and continuity of thia, or
some other, national administration
has been restored.
Shrewd Advice

A critic of the New Deal has re
called the advice of the veteran
barrister to the recent law gradu
ate: “If the law ls against you,
talk about the facts. If the facts
are against you, talk about the law.
If both are against you, ubuse your
opponent."

MODERN

WOMEN

NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
io colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
Chi-chee-tera Diamond Brand Pills are effective,
reliable and five QUICK RELIEF Sold by,
all druggists for over 45 years. Ask tor—,

"JN* BIAMOND *

HORIZONTAL
1-The day preceding
today
8- An emperor of
Rome
9- Lyric poems
11- Have on
12- M ddle (Poet.)
14-Was in debt
16- Litten
17- Moderated
19-Navigate
21- Science
22- Foot-like organ
?3-Permit
25-Chinese plant
24-Musical note
27- A fuel
28- Greek god of love
30- A thoroughfare
(abbr.)
31- Thin
32- To make spiritless
34- Chief of the gods
(Norse Myth.)
35- The Orient
36- Native of Denmark
39-A condiment
41-Exiata
43-Burden
45- Scar
46- Suffix to form past
tense

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
47-The male of the
swan
49- Without moisture
50- Conaume
51- A beverage
52- Wing-shaped
54-Not at any time
56-lnterjection of
contempt
^7-Engliah school
59- Reetrain
60- Presage good or ill
61- Speck
63- Foundation
64- Charm

s'

3S-Gain

39- Wither
40- An insect
VERTICAL
42-Bottom of the foot
44- Stained
45- Judge
1- Period of time
46- Otherwlse
2- Make a mistake
48-Nocturnal flying
3- Very
mammals
51-Mllltary assistant
4- Publlsh
5- Act
53-Twisted hemp
55- Flirt
6- Buatle
56- Stockings
7- A tree (pi.)
8- Clean
58-Prefix. Not
j 60-Hinder
10- A rest
62-Treaturer (abbr.)
11- Exiated
12- Part of a ship
S3-A dry measure
(abbr.)
,13-To take out (Print.),

*•
y

VERTICAL (Cont)
15- Expires
16- A mouth-organ
17- A vegetable
18- The true akin
20-Dlctaneee north or
south of equator
22-A vegetable
*
24-ln a greater degret
27-Pertaining to
punishment
29-A cerea!
31-Cover
22-Corrodt
37-Bov» the head

(Solution to previous puulo)

"4 WS:

Public Mimic Number One
To Be Heard on tbe Air
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With renewed interest In lighter-than-air transportation brought about by
the transatlantic flights of the dirigible “Hindenburg," the blimp “Reso
lute”—which might serve as a lifeboat aboard the great Zeppelin, will
visit here soon on a goodwill tour of New York and New England.

HE eyes of the world were re the recent trip from Germany In
cently centered on the epoch the "Hindenburg," the "Resolute”
making flight of the great GermanIs none-the-less similar to the Zep
dirigible "Hindenburg" which, on pelin in its shape, proportions and
May 9tb, nosed into the airport at instruments of control.
The airship will be under the
Lakehurst, N. J., after a record
breaking 62 hour flight from Ger command of S. H. Sheppard, chief
pilot, who has to his credit almost
many to the United States, marking
4,000 hours ot flying. Sheppard has
the beginning of a new era in air guided the "Resolute” under all
transportation.
kinds of weather conditions over
With a nation-wide renewal of In much of the United Slates. Other
terest in the possibllties of lighter- pilots aboard the ship will be R. J.
than-air transportation, there came Blair, John Rieker and Russell
this week the announcement that Crosier, all experienced aviators.
the Socony-Vacuum Oil Company is
The flight of the "Resolute"
sponsoring throughout New York throughout New York and New
and New England a tour by the fa England is occasioned by the Intro
mous Goodyear blimp "Resolute." duction Into this territory of the
The "Resolute" is scheduled to visit new Mobilgas brand of gasoline, ac
here soon, it was announced.
cording to G. A. Perryman, General
Although considerably smaller Manager of the Eastern Division of
than the giant "Hindenburg”—so the Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
small in fact that the "Resolute" The “Resolute" will use Aero Mobil
might serve as a “lifeboat” aboard gas as fuel and will hare a huge
the great Zeppelin—the "blimp," as Flying Red Horse Inscribed on each
lt is called. Is similar Id many other side of its silvery hull.
respects to the new record breaker,
The “Resolute" is equipped with
and is operated on exactly the same two • way radio communication
principle.
which enables lt to keep in constant
The "Resolute” Is 140 feet long touch with the department of com
and 68 feet high and ls driven by merce weather bureau, thus permit
two 125 horsepower engines. Carry ting the crew to guide the ship’s
ing only six passengers as com movements In accordance with me
pared to the fifty or more who made teorological conditions.
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Cote’s Magic Water
Sheila Barrett, known throughout
the radio screen and theatrical
worlds as "Public Mimic Number
One." wil! d*- featured guesi star ol
the Magic Key program to be beard
over an NBC Blue Network on Sun
day afternoon. May 31st, at two
o'clock. E.li.S.T.
There will alto be hear! on this
program Jan Feerce, tenor soloist
of tbe Music Hall: Richard Him
ber and his orchestra, and Virginia
Rea, well known radii, songstress.
The foreign feature of this broad
cast will come from Paris, France,
where Jean Sablou, a new European
crooning discovery, will sing tor tbe
first time to an American audience.
Hls void will be brought to Amerl
ca by abort wave radio transmls
slon.

WONDERFUL DISINFECTANT
and
DEODORANT
Sick Rooms
Bath Rooms
Kitchens
Garage Floors
Concrete Floors
Stone Steps
Refrigerators
Drain Pipes
Garbage Pana
Toilet Bowls
Lavatories
Takes all unpleasant odors away
Once Tried, Always Used
.................

Can be
Used
For

Every-Other-Day
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TWO NEW BULLETIN'S
3« pounds of nitrogen per acre, costE. H Philbrick and granddaughter,
------i ing $3 50, Increased the average yield Mtss Norma Philbrick. of Rockland,
One On Better Quality Hay and One j |)er acre by more than 1 ton, and were in town last Saturday.
An Dairy Herd Improvement
| increased the protein content by
Visitors Sunday at the home of F.
CORN EXPORTS 17 TIMES IMPORTS
—
[ 210 pounds per acre. This bulletin is A Turner were Mrs. Llewellyn Hilt,
WHEAT EXPORTS 6 TIMES IMPORTS
Two new bulletins, one on dairy No. 220. available on request from the Mr and Mrs. Earl Harris and son
herd improvement associations and Extension Service, Orono, Maine.
Randall of Winthrop. S W Harris
the other on better quality hay, are
of Readfield, Mrs. A. R Soper of
offered this week for the first time
Waterville. Mr. and Mrs Fred L.
Hhh
SOMERVILLE
by the Maine Extension Service.
Hill
Turnpr and children of Augusta and
Donald P. Corbett, author of the
H. C. Brown and F. A. Turner Mrs. Henderson and daughter of
bulletin on herd improvement, Ls as- made a trip last Saturday to Augusta Fairfield
| sistant dairy specialist in the Exten
sion Service. He says of cow testing I
Agriculture
in improving the land on their farm lowing communities are planning to
I records. "They reveal the cows that1
H. L. Richardson, poultry specialist by the use of lime and superphos send their clothing project leaders
and another delegate to learn how
are staining the ledger with red Ink,
ol the Extension Service, and Ches phate.
• • • »
to conduct a similar meeting in their
and make lt possible to send them to
ter Strout Garland one of the direc
Next week County Agent Went- own community: Thursday, June 4,
CORN IMPORTS 76 TIMES EXPORTS
the butcher before they become too
tors of the Maine Poultry Improve ! worth will start a series of meetings at Rockland at the Farm Bureau
serious a menace to the owner's
WHEAT IMPORTS
TIMES EXPORTS
ment Association, were in the county J tor all communities of the district He Hall—Rockport, Mrs. Elsie Hawkins;
pocketbook."
The first such association In
making plans for entertaining the ' will meet the community committee Tenants' Harbor, Miss Christine 1
and discuss the extension work that Crockett; Rockland. Mrs. Ruth
Maine
was organized. Mr. Coibett
five hundred poultrymen who will
has been started and underway in Lcvenseller; South Thomaston. Mrs j
says, in Oxford county ln December.
pass through the county ln August the community. Also the agricultur
Oeorgia Aylward; Burkettville, Mrs
1907 In the towns of Norway and
on their way to the meeting, at tlte al conservation program will be dis
Nettie Grinnell. Friday, June 5, at
Waterford. Dr Leon S Merrill, one
University of Maine, Aug 18, of the cussed. The dates, place and com
Edgecomb at the Orange hall—
time dean of the College of Agricul
Northeastern
Poultry
Producers' munities for the next two weeks are
Boothbay. Mrs. Annie Adams; Edge
ture at the University of Maine, was
Council.
as follows: (All meetings will be held comb. Mrs. Mollie Sherman; Orff's
primarily responsible for the early
• • •
at 9:30 standard.)
Corner, Mrs. Lizzie Hoch. 4-H lead
organization of these associations, 1
•
•
•
•
A meeting was held recently by
ers and club members are also in
Records are valuable. Mr Corbett
June 2, Nobleboro, Bertram Rick
County Agent Wentworth, in Somer
vited to attend these training classes.
says, only to the extent that they [
ville at Sam Bartlett's with 20 er's; June 3. (Friendship. Albion Wot* • • • •
' are used by thc dairyman in this j
THE AMERICAN FARMER has only begun to realize that visionary
Somerville larmers present. Agri ton's; June 4. Washington. Herbert
Miss Estelle Nason, State home
New Deal policies are coating him millions of dollars.
j constant campaign to feed, weed, and
cultural conservation practices were Cunningham’s; June 5. Appleton, demonstration agent leader is to be |
In 1932 we EXPORTED 33 million dollars worth of Wheat, 3 million
breed a profitable herd. Eight asRoland
Gushee's;
June
6.
Camden,
discussed and plans made for ob
dollars worth of Corn. In 1935, under New Deal policies which left our
in Rockland at the Farm Bureau |
sociatlons are now operating ln
farmers without protection. EXPORTS of Wheat and Corn shrunk to
taining lime. Mr. Bartlett and 1 loyd N. B Hopkins; June 9. Aina, Clifton office Monday. June 1, for June |
Maine, with four more ln prosfiect,
almost
nothing,
while
IMPORTS
of
Wheat
rose
to
30
million
dollars,
Hewett had made arrangements for Walker's; June 10. Aina. West. analysis.
according to Mr. Corbett. Copies of
IMPORTS of Corn to 20 million dollars.
Charles iHendrickson's; June 11,
tlie meeting
this bulletin, No. 221. Dairy Herd
No wonder the New Deal has failed to restore the purchasing power
Boothbay, J. Carleton Adams; June
Miss Lawrence. Home Demonstra• • • •
ot the American Farmer. It hat wiped out hls EXPORT market end
Improvement Associations, cre avail
1
tion
Agent,
has
these
“
Restful
Bedflooded hie home market with IMPORTED grain, grown by cheap labor
E. C. Teague of Warren has been 12. Bunker Hill. Alden Halls; June
able on request to the Extension
! rooms" meetings for next week:
Juit fill nta up and I'll cool, bake, oi roust perfectly without etteeIn foreign countries.
obtaining some very good hatches 13. Damariscotta, Norris Waltz'.
Service. Orono. Maine.
tion . , . thunks to my outomutic tompuraturo control und purfuct
•
•
•
•
Tuesday,
June
2
—
Friendship.
Mrs.
;
this spring with his mammoth in
snsulution. No noad for you to spend hours over a hot stove pre
The bulletin on hay ls entitled
Helen
Simmons
and
Mrs
Patience
,
paring mauls . . . I'll do it tho modern ELECTRICAL way . . , I'm
cubator. He has sold several thous
With The Homes
“Quality Hay Pays Good Dividends",
APPLETON
RIDGE
NORTH
HAVEN
the NESCO Automatic Electric
, Murphy are the housekeepers.
and chicks this year besides a large
Miss Helen Spaulding, clothing
and was written by Oscar L. Wyman,
Router.
; Wednesday, June
3—Camden.
Bert Robbins assisted W. M New- i Mrs. Mabel Snow was in Rockland assistant crops specialist, and A K
number of hatching eggs.
specialist for the Extension Service,
Cook* the whole meel without
Mrs. Martha Gross and Mrs. May bert last Monday in setting straw- Wednesday on business.
attention . . . beket ceket, pies,
will conduct two training classes
Gardner,
crops
specialist
in
the
j Young are on the dinner committee. berry plants
breed end bitcuiti, too . . . put
Mrs
Winona
Howard
of
Portland
Over 300 work sheets have been re next week on "Underwear Construc
Extension
Service.
this modern electrical chef to
• • • •
Bernard
Pitman
spent
Sunday
wi
’
n
who
has
been
visiting
her
parents
Mr
work in your kitchen.
ceived in this district from fanners tion”. One will be at Rockland,
“Dairymen would feel that they
Thursday. June 4. Charlotte Cleaves, i
Miss Adna Pitman
who are taking advantage of the op , Thursday, June 4 and the other at ' home demonstration
and Mrs Harry Whitmore return'd had gained an outstanding victory*
agent for
ELECTRIC
Mr and Mrs. Charles Plummer I homc Wednesday.
portunity offered by the government Edgecomb. Friday. June 5. The fol Penobscot County, will give a radio
the authors say. “If they could in
were visitors Sunday at the Willard
ROASTER
Miss Marie Buzzell was called to crease the price of milk a half cent
talk on "Asparagus” over WLBZ. at
Brown home.
per
quart,
but
they
can
often
reduce
Oakland
Sunday
on
account
of
the
11:45 a m Directly following Miss
Mrs. Elonia Tuttle and daughter of i ttrious Illness of her aunt. Miss Black the cost of producing milk by that
I Cleaves, a homemaker from Penob
Rockland were guests Sunday of Mrs i of Vinalhaven is substituting in her amount which amounts to the same
scot County will give a radio talk.
Tuttle's son Dr Irving Tuttle
thing as an Increase tn price."
• • • •
place
Mr and Mrs Henry’ Buck Mr anl
Stressing the importance of early
Mrs. John Oardner of Rockland
Worship Sunday will be at 11 with
has recently had a cement pool made Mrs. Bernard Buck of Bangor. Mr sermon "The Emancipating Power of cutting to secure high quality hay.
$3.95 down
in her rock garden. She has also and Mrs George Buck of Ellsworth the Truth" by the pastor; singing by the authors point out that the pro
$1.75 monthly
Falls
and
Mr.
and
Mrs
J
F
Moody
tein
content
of
hay
decliness
from
16
lb different kinds of herbs all ready
the young ladles' choir under the
and two children were guests Sunuey
for transplanting.
leadership of Barbara Stone; Sur- or 23 percent ln early spring to as low
of Mr. and Mrs A. H Moody.
ROASTS, BAKES 0* COOKS WHOLE MEALS
: day School at 10. After three more as 4 percent when the seed is ripe At
Mr and Mrs Willard Brown called
Mrs
Norris
Waltz.
Damariscotta,
the
same
time,
the
percent
digesti

meal
.Sessions the summer program begins.
has papered and painted her living on Mr and Mrs. Edward Butler Sun Last Sunday there were 81 present bility of thc protein declines, and the
room, dining room, and a bedroom day afternoon and found Mrs Butler Evening service at 730 Memoeis green color fades taking with lt at
according to definite color schemes ' much Improved in health.
are asked to keep ln mind the busi least part of the vitamin content of
1 suggested by the Extension Service. ! Mr. and Mr.s. L N Moody. Lucy,
PAINT
COOKING
FOOD
FLOOR
plastics
stock
ness meeting Monday at the church the hay.
COVERING
• • • •
Lawrence and Warren Moody were
FEED
Citing 15 pasture fertilization ex
i at 7 30 o'clock. Notice has been postWEI^tOMPAM
4-H Club Notes
recent visitors at the home of Au
periments
conducted by county
I ed on the church door.
Megunticook Juniors 4-H Club of gusta relatives.
agents ln 1934 and 1935. the authors
Camden reorganized May 15 at the
Harry Edgecomb and Leland John
assert that an average application of
4-H
Club
Activities
Megunticook Orange hall with Mrs son passed Sunday at Albert Pit
The first public meeting, exhibit
i Eva Young, local leader. Nineteen man's.
w * M*> or
I girls were present and officers were
Mrs Noyes and daughter R»ch»l and demonstration of thc North Ha
elected as follows: President. Natalie of Hope and friends from Tenant'; ven Girls' 4-H Club was held ln Li- ■
IGH hopes for tbe future of the Inferior animal products.
Smith; vice president, Nina Start; j Harbor were recent callers at L. N
soybean industry are expressed
Surprising new uses are being
brary hall Wednesday called to ordc ,
secretary. Baitoara Dyer; treasurer. | Moody's.
by farm and government experts.
found for the remarkable bean by
by the president Mary Dyer with the
Catherine Glaentzel; color bearer.
They point to the 39 million bushel government and private research.
Urban Trask and family of Cam
crop of last year, which netted President 1. C. Bradley of the Na
Hazel Crooker; reporter, Phyllis den, C Frank Berry. Miss Evelvn nine girls seated upon the platform
farmers nearly 30 million dollars, tional Soybean Processors associ
Arnold. Phyllis Leach and Marion Berry. Mr. and Mrs. Roland Berrv First a club song was sung followed
and assert this Is but a fraction of ation, which bas greatly aided the
Knight were elected as the program and children of Warren were guests by; Salute and pledge to the flag; I
future yearly Income If the govern Infant Industry, lists Bome of the
committee and their duty is to make Sunday of Mr and Mrs J G. Went roll call; secretary's report. Ann I
ment will give American growers plastic products as steering wheels,
out the year's program of work. All worth
needed protection against compet gear shift balls, horn buttons,
Dyer; treasurer's report. Orace Bev- I
girls are taking the new junior sew
Baccalaureate services for AH S
ing foreign products now pouring switch handles, distributor bases
erage; business The club will march
into this country. They visualize and covers, window trim strips,
ing project.
seniors were well attended and an
• * • •
soybeans as a future major crop. dash board panels, timing gears,
appropriate sermon delivered by the Memorial Day.
Some recent years have seen sub and insulations; from the oil are
Project Pushers 4-H Club of Wal- J pastor.
“Yes, I was amazed al the low cost
Remaiks were then made by tht
stantial exports to Eureopean coun made paint, varnish, linoleum,
pole recently donated $2 toward
of rooking electrically. My hill for
leader,
Mrs
Franz
Mills,
who
an

George
Nichols
of
Lincolnville
and
tries from America. One govern enamels, soap, glue, glycerin, rub
electricity ia no more now than lhe
county expenses for 4-H Field Day Harry Gushee of Camden were visit nounced thc exhibits by the members,
ment expert declares lt Europe ber substitutes, ink, lubricants, dis
total of my former electric hill plua
to be held at Union Fair Grounds. ors last Saturday at W M. Newbert
and
also
demonstrations
to
be
given
could depend upon regular supplies, infectants and food products. Tbe
my old fuel hill. Now I pay hut
June
27.
and
County
contest
to
be
it would provide a good regular food products Include flour, maca
Misses Lucy Moody and Ruth Mary Dyer demonstrated cutting out
one hill and my work ia len times
held ln Rockland, Oct 31. Mrs Alta Moody were recently In Camden
outlet for part of our crop. Farmers roni, crackers, cakes, biscuits, muf
an apron from a pattern; Ida Woos
easier.”
Ooudy is local leader of the Project
tn this country who have begun fins, sauce, cheese, coffee substi
Mrs Blanche Brown. Muriel Rob ter darning a stocking; Virginia
feeding soybean oilmeal to hogs, tute, confections, margarine, break
Pushers and Mrs. Mildred Little, as- : bins, Maude Fuller aud Alice Love Joyce. Ann Dyer and Orace Beverage,
dairy cows, sheep and poultry are fast foods, vegetable milk and dia
slstant. This club ls also making the joy attended services Sunday at putting up a lunch ior health and
beneflttlng financially because of betic foods. The future, Mr. Brad
4-H Field Day Banner to be awarded | Ingraham Hill chapel.
strength.
ley
adds,
still
holds
many
surprises
Its superior value. Feeding of whole
to the highest scoring club in events
beans is frowned upon because ex as the industry continues to ex
There was a fine exhibit of work
during Field Day.
cessive oil content tends to create pand
TIED FOR FOURTH
baskets and other articles made by
• • • •
the girls. Cake and candy were on
"The 4-H (Design for Rural Living" Knox-Lincoln Max a Commendable
sale. Assisting Mrs Mills In leader
is the 4-H national radio program
Showing in the 4-H Club Rice
ship has been Mrs Elizabeth Bunker
the first Saturday of each month ,
Miss Ruth Clark of Rockland, comi
for 1936 On June 6 from 12:30 to
Four hundred and eighty-seven ty club agent lias made several visits
(Left) Westmoreland road be
1:30
p.
m
.
eastern
standard
time,
boys and girls enrolled in Maine 4-H
fore improvement. Note loose,
to the island and brought direction
uneven surface.
the sixth phase at this program on Clubs during the first 16 days of Mav
and encouragement.
"Farming Is a Business ar.d a Life" bringing the total enrollment on tha'
(Below) Same road after im
This Is the 4-H Club pledge: "My
will be broadcasted through the , date to 6801. This is an Increase of
provement.
Now smooth end
head
to clearer thinking, my heart
N.B
j
C.
network.
The
United
States
!
firm as a result of calcium883 over the corresponding date a
to greater loyalty, my hands to larg
chloride-stabilioation.
Marine Band will furnlAi the music. I year ago.
er service, my health to better living
"My Cousin Irom Sweden." a short ; Oxford county led the State in
for my club my community and n.y
play, was presented by the Singing ; membership, with 790 boys and girls
country" Members present were:
Sewing 4-H Club of West Rockport, I enrolled, but Waldo county was a
Ann Dyer. Mary Dyer. Grace Bever
May 19. Sixty visitors were present ; close second with 789. Penobscot,
age. Beatrice Mills. Hazel Marden.
besides the 10 club members and with 777, stood third, and Kennebec
Hope Ames. Ida Wooster. Virginia
leader, Mrs. Henry Keller. Besides ( and Knox-Lincoln were tied for
Joyce and Mildred Brinkworth.
the play the club put on a regular fourth place with 620 each Aroos
business meeting with a program took County showed the largest In
Everything Considered,
SPRUCE HEAD
of four public demonstrations, sing crease over a year ago. with its en
ing and dancing. A short social was rollment of 494 261 more than in
Electric Cooking Is Most Economical
| Miss Anna Grassick of Quincy,
held after the entertainment.
1935. Oxford county added 230 to Its Mass. is a patient in the Quintv
■
In Thousands of Maine Homes
total since May 1.
j Hospital where she recently under
; •' •
.
'
WEST WASHINGTON
Enrollment ln other counties was went an operation for appendicitis.
Recent callers in Augusta were Mr.
...
'
as follows: Aroostook 494, York 463
Mrs. L. R Tinney of Quincy.
Every day more and more families are switch*
and Mrs. A. A. Bartlett, Mr. and Mrs.
Cumberland 462. Twin 319. Somerset Mass., and 12 members of her bridge
Fred Smith and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
ing over to modern eleetric cooking. It's not
408. Hancock 370. Franklin 265. Pi.s- i club motored here from Quincy and
Withee.
cataquis 259. Washington 142
! passed last weekend at the Tinney
only the coming thing, but it's the thing to do
'EAR Westmoreland, New
Perley Brocker and Mr. Tibbetts
45
; Hampshire, in Cheshire
1 cottage.
returned Monday to Millinocket after
right now — today 1
County, a new method of rural
i
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harley
Burton.
ROUND
POND
MONTHLY
passing last weekend with Mr. and
road improvement was tried out
Keeper Robinson and family have daughter Mcda. son-in-law and two
Mrs. Alton Wellman.
last year. The method employed,
paya
for
an elerlric
Better food, easier work, and it costs no more
known as “stabilization,” involves
Mrs. Fannie Northey and Mr. and moved here from Ram Island Light friends of Portland were callers
the use of local gravel and binder
rauge ou our budget
Mrs. Horace Cookson of Chelsea were Station. The ex-keeper is in ill Sunday on friends and relatives here.
now that 20 electricity is available.
soil (clay) in proportions as rec
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burch and
callers Tuesday on Mr. and Mrs. Cleo health.
ommended by soil engineers of
plan.
the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads. first time in their memory that
Mrs. Mary Hyson of Loudville is in daughter. Donna went Tuesday to
Bartlett.
Calcium chloride is added to keep a severe storm did not wash out
Portland
to visit her son, Darrell Mink Island where they will spend
Mrs.
Perley
Brooker
and
son
of
the resulting hard surface mois the hill. In the past, a storm such
the summer.
as this has usually cost the town
Millinocket are guests of her parents. Hyson.
ture-bound and dustless.
from $300 to $400 for repairs,
Mrs Floyd Singer and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wellman for a VINALHAVEN At ROCKLANU STB'T CO
Using local relief labor, an old while last year the maintenance
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven,
Nancy, have returned to Manana Fog
road machine and two trucks, the cost for the entire summer and
few weeks.
Stonington, Isle au Haut, Swan's
township constructed three miles fall was less than $10 on this
Signal Station after a short visit
Mrs. Maud Woodbury of Jefferson
Island and Frenchboro
of this new type of surface dur stabilized road.
Effective Oct. 1. 1935
with Mrs. Singer's parents, Mr. and
is
caring
for
Mrs.
Grace
Bartlett
and
ing June of 1935. The stabilized
Winter Service 1935-1930
Inspection of the Westmore
Mrs. Fred Batty.
infant son.
section is in a particularly hilly
Dally Except Sunday
region and, soon after the stabil land road in March of this year
Former residents of this commun
Miss Mildred Turner has employ (Subject to Change Without Notice)
shows,
too,
that
it
has
weathered
Eaatern
Standard
Time
ized surface had been completed,
ity
will be interested to know that
ment
in
Rockland.
dead
Down
Read
Up
the
winter
in
excellent
condition.
a downpour of rain occurred,
M
P M
Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Fisher and A.
It seems that, in this new method
Wtl^tOMR
totaling 4.96 inches in 36 houni.
5 30 Lv. Swan’a Island,
Ar 800 the old willow tree in the corner of
Ar. 4 40 the Lena Draper lot has been cut
The Mobilized road was left in of calcium-chloride-stabilization, a
son Merle and Gertrude Fisher were 8 30 Lv. Stonington.
Ar
330
Lv.
North
Haven,
7.30
practical
means
has
been
found
excellent condition, and two resi
callers Sunday at the home of Mr. 8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven.
Ar. 2.45 down and removed Tlie tree was ar.
for extensive low-cost farm-todents who have lived on this road
Lv. 1.30
940 Ar. Rockland,
and Mrs. Alton Wellman.
market
road
improvement.
—
_
bO years say that it was the
iao-ti old land mark.
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New Deal Crushes Farmer
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KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU
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1935
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SURPRISING NEW USES ARE BEING FOUND
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H
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. . . because I cook
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In Everybody’s Column

Probate Notices

“AM SOLD OUT'

Advertisement* ln this column not to
STATE OE MAINE
ixceed three lines Inserted once for 25
To all persona Interested In either of cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
the estates hereinafter named
tional lines five cents each for one time
At u Probate Court held at Rockland, 10 cents for three times. Six words
tn and for the County of Kti.». on the
These three words tell the story
19th day of May In the year of our lord
"
it the efficient work done hy Clasone thousand nine hundred and thirtyiified Advertisements of The Cou
six nnd by adjournment from day to
day from the 19th day of said May the
rier-Gazette in disposing of the
following niattera having been presented
large dahlia bull) stork of Mrs. A.
for the action thereupon hereinafter
I. Perry of North Hope.
Indicated It Is hereby Ordered:
down eight years ago. Sir suffered
An informal surprise birthday
That notice thereof be given to all
"Please discontinue my adver
persons Interested, bv causing a copy
so greatly th? last two months, she party was given C. E Rhodes. Sr..
PAIR brown kid gloves loat Monday
of this order to be published three weeks
tisement, am sold out for this
ln Strand Theatre. MRS BASIL STIN
su-cesslvely
In
The
Courier-Oazette
a
was unable to see hex friends.
Wednesday night at his home by
year."
THOMASTON
65-67
newspaper published at Rockland In SON. 26 Masonic St.. Tel. 869
Miss Waterman had a brilliant | members of his family. Those pres
said County that they may appear at a
BROWN Persian Hand Bag lost Friday
Probate Court to be held at said Rock cn Mair or Union street. Finder pleas;
GLORIOUS Glads and Dahlias.
Mrs. Frederick Randlett and sons
| ent were: Mr and Mrs. Charles
land. on the 16th day of June A. D notify MRS FRED MARCH. 26 RockGladiolus, large conns mixed. 50 for
1936. at eight o’clock In the forenoon, Ian I si" i:
Frank and Richard ot East Milton, mind, teaching school at the age of Rhodes. Jr.; Mr. and Mrs. Albert
65• 11
61 Gladiolus,' smaller coinis mixed
and be heard thereon If they see cause.
100 for $1 Dahlias, mixed, not
SMAIL blur-gray pocketbook with Slo
and Mrs. John Newcombe. of Atlan 15. She attended school in Apple- Rhodes. Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes
EDWIN F BURKETT, late of Camden, bill loat Friday on Main St Finder please I labeled. 15 for 61 Dahlias labeled. 5
with 1 unlabeled, for 61 Price list
tic. Mass., are guests of Mrs. Rand ton and Hallowell Classical Insti and daughter Betty. Mr. and Mrs.
deceased Will and Petition for Probate notify VIRGINIA EAGAN. Tel 72 65-67
sent on request. MRS A. I PERRY.
thereof, asking that the same mav be
lett’s parents. Mr and Mrs Alden Q. tute. She had been employed in Cecil Rhodes and Stewart Rhodes.
PEARL
ear
ring
lost
Friday
probab'y
Willow Brook Gardens. Hope. Maine
proved and allowed and that Letters
Route 105 Tel. 11-4.___________ 46*65
Testamentary issue to Ethel 8 Burkett on Main street. Rockland between
Merrifield, at their home on Beech- 11 hospitals. She took the nurses' Violin music was furnished by the
Burpee's
and
Talbot
avenue
Oenerous
of Camden, she being the Executrix
reward for Its return to MR CONGDON
woods street.
named ln said WIU. without bond.
training course in Boston City Hoapi- I host and Stewart Rhodes played the
Telephone Rockland 770 and let
at Burpee Furniture Co Tel 450 63-65
LOUISA E. TURNER lste ol St
Thomaston High School and Lin- 1 tai and after receiving her diploma saxophone. Ice cream and birthday
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss of 1 these powerful littlr advertisements
Oeorge. deceased
Will snd Codicil deposit
number 4241 and the j help you.
coin Academy will play baseball here was retained as head nurse in ’he cake were served.
thereto, and Petition for Probate there owner of book
book asks for duplicate In
of. asking that the same may be proved accordancesaid
with
the provisions of the
today at 2.30.
, then new contagious department.
Mr and Mrs. Ross Patterson and
and allowed and that Letters Testamen SUte Iuw SECURITY
CO.
tary Issue to Herbert D Turner, of Rockland. Maine, ENSIONTRUST
A committee meeting will be held training other nurses. 6he remained Capt E. O Patterson motored Sun
OTIS. Re
Robert Montgomery and Rosalind Russell in “Trouble for Two
Waltham. Mass he being the Executor ceiver.
62-S-68
named In said Will, without bond
at the home of the worthy matron lr. Boston City Hospital five (.ears. day from Portland for a short stay
R
♦
A brand new romantic team, starring Robert Montgomery and Rosalind | ANNIE F. LOTHROP late of Rock
of Orace Chapter. O.ES. Mrs Lucy and then did private nursing. Her at their home on Amesbury Hill.
land. deceased Will and Petition for It ♦
I
Russell.
A
narrative
rich
with
thrilling
adventures,
taken
from
a
story.
"The
’
S. Young, next Tuesday at 7.30, to patients all loved her. She saved a
•
«
Probate
thereof,
asking
that
the
same
The W. A. Luces arrived Friday Suicide Club,'' by that old master. Robert Louis Stevenson That’s Metro- I
I
may
be
proved
and
allowed
and
that
«
make plans for the High School good many lives.
from Brookline, Mass., to spend the
letters Testamentary issue to (Lethn
OOOD dark loam for sale, for flower
Alumni banquet. All members Wno j She Was always giving—giving to summer at their home on Diamond Ooldwyn-Mayer's new production. “Trouble For Two.”—adv.
Munro of Rockland, she being thc ■(***********•*«!(
gardens and lawns Delivered Tel 23-W.
Executrix named ln said Will, without
are not alumni are requested to be | others, she thought needed it and Hill.
WTLLIAM
ANDERSON. West Meadow
bond.
PAINTER wanted to give contract Road
65-66
present, as there are many arrange- went without herself, never saving
FRED C ROBINSON, late of Rock price on painting house and barn on
Miss Minnie P Shepherd has re
TOY dogs for sale. MRS GOLDIE A.
port. deceased Will and Petition for Main St. Warren. Labor only.. Tel. 28-2.
ments to be made.
I for herself. She loved all tlie work turned to her home “Shepherd Place"
Warren
Me
64-66
McAULIFFE,
42
Fulton
street.
Tel.
960-R
Probate thereof, asking that the same
64-66
may be proved and allowed and that
JUNK of all descriptions wanted,
The barge Tucahoe of Philadelphia
WC.T.U and always sa« of after spending the winter in Florida.
Letter-. Testamentary Issue to Grace highest prices paid Tel 9)6 COMMON
NEW milch cow. 5 years old with calf,
arrived Wednesday afternoon with | her money and strength to it.
Mrs. Marion Cash. Miss Marion
Mildred Robinson of Rockport. -hr be WEALTH JUNK CO Corner Rankin and for Bale W P BARRETT Tel. Llncolning the Executrix named ln said WIU. Ix-land Sts , Rockland
65*67 vUle 11-3. Union. Me
65*67
Miss Waterman belonged to tlw vpham. Mrs Edna Robbins. Mrs.
1100 tons of coal, in tow of the tug
without bond
WOMAN wanted for general house
POWER Lawn mower for sale. A
Calvary Baptist Church of Provi- Louise Holbrook and Oliver IngrsEugene Spofford of Stonington.
65-tf Jgcobsen Junior model. Ideal mower for
LAURA E. WATERMAN, late of Apple- work IOGS HOUSE. Park street
ton. deceased
Will and Petition for
estate, used only short time, first
denee for many years, but had her ham returned Wednesday from lewNEAT woman or girl for cooking and stnbll
Mrs. Charles E. Shorey went
condition Cost 6200, will sell for
Probate thereof, asking tbat the same general
house-work references. May go class
membership transferred to Appleton iston where they attended Orand
may
be
proved
and
al'owed
and
tha:
half
price.
B care Courier-Gazette.
63-tf
Wednesday to Portland where she
letter: Testamentary issue to Lottie M home nights. Tel 1042-R.
; i
59-8-tf
Baptist Church a few years ago.
I chapter O ES.
Waterman of Appleton she being thr
WOMAN or girl wanted at once to
will be guest of her daughter. Miss
LATHAM Raspberry plants for sale;
Executrix named in said Will, without help In kitchen at Rockledge Inn I also
Sh? leaves two sisters. Lottie M.
Should
Memorial
Day
be
stormy
or
tomato, early cabbage, cauliflower
Lena Shorey for a week. Today they
Spruce Head. Tel. 853-3. Rockland.
bond
and other seedlings
Tel. 1214-W.
will motor ‘to Jamaica Plains. Mass . 1 Waterman, who lived in her home weather conditions be unfavorable
63-65 I CHARLES
j WII.I.I AM O MANK. late of R cklatid.
E WADE. 70 Waldo Ave
1
deceased
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
MIDDLE-AGED
man
wanted,
good
I
61-tf
where they will spend the weekend *dth hfr and
Waterman Ior out-of-door observance, the afti thereof, asking that the samr may be milker, who wants good home and | X.—1„„— ’-I.,.
while visiting the Arnold Arboretum Lu“
Camden, who cared for her crnoon exercises under the auspices
Jones pl.BCe ln Martinsville
J proved aad allowed and that Letters small wages, permanent place. Work ! Testamentary Issue to Myrtle Inman of mostly chorea. References exchanged. fot; sale. 6 rooms, electric lights. Apply
Frank H Jordan and daughter, at the last; also a brother. James of pred A Norwood WRC will be
64*66
| Rockland, she being the Executrix E E CHAPMAN. Lake View Farm. on premises. PERLEY JONES
| named ln said WIU. without bond.
Miss' Margaret Jordan, who have Waterman, a nephew. Albert Horkcn held at Town hall at 2 oclock.
Nobleboro
53-tf
FI 11 ED dry slab wood for sale. 66
CHARLES J MORTON, late < f Roch.MARRIED couple to care for farm. cord; fitted hard wood. 68 cord, deliv
been .‘pending the winter in Miami.
Hallowell; and niece. Mrs Hefcm ; Harbor Light Chapter OES meetI land, deceased Will and Petition for receiving all
- -Income with additional ered.. Also pigs ROBERT ESANCY.
64*66
Probate thereof, asking that the same compensations Phone BALLARD BUSI Liberty. Tel. Washington 12-23
and for two weeks have been visiting LaP^tte ct Worcester. Mass
mg Tuesday night will be preceded bv
I may be proved and allowed and that NESS SCHOOL. Rockport
63*65
FOUR or five show cases for sale, high
another daughter and son-in-law.’ May we live our lives as well, so a SUpper served by the losing team id
| Letters Testamentary Issue to Ade le
mahogany, plate glass, very low
WOMAN with girl 12 want* house quality
L. Morton of Union she being the
price SENTER CRANE CO.
64-66
Mr and Mrs Rav Harriman in West , to have said of us when we cross the the winners in the recent attendance |
Executrix^ named ln said Will, without keeper position with elderly gentleman
P O Box 793. Rockland
63*65
HOUSEHOLD furnishings for sale st
i bond.
_________
Hartford Conn', enroute, arrived ' Dark R‘«’r" "WeU dow thou good contest At the business sessions rc- j
63*65
ESTATE ROBERT ROBERTS late of
POSITION as chef or orcer cook want- 11 Lisle 8t.
ports of Grand Chapter proceeding ' ,
here Wednesday and have reopened
faithful servant/’
INTERNATIONAL Truck for sale, six
Vlnalhaven, deceased
Petition far Ad- *•*• Best of references. HORACE PERRY.
ministration
asking that J
Owen | Oraca St.. City.___________________ •*? speed special, also model A Ford motor.
i Communicated >
will be given by tl\e delegates
their home on Main street
Roberts of Vlnalhaven. or some other
BOARDERS wanted, country home
’fa'd
t rninr^nT'wk
Mr and Mrs Sydney P Snow spent |
I suitable person be appointed Admr.. near seashore, beautiful sunsets, home r*»son»bie EARLE LUDWIO. Hope. Me
Services at the Baptist Church '
’ without bond
iking.
last weekend with hls parents. Com
cooking,
rates reasonable MRS SETH_________________________________ ” w
TREMONT
Sunday will be: Bible School at 9 45; j
ESTATE WILLIAM L BROWN late of 1 JOYCE. Atlantic Me
1935 Q M C 1' i ton truck with special
61*71
and Mrs C. F. Snow at Treasure
refrigerator body for sale P O Box 792.
Applet n. diceaeed
P< lu 'i :
Ail- —
morning worship at 11. the pastor to
Rockland_________________________ 63-tf
Graduation exercises of the gram- point parm.gt. George. This weekend
ministration asking that Maynard M
Browu of Appleton or somc other suit l*-«*«««««**«**«»*««*«**«**«-*»>*«***>*«**«.p
preach a sermon on “Can a Man mar school were held Thursday nigh: they wiU pass on a fishing trip at
OOOD Cedar po-ta for -ale all sizes
able person be appointed Admr. with
Delivered. R L RICHARDS. 25 Franklin
Merit Salvation?” At the evening in the church.
bond
street___________________________ 63*«S
Crooked River ln Washington Coun♦
ESTATE ANTONIO ANASTASIO late
aeaaaaaaaawa vuiutxva
,
service at 7 o'clock the pastor will
I will Interview Ambitious Men who
The Sunday school held a picnic ! ty. Their daughter Miss Eleanor j
of Camden, deceased Petition for Per- | i _ _ _.
______ _ ta
want to qualify during spare time to
use for his subject "The Wonder- j
petual
Care
of
Burial
Lot
pn
ent-l
by
Wednesday at the parish house.
Snow, will visit her grandmother '
I
service,
and Install all makes ot
Frank H Ingraham of Rockland. Public
WITH boat and canoe, a furnished Electric repair
Working Ood.'' Mrs. Hilda S Keyes
Refrigerators and Air Condtcottsim to let at Lake Megunticook | tic
The baccalaureate sermon was de- Mrs John Richardson. Maple strec..
Paul Muni (rightl and Donald Hoods pLan thrir battle against ridicule Admr
ning Systems No experience neces
ESTATT GEORGE L YOUNG latH5Rl^Y CARLE. Camden. Tel Lincoln; sary
will be soloist for the evening
Write for details, giving age.
livered Sunday at the church a: Rockland, during their absence
«3-«5 education,
and prejudice in “The Story of Louis Pasteur.”—adv.
North Haven, deceased
Petition for vllle 18*11
phone, present employment.
The annual roll call of the Beta Southwest Harbor by Rev. Roy W
Perpetual Care of Burial Lot presented
Mr and Mrs. Irvin Cain and sen. |
FURNISHED cottage for sale, one to' working hours and references. REF
by Winfield L Ames of North Haven. let. Bayside. Northport. Water, lights. ENG INST Care Courier-Gazette 64*66
Alpha Club will be he’d Monday at Mcody
Robert recently visited her sister Mra ; araffam of the faculty, whose sucAdmr
minute to P O Stores, beach. WonderEAST LIBERTY
A Chevrolet sedan for sale, good rondlESTATE ANTONIO ANASTASIO. late ful spot quiet restful vacation. A W tlpn.
7 30 at the home of Mrs Edward B
Shirley Kellev and daughter Louis Snyder in Bangor
_
cess along ,hls ltne jg marked and
less than 650: also lawn mower.
of Camden deceased
Petition for | GREGORY. Rockland
63-65 138 Camden St Tel 1214-M
63-tf
Newcombe. Knox street.
Barbara spent last weekend with Mr
Raymond• ~
Perkins -*
of the Erskine , w whom a great deal of credit should
Mr. and Mrs. Kervin Rogers of Lin authorization to purcha-e and -et suit- 1 YOUNG Cottage of 6 rooma for Kale
DELUXE
Restaurant for sale located
able
grateetone.
presented
b:
Frank
I!
a;k)
f
amp.
on
shore
at
Spruce
Head
Mrs Albert T Gould of Marble- 1 Kelley In Waterville, where he has Academy faculty. South China wis
Jyen
colnville have recently moved to the Ingraham of Rockland Public Admr. , a5out 2 acres CLARA McKENNEY. 56 on Main 6t., Camden Apply on
63-65
head and daughter Mrs Gibbs W. I en,pioyment
calling Sunday on friends in town
ESTATE FREEMAN S. MARTIN, late Antholne St . South Portland. Me 65*70 premises_________
These committees also rendered Joel Jackson place which they bought
KINKADE garden
gasoline hand
Sherrill of Boston, arrive here toI Mrs. Alice Bettencourt and son
r*‘t»,C<?.iim\-drf "DESIRABLE, coay cotuge at Spruce
valuable assistance: Stage BvroiE' la£t fal1 from c J Smith.
KETnUd by A R oillmo.. of HeMd t0 let well |un)ltbed near salt tractor for sale, cost 6180 will sell for
night for a brief visit with Mrs John
° l“ 'atl'n ‘e ac .ooner Robert Q( vineyard Haven. Mass, are
water, plenty of land for garden Fire 650. ln perfect shape, will cultivate 3 or
Miss Marcia Smith who has had camden. Adini
Rider
and
Lendell
Merrill:
property.!
acres a day. cost 30 per dav to run.
Croighton.
I “e
arnVrt ’Uh 3 l0Bd °- j visiting at the home of Mr and Mrs
ESTATE IDA M CAIN late of Rock- wood for the cutting. Short distance 4EDWIN
A. DEAN. Rockland. Tel 671-J.
employment
in
Rcckland
ls
spending
port, deceased First and final account i f,om Rockledge Inn. Call Rockland
Mary Tolman and Vera Turner:
63-65
Services at the Federated Churchs
‘
i Charles Lane. Sr.
filed
for
allowance
by
Etta
D
Caln,
i
793-W
after
4
p.
m
.
or
write
"Cottage.
”
several
weeks
w.th
her
mother
Mrs
ticket. Catherine Simonton and Wal
Exx
care The Courier-Gazette
1926 Graham Truck lor sale, hydrollc
60-tf
Sunday will be: Sunday School at Rev Roy W Moodv was in
; At the Baptist Church. Oeroge F.
Shirley
Burton.
BYANTHA A
BROWN
late
of
COTTAOE to let for season. 6 room,
£,°r,P™,r J™
9 45; morning service at 11 o'c’ock worth Wednesda>' *'hCT* he **nj at currier minister, worship Sunday ter Annis; advertising. Millicenl
helvv ^itv^trfuS?*
Ernest Burton is assisting Don E Thomaston, deceased Will and Petition furnished modern Improvement* with '
Roberts.
Music
was
furnished
by
the
for
Probate
thereof,
asking
lhat
the
cellar
snd
garage
MRS
RICHARD
DYER
the pastor s sermon subject to be the Han?ock County WCTU meet* will be at 11 o clock with special
Lucas
in
Searsmont
with
his
farming.
same
mav
be
proved
and
allowed
and
Crewent
Beach.
Ow.,
Head.
Tel
425-2
cltmde
TO Lhncom
Letters Testamentary Issue to
“Different." At this service the Fed- inI'
1 music by the choir and sermon by High School Orchestra directed by
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Hartford o: that
61 •” rllle 18-11.________________ 63-65
Olive H Jackson of Thoma-ton. she
Clarence
Fish
and
between
the
acts
crated Choral Association will slr-g i Mr. and Mrs. Henry Albee of Fort, Rev A. W. Brown of Oardiner.
“ , THIRTY-THREE foot Cabin Launch
Camden spent last weekend with Mr being the Executrix named In said Wlli
tap dance numbers by Beverly Bowwithout bond
« ♦
■ I “Sea Bird" for sale 6500 terms caah.
the anthem. “Jerusalem the Oolden Lauderdale. Fla are here to spend , chuich school will precede the
and Mrs. W. L. Grant.
• I Write or call MRS LAURA D DYER.
ANNIE A LUDWICK late of Roek ♦
by Lorenz. At 7 o'clock the pasUr ^e summer with their son Harry ihlp service At 7 30 will be the las. j n of Camden were greatly enjoyed
| North Haven. Me
63-65
Andrew Mar.-hall who is chopping land. deceased Will and Petition for 6
Probate
thereof
asking
that
the
same
i
NEW
mllrh
Guernsey
cow
for
sale
will employ the theme "Rrthgioiis Albee.
meeting conducted by the evangelists
; cordwood for E. N. Davis, has re- may be proved and allowed and that
HUGO LAURILLA Cushing Me
63*65
Experience Through Happiness
Mrs. Emily Howe recently motored —solos by Stanton W' °*yt ’ *”* |
‘
asU‘g “ r‘p ’ "U1 ' cently moved, with his family to the Letters Testamentary Issue to Fannie R*************** —
furntshlngs
for sale. 17
L Dow of Rockland, she being the Exe
s5Ev EN-room Ss,...
nouse fnr
for rent about 1 HOUSEHOLD
a» 'rpi iijk
.tk
....
to Lew- :on to attend the Grand 1 mon. “The Shepherd and the Sheep. , the c.ass will make next spring
cutrix named tn said Will, without June 15 all modern. 279 Broadway. atn" st' Tel
Ada Gordon hou-e.
•’O’65
FOUR week's old pigs for sale also
! WALLACE E. SPEAR. Waldoboro. Me
Chapter. O£S convention. Thence J by Rev. Burleigh M. Sylvester. The
Merle Ireland of Appleton is paint- bond
For Health and School
ESTATE OF EMMA TOLMAN. late o* R F.D 1
62*67 Raspberry plants 3c each. Tel 321-W
she went to Boston for a few days j Tritohelp Club will be entertained j
Rockport, deceased Petition for License
-TAifw
397 Otd County Rd . F. A. KIMBALI.
Notices of Appointment , Ing George W. M-.Lain s house.
The sum of $53 was realized from before returning home.
to Sell certain Real Estate. -Ituatvil 111
53-tf
! Monday night at the home of Mr-. |
F. S. Emerson attended Sunday the Rockport and fully deerllej
said .
? «2s,
“
OREEN fitted hard wood for tale —
hv
xt
Marlcta
r
rp
»
(rrrd
82
Limerock
St
64*66
the entertainment presented WedRosamond Benson, daughter of
! Ha«l Cairn The^Ljdies Circle will
Petition,
presented
by
M
I. Charles L Veazie. Reals ter of Pro ; funeral ot Mrs. Gladys Cunningham
5 H P Bull Dog engine wlttl hoist
Shlbles Stiles, of Mount Vernon. N Y
FIVE-room tenement to let. all also winch
and drum We repair refrigera
suu
nesday at the High School audltorl- gn(, Mfs
wh0 has have an all-day meeting at
furnished, all modern, hot water heat ing
.
J *cs_ of
y a aMglnf
—a *— * *•- • hfrfby
a s ■- i v aa av C.C i -ii J t a a *a t Jn
» * ■ , In Searsmont. Mrs. Cunningham was Admx.
tor*
Is the time to get them tn
Kent reasonable FLOYD SHAW 47 No shape Now
Praycr-meetlrv; , the following estates the persons were formerly Gladys Suilter and a reslESTATE
MARGUERITE
OILLIS
et
Call
793. Havener's Ice Co., for
try
Wednesdayum for the benefit of the ixuralng been in a Bangor hospital since
6S-tf service
appointed Administrators.
Executors.
als Minors, of North Haven Petition Main street
53-if
Guardians and Conservators and on the i dent Of this place,
for License to Sell certain Real Estate,
SEVEN-room house and garage to let. I ——s—.
Association and tne mimeograph March recuperating from operations Thursday at 7 30
dates hereinafter named:
situated In said North Haven, and fully In Rockville. Tel 352-3 W ROBBINS
ir””"'
“
~
fund of Thomaston High School
for appendicitis and double masdescrlbed In aaid Petition, presented by
64*66
WILLIAM S. PETTEE late of Rock- i
Mellie OUlls of North Haven. Gdn.
Juniors
in
Dramatic
Hit
land
deceased
Jerome
C
Burrows
was
;
THREE
furnished
rooms
to
let
for
‘
The excellent program was present-1 toid. is slowly Improving,
VINALHAVEN
ESTATE JOSEPHINE P WALKFR. late light house-keeping with private bath ’
V.
tho rnneeiwus of opinion of appointed Admr Fob 18. 1938. snd .
It was the concensus ui up
qualified by filing bond Feb. 21. 1933 (
cf Thomaston deceased
Petition for Apply 65 Nortli Main St___________ 63-tf i *
ed in this order: Selections by thc
------------------Confirmation of Trustee, asking that
Dr.
Thurlow
will
be
Pt
Dr.
Strat

those
who
witnessed
the
presentation
TKREE-room furnished apartment to'*’
GEORGE L CATE, latr of Thnma.—
Toy Symphony Orchestra "Santa, SOUTH WALDOBORO
Robert Walsh of Thomaston, be con
conveniences, telephone 57! LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Rock„ modern
.
of thc three-act comedy "Crashing ton. deceased Ouy V Cate of Medford ton's Vlnalhaven office from thc ar firmed as Trustee of the estate given In let.
Lucia." “Gavotte" and “Spanish!
------Mass wax appointed Exr April 21 1934
62-tf land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orden
Trust
for
the
benefit
of
sundry
persons
t-r
esemt street
rival
of
the
boat
Monday
afternoon.
Dance." with Mrr. Ruth R Brackett ( Albert Welch and son Charles oi Society" by the Junior Class of Rock and qualified by filing bond Mav 2.
named ln Will of said deceased, pre
FURNISHED second floor apartment *°l|clts6. H. O. RHODES. Tel. 318-J1936
June 1. until its departure Wednes sented by Robert Walsh of Thomaston to Jet at 14 Ma.xonlc St.
65*07 j_________________________________ ”'**
directing, with personnel of third : Connecticut were in town Sunday re- port High School Thursday night at
JACOB A TURNER, late of Milton.
ESTATE ADA E. MILLS of Camden
APART\tENT to let contpletely re- , ,
Orl11 £°
grade pupils. Marjorie Cushing, newing old acquaintances. Six years j Town haii that It was one of the best. Massachusetts deceased Mary C Turn day morning—adv.
I petition for License to Sell certain Real decorated with bath, heater garage and furnished, 810 a week V. F STUDLEY.
er of said Milton, was appointed Exx
Ex!
gate,
situated
In
Camden,
and
fullv
'
garden
eoace.
12
Knox
St
Tel
156-W
°
!
T
el.
1154
or
283
Main street.
61-tf
Grace Paulsen. Mary Richards. Vlr- h»ve Pasked alnce Mr Welch
lived If not the best, ever staged here by Feb .18. 1936. without bond. Robert
ccelKyx/4 in
. •> < rt Petition,
Dc.*«9(nn presented
nvax.
r ‘
••
• xSXJ Yv .
j described
In said
by ”
59-tf | CAMBRIDGE TAILORING CO . ctlsof Rockland, was appointed
Dr. Waiter P. Conley will be at hls j Bertha J Oreenlaw of Rockland. Conglnia Roes. June Rob'inson. Barbara hereactors and actresses of school age. Webster
Agent ln Maine
FIVE room apartment to let Jjj i tom made suits, ozercoata *18 to 850
Vinalhaven cffice from the arrival o! servator
ern; also two room kitchenette. In Will call at your home or office. 400
Carney Hazel Weaver. Paul Thom- ’ Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Harding and j It was evident that great care was
IVAN E CUNNINOHAM. late of Rock
ESTATE JAMES R F AR \'S WORTtt mod
BARTER
BLOCK. CALL 611-W or 1017-J. samples to select from. A perfect fit
land.
deceased.
Anita
H
Cunningham
the
boat
Monday
afternoon,
June
1,
lata
of
Roekland.
deccaxed
Petition
for
s ran teed Tel 435-J. H. P. FOWLIE
dike. Phillip Oxton James Gilchrest. son John spent last weekend at the used in the selection of the cast.
<1-66
of Rockland wax appointed Admx
Administration dhn. eta. asking that
Orange St. Rockland
51*53-tf
until
Its
departure
Wednesday
morn

Roger Long Gilbert Beattie, Arthur Harding summer home They were ac-| Thc story was of a family who. May 5. 1936. without bond.
SEVEN room house to let modern Im
Boxton Safe Depoxlt and Trust Com
U8ED stoves of all kinds bought and
provements
*16
a
month
V
F
STUDLEY
pany
of
Boston.
Max.
or
some
other
ing.
—
adv.
cde<.^,A^NSW^>R™ Safi* Dr-* i
C E OROTTON. 138 Camden St.
330
Anderson, Harold Paulsen. Edwin companied by Miss Barbara Pitcher having previously been deprived o! '
suitable person, be appointed Admr
56-tf •old
TO 1214-M______________________ 61-tf
d b.n . c.t a., with bond
became wealthy j posit and TYuxt Companj of Boston wax i
HOUSE to let. modern, centrally lo
Leach. Willis Spear and Kenneth who makes her home with the Hard-1 finances, suddenly
.
.j i _
January 3. 1936, and
LAWN mowers sharpened—called for
ESTATE SYRENA W ULMER late of cated; alao 3-room furnished apartment,
ir
old
home, went to appointed
quBllfled byExrtuln?
Mav 15 lt3, j
j and leaving their
delivered. Prompt service. CRIE
Stetson, fourth grade pupils Jean lngs in Auburndale. Mass.
St George, deceased
Petition for heated; 4-room apartment on Camden
tn
wvirlc
The
wife's
Charles
L
Hutchinson
of
Portland
wax
,
HARDWARE
CO. Tel 791 Rockland.
Administration,
asking
that
I
eland
A
street
MRS
FROST.
Tel
318-W.
53-tf
Brmo,nt,d Agent
A„nt ln Maine
M«in»
Miss Arvilla Winchenbach is con- New York city to reside tne wnc. , appointed
Gilchrest, Lois O'Nell. Mary Luce.
45-tf
Ulmer of Randolph, or seme other suit
TWO apartments to let at comer of
sole
ambition
was
to
make
a
hit
in
ALEX
MERRILL,
late
of
Union
able
person,
be
appointed
Admr
.
with

POULTRY wanted I. POU8T, 138
Audrey Simmons. Payson George., fined to the house with measles.
Union
and
Orove
Sta.
MRS.
LEOLA
out bond
.t.
a rlacire shared ceased Olef Merrill and Andrew Merrl’l i
ROSE 100 Union St.
43-u Limerock street. Rockland. TO. 377-W
Averill Robinson Peter Lynch. PhyiRSCCnt callers at the Morton home the society world, a desire snarea of Unlon Wfre lppolnUd &ecutor, Mav
WALTER L. ULMER, late of St.
STATE OF MAINE
by her daughter, Chrlstabel. The 19. 1936. without bond
Oeorge. deceased
Will and Petition
OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF 8TATB
11s Hall and Dorothy Robertson.
have been Mr and Mrs Edward Hahn.
for Probate thereof asking that the
husband
preferred
the
old
life
withCP
^
r
^
I
‘
A
H
J
rh
^rt
AL
L
Otfnnell
U
of°
Un?on
Augusta. April 11. 1936
Piano solos. "Little Romance" and | Betty Hoffses, Mr. and Mrs. G. R
same may be proved and allowed and
Notice lt hereby given that a Petition
that Letters of Administration with the
out style and ceremony and this feel- j was
Exr May 19. 1936. with-1
for
the
Pardon
of
Fred Brown a convict
“Snowbells," Jean Gilchrest; dance Hoffses and Mr. and Mrs. Carlson.
AT
will annexed be Issued to Leland A
In the 8tate Prison at Thomaston under
ing was shared by the older daugh- ' cora e beveraoe late of Nortli!
| Ulmer of Randolph, or some other suit
“Tlie Villain Pursues Her.” Marv
sentence
for
the
crime
of larceny Is now
Mr. Ahoa has returned to New ter Marguerite and their .son. George j "•-"rd^'S’arne ^55
able person, without bond.
Owl’s Head Town Hall
pending before the Governor snd Coun
:
Lakeman. Gertrude Hanley, Virginia York where he has employment.
ESTATE ALICE R LERMOND. late ef
cil.
and
a
hearing
thereon
will be
GOOD MUSIC
The natural grace and charm of Bowdoln of Collinsville. Conn , were apThomaston. deceased.
Petition for
granted In the Council Chamber at Au
Roes, Patricia Roes, Jean Elliot and i Mrs. Esther Davis lias been visiting
| pointed Executrices May 19, 1936 with
License to Sell cartain Real Estate,
gusta.
on
Wednesday,
the
third
day of
Roberta Holbrook played her in good out bond Alan L Bird of Rockland »•
Jean Cushing; piano solos. "Noonday | nlatives ln Union
situated In Thomastin, and fully des
June 1936. at ten o'clock A M
appointed
Agt
tn
Maine
cribed
In
.-aid
Petition
presented
by
LEWIS
O
BARROWS.
stead in the leading role as wife and
HEADQUARTERS
Reveries." and "The Hunter's Song"
Bowdoln A. Lermond and Ruth L. Perry,
Secretary of State.
ELORA M RICHARDS, late of Cam
The household goods of Alfred ruler of the home, who had three ob den
Ad mrs.
59-S-65
deceased
Ralph E Richards of
James Gilchrest; song. “A Melody
For
Painters
Standish. Sr., who has been teaching jects In view, to entertain the Van Camden was appointed Exr May 19. 1936.
Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD
From the Skies." Miss Carleen Da-,
,
,
.
without bond
Exqulre,
Judge
of
Probate
Court
for
in Appleton, were removed W sdnes- Witherspoons, leaders in New York
Knox County. Rockiand. Maine
CORA S CURRIER late of Thomas
vis; imitations. Bucklin <Sc Simpson;
♦
and Paperhangers ‘
R£AL
Attest:
ton. deceased. Charles H Smith of
day to his home here.
society, to have her picture on the Thomaston
piano duet, "March Militaire," Jean
CHARLES L VEAZIE Register
I
wax appointed Admr. May
65-S-71
front page of the society newspaper 19. 1936, without bond
and James Gilchrest; musical cornAVA N SMITH late of RocklanH de
edy (dance). Olenice Lermond. Bev- Paul Thurston- Albert Harjula and and t0 have her daughter Margue ceased
Oeorge E Horron of Roekland
FARM suitable for poultry or market
gardening; henhouse 15x30, also farmerly Kirkpatrick and Sally Oray.
Lewis Tabbutt
! rite, marry Cyril Van Witherspoon. wax appointed Admr , May 19. 1936 and
qualified by filing bond on same date
lug tools, excellent mowing fields, two
Musical selections, “The Man On i Son8- “Ain't She Sweet." Bradford j playing opposite her was L. True
gravel pits. 20-acre blueberry pasture,
WILLIAM H RICHARDS, late of st
also wood and lumber. For further
thc Flying Trapeze" and "O Dem I Jealous. Misses Felt and Beattie Spear. Jr., as the husband and loyal George, deceased. Evelyn E Ludwk of
details call or write HARRY CARLE.
Rockland was appointed Admx. May
Camden Tel. Lincolnville 18-11
63-65
Golden Slippers.” Albert Harjula.! "Buck TaP” Gwendolyn Jackson; subject, whose every movement and 19. 1936. without bond.
ANNIE OILLIS THOMAS, late of
FOR SALE at once. Josephine C Colla
harmonica, and Lewis
Tabbut!.! sonK' "Alone." Miss Beattie; sextette, remark caused peals of laughter. Rockland,
deceased. Clara T Ki'x" of
more property. Main St. Rockport.
Write box 385, Tel. 468 Rockland 64-66
guitar; dance. “Capering Taps.” "You Started Me Dreaming.” Miss Another outstanding character was Rockland was appointed Admr.. May 19.
1936. without bond.
STOCK and Poultry Farm for sale,
Gwendolyn Jackson; song. “Lost" Laura Beattie. Carleen Eavis Cleora Seruples-Scruples. the butler, enact
HIRAM 8. WALSH, late of Rockland,
chance for 6.000; blueberries On black
Miss Marian Felt; dance. "Broad- Condon and Marian Felt; song ed by Donald Welt, in a manner be deceased. Frank H Ingraham of Rock
road.
4'j miles from Rockland GEOROE
land wax appointed Admr . Mas- 19
L SIDES Rockville.
63*65
way Babies." Mary Lakeman. Gert-1 “Frankie and Johnnie.
Bradford coming a professional.
1936. and qualified by filing bond on
Black
Eik
Leather
Vppers
FINE modern cottage on Oeorges River
Other members of the cast whose same date
rude Hanley. Virginia Smith, Virginia Jealous; finale. Thomaston Ballet.
at Wallston. 11 acres, fine bathing, 4
FRED E CHURCHILL, lat? of Rock
Flexible Instep
Roes. Patricia Roes. Jean Elliot. Gay »hlch included both groups. Those acting added greatly to the success of land deceased Daniel H Churchill of
bedrooms. Price right. A. C. Hocking.
YOl
’
It
COMPLETE
PAINTING
JOB
Tel
21-3 Tenant's Harbor 56-31.
53-tf
Rockland
wax
appointed
Admr
.
May
19,
Stetson and Jean Cushing; reading, | wb0 assisted as accompanists were: the play were: Barbara Noyes as 1936. without bond.
Ankle Fashioned
CAN
BE
CONVENIENTLY
CELLAR,
barn
on
acre
lot,
261
Park
"The Shew Must Go On." by Anne Mlss Alcada L. Hall, music instructor Marguerite: Carl Eaton as George;
ANNIE T WATERMAN, late of North
Street, cheap for quick sale A, LEHTO.
Bttv Now While They Last
ARRANGED LN OUR STORE
deceased Frank W Waterman
R.FD.
Box
51.
Thomaston.
63*85
Fuller, Miss Lillian Thurston: song, t 'n tbe schools. Mrs. Blanche C. Lx;r- Catherine Annis as Christobal; Irja Haven,
of North Haven was appointed Admr. 1
"It's a Sin to Tell a Lie." Miss Laura moncI' Russell Young and Payson Hill. Miss Gadgett, tutor: Herbert May 19. 1938. and qualified by fillnit !
MODERN seven room house and
SWP HOUSE PAINTS
bond on same date.
garagt Lot 63x86 feet Excellent loca
Gregory as Mr. Van Witherspoon;
Beattie;
dance, "Military
Tap. George
tion, at 19 Franklin street. Tel. 186-R
GEOROIE E GREY, late of Swanville I
CALL 792 OR 8711
for Information,
47*tf
Helen Cripps. Mrs. Van Witherspoon; deceased. Arthur W. Leonard of Mor
Olenice Lermond, Beverly Kirkpat-!
-----------------rill was appointed Exr.. May 23. 1936 !
For Dependable
A
Good
Place
To
Buy
Good
Arthur Turner as Cyril Van Wither without bond.
rick. Sally Gray and Alma Leach;
PAINT HEADQUARTERS
UNION
ICE
MARTHA FLETCHER, of Appleton j
Footwear
spoon; Dorothy Spear as Agatha
song. Dinah." Miss Marian Felt;
Adella Gushee of Appleton was ap. I
Service
skit, "The Supreme Sacrifice." Misses Tlie Rebekahs will hold a public Mulrooney, virtuoso; Dorothy Burns pointed Odn . April 28. 1936 and quali
432 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
fied hy flllu;: bond May 26. l»„e
HAVENER’S ICE CO.

The world lost a jwbli? woman
when Miss Laura E. Waterman.
daughter of Albert and Eiwlhv
Bovnton Waterman, died in Apple,
ton April 24. Overwork nnd service
*
for others caused a nervous break-

Miss Vera Easton is spending the
weekend as guest of Miss Lolita
' Kn‘«ht ln ^“land.
1 I)ouglas Davls wh° is re8ldln« **'h
! his grandfather John Davis, since
,
.
,
..
,, ,
returning from New York, is employed at Ayer-g Market in Camden

• LOST AND FOUND ♦

FOR SALE

WANTED

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

Summer Cottages

TO LET

MISCELLANEOUS ;

r

WORLD SERIES

BASEBALL SHOES

DANCE WED NITE

McLain Shoe Store

Sherwin-Williams

W. H. GLOVER CO.

Lillian Thurston, Barbara Gilchrest, supper Monday at fi standard, at as Louise Miller, reporter
Tlie cast was directed by Mrs Doris
Olive Rowell and Kathleen Anderson, I OOF hall.

Attest:
CHARLES L, VEA?IE flcgl5tt.

co*it

TEL. 14.

ROCKLAND, ME.

60-tf

READ THE ADS

Every-Other-Day
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OCI ETY

THEATRE

Page Seven

LOBSTERS

STAR Waldoboro

Lights of NewYork

SHOWS AT 8.00 P, M.

Br L. L. STEVINSON

Hot Boiled Lobsters and Lobster Salad

TUESDAY, JUNE 2

There’s always something to be
learned about New York. For In
stance, I never heard of Snlffen
“COLLEEN”
Will Be Added To the Bill of Fare May 30th
PHILLIPS-KILLERAN
court until recently. It Isn't much
DICK POWELL, RUBY KEELER
of a street. Starting at East ThlrThe marriage of a popular Knox
ty-slxth, in tlie Murray Hill sec
County couple will take place on the
THURSDAY. JUNE 4
tion, it runs only hnlf a block nnd
SOUTH
HOPE.
MAINE
morning of Memorial Day at the
then stops. Once. It was a part of
“
PADDY
O
’DAY”
the old Porter farm. The small
Catholic Church in this city. Thc
house that is the home of Ilusseil
JANE WITHERS and
principals will be George Nelson
Tlie S. S. Club myt with Mrs. Har
A. Pettlngill, engineer nnd archi
PINKY TOMLIN
Phillips of Rockland and Miss Helen
WALDOBORO
tect, who moved here five years
C. Killeran of Thomaston, and the old Snowman for picnic supper "Easy '
ago from Chicago, goes back to the
Money"
furnishing
amusement
for
a
SATURDAY,
JUNE
6
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Knowles and
Mrs. H. O. Heistad of Rockport officiating clergyman will be Rev. Fr.
old farm days, it having been the
social evening.
Miss Nancy Knowles of Portland
barn on tlie place. Mr. Pettlngill,
was complimented with a supper James A. Plynn. The bridegroom will
“ROAD GANG”
however, has turned It from early
j have been visiting Miss Bessie Kuhn.
party at Ruth's Place, Tenant’s Har be attended by Donald Coughlin, and
DONALD WOODS
Manhattan to early New England.
Dr. and Mrs E. W. Peaslee and
Mr and Mrs H p Mason
bor, Wednesday, others present being the bride by her sister, Miss Ada
and KAY LINAKER
Tlie outer door was once used by
Killeran.
A
few
of
the
couple's
more
daughter Emma Lou and Mrs. Lizzie ( ^jrs garah paimcr were in Nobleboro
Miss Edna M. Gregory, Mrs. Alden
none other than Governor Brad
Matinee 2 30 P. M.
attend the funeral
Perry Mrs. M R. Spiller. Miss Gladys Intimate friends will witness the Peaslee have gone for a weekend Wedncsday
ford of Plymouth colony. Various
ceremony.
visit ln Gardiner Mrs Lizzie Peaslee
Qf Mks Carollne
Grant, Mrs. W. W. Gregory Ad
fittings, as well as furnishings, eame
SPECIAL—SI0 given away each
The couple will reside at 36 Knox remaining for a week's visit with her daughter of Mr and Mrs UnWood
journment was made to the Heistad
from other ancient New England
Saturday night in three prizes
homes.
This week the 3d prize is S10
home where thq guest of honor was ..street, Thomaston.
sister, Mrs. Lena Larrabee.
Palmer, who died Monday after a
• • *
65-66
The bridegroom is a son of Mr. and
made the recipient of a choice gift.
------1 short illness.
Then there is Broadwny. If the
Mrs. George W. Phillips of 65 Pleas
The Western Merrymakers will give ' Mr. and Mrs Fred W Scott are
original Dutch name were used, It
George, son of Mr. and Mrs. Milton ant street. Following his graduation an entertainment at Odd Fellows hall' in Bath, N. H, called by the death
would be Breede Weg, but It would
WARREN
from
Rockland
High
School
In
1926
Priese i Mildred Simmons) and grand
mean the same thing. In the be
next Tuesday under the auspices of 0{ Mr. Scott’s sister.
son of Bhe late C. P. Simmons of he entered the employ of The Thorn Miriam Rebekah Lodge.
Mr and Mrs. George Newbert ginning. Broadway was really n
local pjre Department was
broad way. It was entirely below
Rockland, graduates next Monday dike Hotel, where he served with
called to Nobleboro to aid in extln- spent last weekend with Mr. and Wall street and Bowling Green was
from Mercersburg Academy, Penna, marked efficiency. He is now em
Mrs.
Glenn
Reever
in
Beverley.
Mr. and Mrs. A C. Ramsdell and gulshing a fire in Otis Oliver’s barn,
once a part of It. In 1710. it was
and sails the following Saturday as ployed at the Maine State liquor store.
grandchildren Mary and Bernard
Hon clyde
of skowhegan Mass.
paved with cobblestones. By 1700,
He
is
a
young
man
of
exceptional
one of the crew on a Munson line
Mrs S. F Haskell went Thursday Broadway had lengthened mate
capability, and gained a statewide ac Ramsdell will visit Lubec this week-, candldaU! for congress from the
steamer for South America.
to Boston to attend the graduation rially, since tlie first sidewalk built
e°d
t Second District was in town Monday.
quaintance while on the hotel staff.
exercises at the Leland Powers [ ln New York was on Broadway be
The bride is a daughter of the late
Several members of Meenahga School of the Theatre of which her tween Vesey nnd Murray streets.
SUMMER VISITORS
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Killeran of
Mrs. Choris Jenkins was hostess to Grange attended the meeting of Lin- eldest daughter. Miss Marguerite Now Broadway is the longest street
In the city, from Battery place to
j Cushing and graduated from Thom E.F.A. Club for an afternoon of cards coin County Pomona Orange at
Occasionally one hears the re
Haskell, is a senior.
Two Hundred and Sixty-second
aston High School ln 1929. She has Wednesday. Honors were won by Winslow's Mills with Progressive
mark: "I did not see anything ln
Sunday will be a busy day ln the street, which Is the Yonkers line. As
since been employed as night oper Mrs Hester Chase. Mrs. Cora Smith, Grange as host. The next Pomona
The Courier-Gazette about my
local churches with two union servi a matter of fact, Broadway keeps
guests." A lltUe reflection will
ator at the Thomaston telephone ex Mrs. Grace Rollins and Mrs. Annie meeting will be held June 9 ln Wal
ces; the morning worship at the ( right on going all the way up to
show the Impossibility of ob
change where her obliging and cour Morton.
Albany. But according to many col
doboro.
taining the names of all summer
Baptist Church, the speaker. Rev
teous manner has won many friends.
visitors who come to Rockland
Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler paired Adah Mae Hagler of Albion, Ill., j umnists, the real Broadwny extends from Forty-second to Fiftyln July and August. The paper
Miss Mary Lawry enroute to her up ln the dance and song hit "Colleen" from the National W.C.T.U. to give third street.
desires to note such arrivals (the
Mr and Mrs R M Chesley and C
head the program Tuesday at Star message on the liquor problem. Eve
guests themselves look for lt),
• • •
I
M. Chesley, Beech street, will be week Rockland home, was a guest of Miss
and to this end asks its readers
Speaking of streets, Park Row
Virginia Tribou in Augusta. Miss Theatre. On Thursday comes “Paddy ning services will be at the Congre
end
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
P.
T.
to rend in such items, either di
Lawry returns to the Sargent School O’Day" with Jane Withers, and on gational Church with Rev. H. I. Holt, comes Into mind. Not only was
rectly to the office, or to the
Marshall in New Sharon.
Boston within a few days, being one Saturday “Road Gang" starring Don the pastor, delivering to the gradu Park Row the “cradle of the oldest
society reporter, Mrs. Leola
ald Wood.
ation class the baccalaureate sermon. American newspapers,” but the
Noves. whose telephone num
Miss Lora McOafley will be a of the graduates.
ber is 873-R. Social events as
Special
music has been arranged for i quick-lunch system was also born
_____
The women's clubs of Lincoln
there. Dolan's and Hitchcock's
weekend guest of her sister, Mrs. M
well as arrivals and departures
both
services.
A group of High School girls chap- County will have luncheon at the
were the most famous of the quick
are desired.
R. Snell, Kent's Hill.
New telephones recently installed nnd cheap places. Johnny Meehan,
croncd by Mrs Nellie Peterson are to Methodist Church In Waldoboro next
are: Leland Cargill 26-2; Austin who ran Dolan’s and sliced the corn
Mr and Mrs. Daniel Chick are have a house party over the weekend Tuesday, with business meeting nnd
At her Talbot Avenue home Thurs
at “Itsocozy Cottage,” Crocketts entertainment following
F A. Moody 6-5; Harold Drewett 43-21: ' beef, knew everybody In that sec
tion ot the town. So when he gave
day afternoon Mrs Arthur S Little spending thc holiday weekend in
Point.
In
thc
party
are
Mozelle
‘
Winslow
of
Tlie
Courier-Gazette
will Raymond Noyes. (Plymouth) 43-4; a greeting It might hare heen to
field was hostess to thc two-table Houlton.
Sandy
Shores
(Clarence
Dorman)
Phillips. Ruth Pike. Charleen Rams- be guest speaker
the late Theodore Roosevelt, then
Contract Club.
5-23.
police commissioner, or some other
Mr and Mrs. Clarence F. Joy and deli, Muriel McPhee. Margaret Osier.
Recent callers at the home of Mrs. notable. Or It might have been to
Betty
McAlary.
Shirley
Stickney,
CAMDEN
Laura 6tarrett were Mr. and Mrs. some humble scribe to whom a dime
A feminine reader of thc social daughter Malzic are guests of rela Vieno Kangas. Mary Havener. Bar
j Albert Esancy of South Hope.
meal was a sole safeguard against
column writes to its other readers— tives in Southwest Harbor for the bara Orff. Eleanor Look and Virginia
Mr. and Mrs. H. Jay Potter are on
Mrs. Mary Elwell of DamarLscotta hunger. When thc World passed
also presumably feminine: "Did you holiday weekend
Gray.
a fishing trip a* Moosehead and
j was recent guest of her niece, Mrs.' out of the picture, Park Row lost
know that American perfumery cos
Schoodic Lakes. During their ab j Ralph Norwood.
the last of Its newspapers. In late
Mr
and
Mrs.
Jerry
Vafladcs
have
metics and soaps are the best in the
,years it has also lost much of its
sence their studio will be in charge
Mrs Rodney McIntire returned picturesqueness, being now merely!
RAZORVILLE
world? Many American women still leased the apartments in thc Everett
of Mrs. Evelyn Heal.
8unday from Bath where she spent a a street busy largely with Brook
regard Paris as the only place that L. Spear block over Tlie Courier-Oa
J. R. Prescott and daughters Helen
week with relatives.
lyn bridge traffic.
Rev. Mr. Pletcher was in town re
supplies these aids to beauty, while zette office.
and Marion of Newtonville. Mass.,
• • •
Bernice Melvin, daughter of Mr
cently. attending Sunday Schools in
experts from all over the lot declare
are ir. town for a few days.
In tlie old days, Park Bow also
Mrs. Clifton Cross of Chestnut which she is keenly interested.
and Mrs. 6cott Melvin of Rockland,
our products ln that line to be cf
Mr and Mrs. Charles Wentworth
had its foil quota of saloons. In
the finest rank. So why not rouge street was host to Tuesday Night
Mrs. Minnie Savage of Middletown. of Brunswick are weekend guests of has been passing two weeks with I establishments known as "dead
Bridge Club this week, the winners Conn., is visiting at the home of her
I her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
American?"
houses," a hum for a nickel, could
Mrs. Bert Wall. Pearl street.
being Mrs, Herbert Kalloch. Mrs son Willard Clark for an indefinite
Edmund V. Oxton.
hare all the whisky he could suck
Freeman-Herrick Camp, Spanish
Mrs. Virgil Payson returned Mon- through a hose, provided he didn't
Mr. and Mrs. Eaton Simmons of Raymond Cross and Mrs C. Waldo time.
War Veterans meets Monday at 7:30.
| day to Pownal after a weekend visit take a breath during the operation.
Lynn, Mass. , arrived yesterday ;o Lowe.
Edith Overlock attended Sunday Supper at 6 o'clock.
Breathing meant detachment from
with her family here.
pass the holiday with Mrs C. P.
the meeting of the Christian En
Mrs. Ernest A. Robbins and son.
the barrel nnd legend has It some
Rev. and Mrs. John Smith Lcwc
Mrs.
Flora
Kalloch
is
moving
to
Simmons.
deavor Society of Perry Memorial Hamilton Hall went Thursday to
of the customers could have quali
are occupying their summer home at
Thomaston
Church. Augusta, held at South Som New York, to meet Col. E. A. Rob
fied as pearl divers.
Mrs. Cora Robinson who has been
Round Pond.
• • *
MLss Rose O'Neil is home from
erville.
bins who arrives today from an ex
at her Garland home returned Wed
Reverting to Broadway, when Ed
Providence where sire made a fort
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Brann were tended world cruise. Col. Robbins is
Mrs. Myron Mank of Broadway,
nesday to Mrs. Alice Spear's.
gar Allan Poe established hls
night's visit with friends.
in Augusta on a recent business trip. owner and editor of the Camden
was hostess to T.<5cE Club Wednes
Leon Provenclo spent last weekend Broadway Journal, he wrote:
Herald.
Miss Bertha Stevens of Somerville.
at Meriden. Conn.
day afternoon.
"Broadway ls confessedly the finest
Clarence Tuttle of West SomerThe Christmas Sewing Club had
Mass., was at Wetona Camp several
Frank Revlick and Joseph O'Brien street in the first city of the world.
J
ville,
Mass.,
has
bought
the
Captain
picnic supper at Mrs. Donald Karl's
Mrs. Lucy Lowe entertained the days recently.
passed last weekend in Massachu- [ Wall street pours its wealth into
cottage. Megunticook Lake Wednes teachers of McLain School at a pic
Beveral from here attended thc Pransworth house on Union street setts. They are part of the crew of its broad channels. All the ele
day night. Thc husbands were in on nic supper Wednesday night at her baccalaureate sermon for W.HS. de and will make his permanent home the Lane Construction Co., which ls j gance of our continent permeates
through It. The most elegant shops
the feast.
cottage at Tenant's Harbor.
livered Sunday night at the Metho here.
building thc three-mile stretch of
In thc city line its sides; thc finest
Mrs.
M.
Alton
French
will
be
hos

dist Church by Rev. T. C. Chapman.
bituminous concrete on Route 1 be buildings are found there. Its
tess to the C.CH. Club Thursday at
Mr and Mrs. Austin Moody and
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Spiller and
tween Warren and Waldoboro. They pavement has heen trod liy every
Ross Clark of Camden was a caller
daughters. Joan and Judith, went to Will Moody have returned from St. Monday on friends in this com her cottage at Coleman Pond.
distinguished roan tbat has visited
are making their headquarters at
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Thompson are
Portland Friday to spend the holi Petersburg, having occupied their munity.
Dunroming Inn. Work on this pro our continent."
on a motor trip to Philadelphia.
* « •
Southern home during the winter.
day weekend with relatives.
ject is progressing rapidly.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Stickney of
Comique
Theater
attractions:
Sun

Some
parts
of that are still true.
They are at present staying at their
Dr. and Mrs. Raymond Vinal re
Connecticut are visiting Mr. and Mrs. day. Jimmie Allen In “Sky Parade;"
But I wonder wbat Edgar Allan
camp,
"Moody's
Whim,"
in
Warren.
turned Monday to Brighton. Mass., Poe would think of flea circuses,
Commander and Mrs. C. F. Snow,
Clayborn Stickney.
Monday and Tuesday, Dick Powell
after spending last weekend with Mr. hot dog stands, game parlors, soft
Miss Corice Thomas, Harold Leach.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Powell are and Ruby Keeler in "Colleen” also
Robert Dunton arrives from Bos
and Mrs. S. F. Vinal. They were ac drink stands nnd some of the add
Principal and Mrs. Sydney Snow of
at their home here, busily engaged ln Jack Oakie and Joan Blondell;
Rockport. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Snow of ton today to spend the holiday week farming, repairing and making vari Wednesday, "Broadway Hostess." companied home by their young ed features that now turn thc dig
daughter Jane Walcott who had been nified Broadway of old Into a mod
Worcester, Mass, and Mr. and Mrs. end with his parents Mr. and Mrs. ous improvements
Get-Rich-Nite; $40 given away.
ern carnival. And I wonder what
guest of her grandparents a few
Richard Tonseth of Reading. Mass., George Dunton. Grove street
he would think should hc encounter
Thc last masonic assembly of the weeks.
The next session of Trinity Union
arc spending the holiday and week
some of the present-day Broadway
season was held last night.
will
be
held
Sunday
in
West
Wash

• • • •
Mrs Fred Collamore and Mrs.
end on a fishing trip at Crooked
wise guys and clilselcrs—and some
American Legion Auxiliary meets
Julia Shattuck motored to Fayette ington. Able speakers arc expected
Prelude to High School
of thc dames of the crooked street
River, Washington County.
Friday
night
for
election
of
officers.
and pleasing musical features. The
recently where they spent the day.
Graduation exercises for the eighth tbat once was wide.
morning meeting will be at 10 a. m. Jessie Beverage, Laura Fuller and I grade will be held Tuesday at the
• • •
Mrs. Sadie Stimpson is residing at
standard and at noon members will Edna Burrlll all will attend as dele Town hall, at 8:15 daylight. An ex
Residents of a huge Chelsea dis
29 Franklin street, at the home of
Mrs John Clayter was hostess to partake of basket lunch. A general gates. the State convention in
cellent program of essays, class parts, trict apartment house now do not
Mrs. W Paul Seavey.
Thursday Club this week at her home
Lewiston, June 26.28.
have to walk to the movies. Start
welcome is extended.
and musical numbers has been ar ing nt seven o'clock each evening,
in Camden.
• 9 • •
Mr. and Mrs. William Sansom are
ranged. each of the 11 pupils to take a big sight-seeing bus makes halt
spending thc holiday and weekend at
Pac kard - Rolerson
part. Thc class *jll ls: Charles hourly calls to pick up patrons of a
MEMORIES
Mrs. Lester Post has returned from
their cottage. Crawford Lake.
i Stimpson Jr; Russell Smith. Lloyd Greenwich Village theater. Tho pa-'
(For The Courier-Gazette)
The
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Auburn where she was a guest of her Todav. In retrospection
Rolerson, Trim street, was the scene Wellington, George Robinson, Lucille Irons are also returned home at
Clearly outlined. I can zee
half hour Intervals. There Is no
Woman's Educational Club picnic. niece, Mrs.* MarshallI Emery.
A procession passing plainly.
of a pretty wedding last night when Carter, Verna Robinson, Ecrtha Mc charge for the service.
In a vision shown to me
2 to 8.30 next Friday at Mrs. Nina
Mrs. Rolerson's sister, Miss Gladys Intire, Helmi Lampinen, Jeannette
I/w lines of stalwart soldiers
• • *
At the Wednesday afternoon lard Clad ln coats of army blue.
Gregory's. Olen Cove has ‘How
Heald was united in marriage to 1 Overlock. Ruby Starrett, Virginia
Again thc shattering of the illu
The
buttons
gleaming
brightly
Brave Are You?" as a practical quiz party give by the Auxiliary to An In a dazzling golden hue:
Cloyd Packard, Rev. W. F. Brown of Starrett. Virginia Starrett will give sion that New Yorkers arc timeby Allen Oregory. of the Central derson Camp honors went to Mrs. Thev march along so proudlv.
ficiating. They were attended by the valedictory, and Charles Stimp harried. Recently, the exterior of
To the sound of drum and fife.
High School, Providence and "Ad Agnes Donohue. Mrs. Eliza Whitney. Erect alert and gallant—
Oscar Chapman and Miss Ruth son, Jr., thc salutatory. These ex- the year-begrimed Hippodrome was
ventures in Peru” by Rev. Charles A Mrs Willis Anderson. Mrs. John 3o full of pulsing life!
given a scrubbing with live steam.
i ercises will be given under the direc
Heald, a sister of the bride.
So many New Yorkers slopped to
Marstaller. with memory gems and Thompson and Mrs. Inez Ames. Followed these, by others marching.
tion
of
the
teacher,
Mrs.
Inez
Both are graduates of Camden
Clad ln coats of other hue.
watch the proceedings that the po
current happenings. Box lunch at Mrs. Nellie Achom will have charge Just ns proudly stepping
Mathews, who will be assisted in the
High
School.
The
groom
is
a
member
lice had to open up sidewalk room
Right smart before mv view
of next Wednesday's party, to be Still
six, and coffee. Carry dishes. .
others closely follow
of the firm of Tibbetts' Hardware , music by Mrs. Marion Marsh Clark for pedestrians. And steam baths!
followed by the usual supper and In khaki they are clad.
store on Washington street. Thc of Rockport, supervisor of music. for buildings are no novelty.
Bright, smiling youthful faces.
A benefit bridge given at the home regular meeting when the past presi Each
mrlhgtlv-stepntng lad
• • •
presents were many and beautiful. | This is the first time for some years
of Mrs. Matie Little, Broadway, with dents of the Auxiliary will exempli I see them marching onward.
that pupils of the grammar school
Maybe it's old, but I've just heard
Then the vision fades away:
Best
wishes
for
years
of
happiness
Mrs Little and Mrs. Herbert Kal fy the work.
Instead of many veterans
J have been in a public graduation and tills variation of Willie Howard's
are extended to the young people.
Now I only see todav.
loch as chairman, had 10 tables in
Just one or two so feeble.
' the program will be well worth at- “Come the Revolution." A Union
HOME FOR AGED WOMEN
•
•
•
•
These men who wore the blue—
play. Clothespins were sold during
Square orntor, in the midst of a
| tending.
Dwindled to the slim mtnnrlt”
The annual meeting of thia coroora- Their com-sdes have passed through
fiery speech,
declared that with
the evening, the lucky “pin" being
W.C.T.U. County Convention
tlon will be held Wednesday June 3
thc unknown country
the revolution there would he
held by Mrs. Josephine Perry, who 1936 at 2:30 p. m.. at the home ot Into
The 44th annual convention of
Where one day thev all will meet.
Two flappcro were discussing the “weeping and
wailingnnd gnash
Mrs. Lester Sherman. Beech St., for the And brother unto brother
was awarded a cake. High scores election
Knox County WiC.T.U. was held at movies and one asked the other if ing of teeth.” An old Indy spoke
of officers and the transaction Gladly welcomed, thev will greet.
went to Mrs. Streeter Webster, Mrs. of any other business that may legally Veterans of the "Rebellion,"
the Baptist Church Thursday with she had been to sec "Thirty-Nine up with the assertion that she
come before said meeting Per order
Spanish War and World War fame,
Hector Staples. Mrs. John Thompson.
HATTIE A. KEATING. Sec
had no teeth. "Madam,” replied the
a good attendance. These officers Steps."
All
who
fought
so
valiantly
Rockland. Maine. May 28. 1936
Mrs. Dorothy Baxter, Mrs. Audrey
To save their country's name.
were re-elected: President, Miss
“Yes," she said, “and I was very orator. "Come the revolution anil
Teele. Miss Susan Spear, Mrs. Willis
teeth will be supplied."
8ome lie sleeping near us.
Margaret Crandon,
Thomaston: disappointed.”
E Bell Syndicate.—WXt) Service.
Some o'er the seas afar;
Anderson, Mrs. Frank McKinney,
vice
president,
Miss
Alena
Young.
All are so fondly cherished
“Why?" 6aid her friend, “what was
Splendid Opportunities
Mrs. Alton Decrow. Mrs. John Dolan,
By many a "golden star".
Rockland; corresponding secretary. wrong with it?"
are continual
Mrs. Raymond Cross, Mrs. Perry ,ly open to graduates of
our school,
We honor all these soldiers
Mrs. Clara Sawyer, Thomaston; re
"Well,” she said. "I thought it was
the largest In New England Every
On each Memorial Day.
Kelley and Mrs. George Haskell. The
“Yassah,” said the little colored boy.
cording secretary. Mrs. Elizabeth a dance, and it turned out to be only
graduate ln 1935 was placed. ' OpAnd as we give them homage
well planned affair earned funds for
ortunltles in 1936 should be better
We oray to Ood nlway
“Ise named for my parents. Daddy’s
Newbert,
Appleton;
treasurer,
Mrs.
a
blinking
spy
story."
ully equipped kit given absolutely
That He doth bless the soldiers.
St. Peter's Episcopal Church.
name was Ferdinand, and Mammy's
free. Reasonable tuition. Write for Those resting ln sweet peace.
Hope Brewster, .Rockland.
free booklet.
And grant to all now living
The program opened with a wor Flora Wright and the response bj’ name was Liza.”
A
glad
and
true
release
„ HUB ACADEMY
Quality dry cleaning at the lowest
From "war and frightful carnage
"Whet's your name, then?"
ship service conducted by Mrs. Mabel Mrs. Edith Richards of Thonin-.ton.
Of Hair and Beauty Culture 161
Oh. mav the world grow .strong
prices next week. Free delivery serv Massachusetts Avenue. Boston Ap
And learn a finer J"stuAs
Heald
of
.West
Rockport.
The
ad

Tlie
guest
speaker
was
Rev.
Adah
“
Ferdillza."- The Ix>g, U. S. Naval
proved by State of Maine.
By which to right the wrong!
ice. Tel. 170, Peoples Laundry—adit
AnaHdm v
dress of welcome was given by Miss Mae Hagler of Albion, Ill,
—Elizabeth O Marsh

' PRINCESS COMES ACROSS"
with
CAROI E LOMBARD. FltEI) Mat MI'RRAY

NOW
PLAYING

SUNDAY-MONDAY

TAf’°“RT/

COMMUNITY SWEET SHOP

P

ROSALIND

\uAUtf

Don't miss Bob Montgomery nnd Rosalind Russell, most ex
citing sweethearts of thc year! And what a grand romantic
romp they have in the picture based on Robert Louts Stev
enson's famous story “Suicide Club"!

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
PAUL MUNI
IN

“STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR”
He sold himself out to hls worst enemy to
buy a woman's life from man's deadliest pub
lic cnenprsl Tlie story of the famous hero ot
humanity who fought a jeering world that we
might live!
Phone 892
Matinee 2. Evg. 6.45. 8.45.
Cont. Sal. 2.15 lo 10.45
Daylight Saving Time

’S'

Symbols
of
Civilization
Wherever civilization extends its influence, there you will find
the physician and hls ally, the pharmacist. In lhe. city, the let
ters M. D. identify the rbasen few who have sacrificed many
years of their lives to win the knowledge and skill that science
has build up to guard people against illness. Our duty is to
faithfully compound the medlcinrs prescribed hy physicians.
To that end. we rarry in slock thousands of fresh, pure quality
drugs and select, weigh, measure and mix them with unvarying
accuracy.

.49
.29

60c Mum,
.89 35c Mum,
$1.00 Coty Products, .89 50c Ncpto Skin
Lotion,
35c Odo-Ro-No,
.29 50c Dr. West I ooth
Danderinc, .29, .49, .89
Brushes,

$1.00 Max Factor
Make Up,

.39

.41

RELIABLE SERVICE

DRUCITDR?

1 PKIlCKIPTIok Iiia'cciirs

PHONE 178
ROCKLARD

DO IT NOW!
AND AVOID TH ELAST MINUTE RUSH AND

ANNOYANCE

YOUR CAR OR TRUCK
MUST BE INSPECTED
BEFORE JUNE 1ST

I

LEAVE YOUR CAR AT OUR GARAGE-TODAY
—WE DO THE REST

INSPECTION STATION NO. 40

MIOON SALES & SERVICE
21 Limerock St.

Rockland

Opp. Postofficc
61-62

IT'S TIME TO THINK ABOUT

AWNINGS
Added comfort and attractiveness
to your home at very low cost.
Ask us for an estimate
•

Year Round laical Service

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO.
18 WILLOW ST. ROCKLAND, ME.

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/'
RATES:
S.nqle ’2B-JOJO
AIL DOOMS WITH 0ATH
$Hd«l w«Uy r«t»l

to Your hotel in BOSTON

500 Rooms
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB -.SHOWER

MANGER

« NORTH STATION
•a $TEP-/r««y»#e TRAIN-ROOM'

Every-Other-Day
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Gladys Si. Clair Heistad

OLD BOUNDARIES

Bureau Reforms
All Die Young

"Spotted” Trees Have Served
Many Years But Are Not
Enduring

President’s Reorganization

Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
A recent issue of the Rural NewYorker contained an interesting nar-l

Plan Had First Flop
30 Years Ago.

include sonata.’, serenades, motets,
concertos, overtures, and songs and
piano pieces.
• • a •
Do you remember Marie Rappold.
soprano, heard at a Maine Music
Festival many yeaars ago? She was
injured a while back ln an automo
crooning, and hopes to marry a non
bile accident, and was placed as a
musician With Beethoven topping patient at the Hospital for Joint
the list as their favorite composer, Diseases. New York
Mozart ts a close second. Brahms
Professor: ‘What ts an oneretta "
third, and Bach, Wagner, and
Freshman: "A girl who works ln a
Tchaikovsky tied for fourth place. telephone exchange."
Richard Straus follows, closely trail
Werner Janssen, mentioned a few
ed by Chopin. Grieg. Debussy. Schu
lines back, has been decorated by the
bert and Schumann received one
Government of Finland for his ef
vote each!
forts in behalf of Sibelius' music.
There was a wide variation of op
• • * A
Olive Frenistad is another glamor
inion on the merits of their favorite
performing artists. Krelsler* beat ous »an* t0 conJure
from lhe
Tlbbett bv a few points Paderewski «*«• Not many weeks «° thc silks
led the pianists, with Myra Hess and and damasks velvets and laces, which
Rachmaninoff neck-ar.d-neck for graced her performances at the dawn
next place Thirty-four others were of the 20th century, when she was
named, including Bing Crosby. The the world's preeminent dramatic
men. Incidentally, set their faces soprano, went on sale. The prima ,
sternly against crooning, but the donna, now grayhaired, but still
ladies were a little more lenient. endowed with a sharp tongue, a
They often liked crooning, they ad- !
smU<? and Hectric v,tality'
mitted. “when in the mood." or presided over the bargain counters'
with mingled amusement and sad
“when tired."
"Seriously, which would you ratlier ness.
Strewn upon long tables, draped
hear, a symphony orchestra or a
dance orchestra?" read one of tire from rows of hangers, gleamed the j
complete costumes, wigs, gowns,
questions
Symphonic music led.
shoes,
headdresses and incidental
three to one! Of those who preferred
more frivolous music, one young Jewelry, which Fremstad wore when
ster expressed a marked pref she won cheers of two continents as
Isolde. Carmen. Brunnhilde. Salcme.
erence for hill-billy bands!
Loyally, those Boston students Kundry. Tosca and 30 or more other
voted for Koussevitzky as their favor great heroines of the opera
"Why do I sell these? Because I
ite conductor, with Toscanini second
wanted that some one should wear
and Stokowski third.
On the literary side there were them. I have kept them all these
even more startling contrasts. The years ln trunks. But they are so
lovely—they are so lovely—I must not
girls preferred Kathleen Norris, with
Grace Livingston Hill and Shake keep them any more. They must be
speare as runners-up. The boys worn, because they are my pets."

A survey conducted at the New
England Conservatory of Music
brought forth some amazing, and
amusing, information It seems that
the average student at the Conservatory adores Beethoven, dislikes

New Styles for Summer Driving

A Former Skipper Tells Of
Craft Which Existed More
Than a Century

OLD GOLD

Guardians

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In an article published in the issue
of May 23. telling of the old families
and Incidents connected with them Henceforth wherever thou mny'st roam.
My blessing, like b line of light,
I read that the schooner Polly'rot
Is on the waters day and night.
And like a beacon guards thee home
ted away on the beach at Owl's Head
—Tennyson
and pieces of her were cherished by
Portland Head
those fortunate enough to get them,
Miss Marion Sterling was over
as souvenirs.
I beg to differ with these state night guesi Tuesday of her aunt Mrs.
ments I was captain of the Polly R. T. Sterling.
Arthur Harlow and Oeorge Cloud
! for a year, and I know something of
' her history
man of South Portland were recent
The only times she lay on the callers at the station
Owl's Head beach were when she was
Mrs R. T Sterling and son Rob
, being caulked and painted.
ert visited Mr. and Mrs. Parker Sun
I The last trip I made in her I day afternoon at Cape Elizabeth.
brought a load of cement to PorlsAttractive Helen Brady, in her new “motor hat." waa the first person in
F O. Hilt called o'n the boys iast
town yesterday to “fill up" with new Mobilgas. which has Just been placed
, mouth. N. H The trip before that Saturday at the Marine Hospital.
on the market here. Introduction of the new product is being backed by
' was from Boston to Boothbay. with
Byron Dow and Richard Dow of
the largest newspaper advertising campaign in the company's history.
, powder to do tlie blasting for ti e Portland were guests Sunday of Rob
EEPING step with the advances knock value fuels wblcb have been ! waterworks there.
| ert Sterling Jr.
In engineering design by the made available by the petroleum in
When we arrived in Portsmouth I 1
dustry. And these fuels, plus the
Mr and Mrs Joseph Lurvey of Bar
automobile Industry, the Socony1 received a letter telling me to bring
Harbor
recently called on Mr and
Vacuum OH Company announced a higher compression ratios of mod
the vessel home for she had been I
ern oars, are largely responsible
Mrs. R. T. Sterling
new gasoline this week.
for the greater economy of today's
sold to a Capt. McFarland of SedgIt is being marketed for tbe flrst
Good Timers Club met Wednesday
automobiles.
' wick. She did not make this iter
time in New York and New England
with Mrs Mollye Mitchell, arriving >n
"It ts interesting to note how gas
home
port
after
that
but
we
heard
of
under the Mobilgas brand, which is oline consumption is Increased by
j her often. The last time I heard of costume The prize went to Mrs R.
America's largest selling gasoline. higher speeds.
T Sterling for wearing the most an
Tbe new product will supplant the
her she was In Buffalo, bound to the
"A.A.A. figures show that an
cient costume Mrs. Mitchell served
familiar "Socony" brand of gasoline, average car, capable of going 13 I Exposition at Chicago
dinner and plans were talked over lor
which has been sold in New York miles on a gallon of gasoline at 30
The Polly was built in Amesbury.
summer.
and New England for more than 25 miles per hour, uses more gasoline
Mass. tn 1805 for the West Indies
• • • •
as the speed ta increased:
years.
- trade. She was rigged with square
M
Cape Elizabeth
New Mobilgas has already been
M.P.H. —18.7 miles per galluu
top sails forward, for a number of
as
••
distributed to mure than 20,000 deal M M.P.ll. — 18.9 M
Mr
and
Mrs
Frank Dawes were re
years,
but
as
I
knew
her
she
was
a
•
ers and service stations in Socony- 30 M.P.H. —18.0 aa
cent visitors at West Point.
aa
plain
schooner
rig.
•
•
40 M P H. —18.4
land, It was stated.
tt
aa
aa
The funeral of Otto Olsen was held
Among my most prized possessions,
In conjunction with the announce 50 M P H. —14.5
tt
aa
aa
Thursday
at the funeral parlors and
60
M
P
H.
—
12.6
is
a
picture
of
her,
cut
from
a
ment today, George Perryman, gen
sa
aa
•
lhe remains taken to Kittery Point
eral manager of Socony-Vacuum's 70 M.P.ll. —10.6
newspaper,
and
placed
in
a
frame
aa
aa
•
eastern division, revealed some in 80 M.P.H. — 8.6
made by my uncle. George Post, a for burial.
teresting facts about gasoline and
"Today’s automobile engines are
Oapt. and Mrs. Frank Hilt were
descendant of Ezekiel Post who was
motor car performance.
only eight per cent larger than
guests Sunday at the Elliot home.
a
commanding
officer
on
the
Polly
“Today the average motor car those employed In 1930. despite the
Inspection of the station was made
when she was engaged in a battle
has a twenty per cent higher com fact that power output bas been
with the English during the war of Wednesday by Asst Supt. Sampson.
pression ratio than the automobile increased by 29 per cent. The credit
Mrs Elliot and Mrs. Olsen recently
of six years ago. And horsepower must be shared between increased
1812
Wesley Post
has been Increased an average of compression ratio and better
attended the operetta. "Robin Hood."
Ingraham Hill May 26
29 per cent.
'breathing capacity of the engine,
presented at Town hall and in which
“Much of this Increase has been made possible by uie of non-deto
Miss Selma Olsen had an important
MEMORIES
made possible by the higher anti- nating volatile fuels."
part.
(For The Courler-Oazette)
There are green hills
Mr and Mrs. Fred Morong and Mr.
Near my pld home down tn Maine
NOTICE TO MARINERS
last the age of the old black gum
In the springtime, robins nest
■ and Mrs. Frank Leighton were callers
And call for rain
tree of Oeorgia.
-----Sunday at the station.
Close beside the kitchen door
If steel pests were substituted for Saint George River — Hospital Lilac
bushes, three or four.
John Olsen has bought a 1936 sedan.
Pill
the
sir
with
fragrance
In
the
lane
thc "spotted trees" on Maine boun- point Rocks Buoy 6 reported missing
Hundreds of people took advantage
daries. how many contentions, enmi1935 »-a_s replaced on sta
There's a Uttle singing brook
Sunday of the cool weather at the
Trailing
through
the
meadow
ties and law-suits would be avoided
Where the tiger lilies bloom.
Cape.
tion May6V7.
•
I can see tt. oh! so plainly In my dreams
and peace and gcod continue.
Mr. and Mrs John Olsen returned
Casco Bay—The Gurnet South
Theie the children love to play
E. E. Light.
flowers In early May
Approach—Charity Lodge Buoy re- Gathering
While above the glorious sunlight Sunday from a weekend visit at
beams.
Spruce Head and Unity.
. - --------------------------- ported out of position March 30 was

of Our Coast

ratfive of a lawsuit in the State of
Georgia in which an ancient tree
figured as a silent witness in a dis-1
puted boundary case, that carried ronviction to Judge and jury, that cou’.d
not be refuted by the most astute
lawyers ot that State.
In substance, the main points were!
thet in 1828 Oeorgia became thc own
er of all the lands of the Cherokee
Indians in that State, and had them
surveyed into 100 acre lots and dis
tributed by lottery.
In placing boundaries at the corners
of each lot if a large tree in a forest
chanced to be at the right spot, the
surveyors designated that as the bound
by making three separate hacks in
the trunk, one above the other. It
was a custom of surveyors elsewhere
and particularly here in Maine.
In the Georgia case, it was a toug.n
slow-growing Black Gu:n (Tupelo>
tree, having three surveyors' hacks
Forty-four years later a re-survey
added three more surveyors' hacks,
and one of the lots has been held
since 1828 in the same ancestral family
by three generations.
But in 1918 a severe ice storm over-!
loaded the marked tree, and it toppled
over flat on the ground.
Recently an adjoining owner made!
a survey and established a line that
appropriated considerable land and
lumber of the owner of the other lot.
• • • •
Litigation resulted, and at a lengthy
and hotly-contested trial a block ol
that black gum tree was placed on
the witness stand, and enlarged pho
tographic pictures shown revealing
plainly the three surveyors' notches
made in 1828. when the tree's con
centric annual rings showed it to be,
75 years old. and the three notch"
made in the second survey in 1812,
and that the tree was 174 years old.
and that 99 years had elapsed since
the first survey.
No legal astuteness, or flow of ora
tory could refute the silent testimon
of that old black gum tTee.
And it established the validity ot
' the original bounds.
This brings be to the point I wish
to emphasize and suggest a remedy
"Spotted trees” in Maine from the
earliest surveys until now have beet: RADIO SETS ADJUSTED, replaced on station May 27.
8ure It rslns snd often snows there
when the winter time hat come.
a common object, wherever found at
Repaired, and Custcm Set Building
--------------------But I'll never find a happier place to
by expert engineer
the desired spot, to designate as n
roam.
First Hobo (surveying stream of j Though in manyland* I've tarried
CROCKETT'S GARAGE
' corner or angle of a boundary; stake j
the thought I've llwaya carried
Rockport. Rhone 2380-Camden member pleasure seekersi—-“I 'ales 'olidsys." Is Yet
the fact that dear old Maine ls still i
, and stones, a boulder, a flat upright
Natl,ma. Radio institute.
my
home
Second
Hobo
—
"Yes.
makes
yer
feel
Washington. O. C
stone, the current of a stream, or a
Katherine T. Amesbury
7-21-U
Pasadena.
Calif.
common
when
nobody
ain't
workin."
wooden post or a trench, have been ‘
used ar.d all of them are faulty in
not being stable, or lasting enough
■ to endure for generations of men and (
i changes wrought by the elements in I
cen’uriea of time.
• • • •

Washington is taking calmly the
President's recent appointment of a
three-man commission to study a
proposed reorganization of the exec
utive branch of the Government.
The executive branch alone employs
more than SOI),000 men and women
and thirty new bureaus have been
added under thc Roosevelt adminis
tration. Since the time the other
President Roosevelt was In the
White House there have been sim
ilar reform proposals. Nothing has
ever come of them except the trans
fer of two bureaus in the adminis
tration of President Coolidge. The
need for reform Is conceded to be
most urgent at this (Ime but past
experience has made Washington
observers skeptical.
President Roosevelt in letters to
Senate and House leaders said he
had talked over the reorganization
plan as early as last October and
asked Congressional committees to
cooperate with the three-man com
mission he has appointed. When an
effort was made In the House im- .
mediately to carry out the Presl-'
dent's request for the appointment
of Its committee Representative
Snell objected to haste. He said
Mr. Roosevelt had had three years
to undertake such a reorganization.
The resolution was referred to a
committee.
Those 1932 Pledget.
Citizens of short memories may
have forgotten that this subject was
discussed in the ill-fated Democratic
platform of 1932. In that document
was the following plank:
“We advocate an Immediate and
drastic reduction of governmental
expenditures by abolishing useless
commissions and offices, consolidat
ing departments and bureuus and
eliminating extravagance to accom
plish a saving of not less than 25
per cent in the cost of Federal Gov
ernment.”
Since that solemn covenant, later
reinforced by tbe personal pledge of
Mr. Roosevelt, the national deficit
has been increased by more than ten
billion dollars.
Expenditures of
"regular” branches of the Govern
ment as well as the “emergency"
favored Dumas, but also liked Dick
expenditures went to new all-time
ens and Poe The entire vote ran:
highs.
Mrs. Norris. Dumas. Dickens. Shake
No Need to Wait.
speare. Poe. Browning. Mrs Hill
Critics of the trend toward bu
A. B. Crocker
Melville, and Galsworthy."
■J reaucracy in Washington point out
that Mr. Roosevelt does not need
While
frequent reference
to
1 »««>
Courier-Gazette of the aid of a commission to accom
plish a great Improvement in the
Samuel Barber has been made in recend date that Harrie B. Coe executive branch. He could Imedithis column. I am doing so once was the speaker at the Baptist Men's ately cut off thousands of employees.
again, having come across an inter League strawberry festival. I should
President Roosevelt has explained
tbat tbe "emergency” makes it nec
esting article which appeared after
have liked to have heard him. for it essary to fill places quickly and
winning the Pulitzer Prize for music
in 1935. < Mr Barber has also been must have been interesting I have there Is no time for merit examina
tions.
Lawrence Sullivan, able
awarded a Pulitzer Prize this year' before me a letter from Mr. Coe in re:
Washington writer, brought out the
Nineteen of hts 36 years have been The number of islands in Casco Bay. fact recently that 43 per cent of
When a school boy. the number the employees of the executive
devoted to writing music. He also
was the recipient of the Prix de was 365. one for each day of the branch are exempt from civil serv
Rome for 1935. which gave him a year (excepting leap years*. In one ice. Four yearn ago only 19.2 per
I wish to cite a few instance;:
two-year fellowship in music at the of the booklets of Maine scenery, cent of employees were exempt
Gen Samuel Waldo, in 1768. had a
American Academy in Rome
In Casco Bay Region, there was a from the merit laws.
surveyor. James Malcolm, run out in
Plan Many Years Old.
1926 and again ln 1932 Mr Barber picture of a rockbound island, with
In addition to all this the com ranges and lots of 169 acres each, all
was awarded the Beams Prize be- this comment: “Casco Bay is dotted
stowed by Columbia University for by more than 100 rockbound islands", ment is made that no reports from of that part of Appleton lying west of
the committee would probably be
composition In March of 1936 the As that was quite a shrinkage from possible before next year. The re the R.dge, and of the 29 ranges and
New York Philharmonic Orchestra 365. I wrote Mr. Coe about it. say- ports, if and when completed, are 69 lots fiom the Union line to th
conducted by Werner Janssen, gave lng that I knew it couldn't be from regarded as having more than un Searsmont line the bounds were main
Mr. Barber s Music for a Scene erosion, as I was a native of Tenants even chance at being stowed away ly spotted trees." And not one of
from Shelley. He has had works Harbor and had made many trips by in the archives with various ot tiers them can pc&sibly be living now.
In cur rigorous climate rarely a tree
performed by many other organiza- steamer from Portland to that on the same subject Reorganiza
village, and I knew that the coast tion of bureaus and reduction in i lives a century and a "spotted tree
tions.
costs were studied by committees for a bound, is usually a matured one.
Mr Barber who has local interest line did not suffer from erosion
and commissions under Presidents
Before Knox County was formed
for us in a Camden appearance two
Therefore, what had become ot Theodore Roosevelt Taft, Harding,
in 1869 the boundary line between
or three summers ago. Is a nephew Of I the difference in numbers-—366 to Coolidge and Hoover.
The present proposal, in election Lincoln and Waldo Counties, was one
Mme Louise Homer, the eminent 100— and to please not let the
contralto, and hls early association shrinkage continue, as Casco Bay year, is cordially greeted by mem starling on Jameson's Point, Camden
with this beloved American singer could not afford to lose any more of bers of both houses of Congress. at the ccast and running in a straight,
But if lt should come octuully to northwesterly course, pass.ng directly
perhaps did much to turn his its islands. Reply: "Regarding the
the point of lopping off nny consid
thoughts and Imagination toward, islands in Casco Bay: Giving the erable number of political ap over the tpot of the Samoset Hotel
the tonal sphere. Hls gift for invent-' number as 365. or one for every day pointees on the various bulging pay and on the north side of Mt. Pleasanl
ing tunes manifested Itself when he in the year, was really poetic license, rolls, old timers In Washington approximately 30 miles to a "spotted
was only seven years old. and his ' as the facts are that the islands, by foresee a cooling off of enthusiasm. beach tree" in the Palermo line.
It is most improbable that any
parents took pains to see that his survey, number 122 and I am pleased
vestige of that beech tree can now
talents were developed
to say that we have lost none by AAA Will Pay to “Save”
be found.
He was admitted to the Curtis erosion or other conditions, but I
Land Just Reclaimed
In my boyhood days I well remem
Institute of Music when 13 years of have felt that we should drop the
.
,, ,,
ber
a large, noble rock maple tree
age. and there given the benefit ol poetic license. Probably that Is be- , ajQllnlgtrator of the
an(1 the
a comprehensive musical education 1 cause I am getting to that time of, new AAA, admits there Is one "para standing at the corner of lot 1 and
Hls piano training was first from life where my conscience troubles ; dox,” us he termed it, in the latest on Range line 2 "spotted" perhaps
$470,000,000 program.
It was by Oen Waldo cr by the 29 assoc.ates'I
George Boyle, and later from Isabelle me. (Signed > H. B C."
Vengerova. Hls voice teacher was i As Jack Frost heads his articles in brought out at a recent committee surveyors. Now not a vestige of the J
Emilio de Gogorza. His voice is a the Boston Herald. "Fancy this!" | hearing In the House that the Gov j tree or of the exact spot can b;i
baritone, yet composition is his first ] A Maine man whose conscience ernment ln the last 2 or 3 years has 1 found In the reconstructing of a
allocated probably three-quarters of
interest. He likes to sing and en- , troubles him when telling how many a billion dollars to reclaim arid highway in western Appleton by the
Joys presenting hls own songs and , islands, lakes, rivers, trout, salmon, land. Under the new AAA set up, j State Highway Commission the bounthose of others, but regards hls work lobsters, scallops et cetera, there are Mr. Davis admitted, benefits will be j daries of the road, as recorded byI
in other branches of music primari in hls native State. Hon. Thomas paid to farmers occupying these county commissioners of Waldo [
ly as training for broader under- B Reed's toast: “There's to the State lands as tlie great tracts come Into ! County in 1852 for three miles could
standing of writing and constructing I of Maine, the land of the bluest cultivation. The Government will not be determined at any point or
then be In the strange position of angle. Notwithstanding that a map
music. Very valuable in this respect { skies, the greenest earth, the richest I
spending large amounts to reduce
were studies with Fritz Reiner in air, the strongest, and what is better, production on land lt has paid mil and scores of boulders marked
could be positively identified.
conducting, with Louis Ballly in the sturdiest men. the fairest, and lions to reclaim.
chamber music. Hls teacher in what is best of all. the truest women
Trees decay and disappear.
composition was Rosario Scalero with under the sun.”
Resettlement
Rocks disintegrate, or are moved by
whom he worked eight years at
N. C. C. 2
Professor Tugwell's expensive pro
Curtis.
Somerville. Mass.. May 2C
gram of moviDg families from one frost or water.
Currents of streams change their
neighborhood to another seems to
Another feature of hls student
days was his visits to Florida where
For Air Mail correspondence you have caught the fancy of the New course.
Stakes and stones become obliter
the school sent him for brist so will want a box of Rytex Feather Deal tax planners. They talk about
journs to study campanology with printed Stationery. This is an extra moving the tax burden around as If ated.
ttiey were operating on a chess
Wooden posts are short lived. What
Anton Brees, who is in charge of the light sheet of paper printed with hoard. Tlie trouble is that eventual
carillon tower in the Bird Sanctuary your name ana address to match the j ly the main tax burden conies right Ithen is serviceable and best for
In Lake Wales. For several weeks in colored printed lining in the enve buck to Its old slumping ground— boundary purposes?
In this age of steel, nothing appears
each of three winters Mr. Barber de lope. The price is only $1.50 a box the average American home.
better than a steel shaft indelibly
voted himself to research into the lor 50 double sheets and 50 envelopes,
designated. As an example I cite an
tonal possibilities of the bells, and including the printing See samples
instance on the "Common" at Union.
the result was hls Five Pieces for a at The Courier-Gazette ofllce. Post
WEBUY
age 10 cents.
A steel shaft two inches square firm
Singing Tower, written in 1933.
ly embedded in a ledge there bearing
He received hls BJd. degree from j
two large guide boards and thc date
the Curtis Institute in 1934. Recent"They say Oeorge is an expert in
CLARENCE E. DANIELS and name of the maker indelibly
ly all (Mr Barber's compositions have the art of self-defence.'
JEWELER
“Nonsense, Edith made him prostamped on the shaft has stood there
been accepted for publication by a
370 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
nearly 90 years, and bids fair to outprominent New York publisher. They P°se in just one week.'
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Set your tail according
to the wind. —From the
French

Series Begins May ilst
A Symposium of

MAINE AUTHORS
Each Week In The

Portland Sunday Telegram
Presenting to our readers the most important unified group of creative writers in America today —
incl"d'p»» a Pulitzer prize-winning poet, fiction writers, able and distinguished historical and scientific
writers, educators, critics, publicists and general writers.

READ
.... their own comprehensive word pictures of their backgrounds, lives, work, accomplishments, habits,
manners of writing, ideals and aspirations — autobiographical documents worthy of permanent pres
ervation. Also, each has written or is writing a special article for appearance in the Portland Sunday
Telegram. These articles will be accompanied by appropriate photographs and editorial comment and
the whole should make a permanent addition to the already proud record of the State's literary history.

(List Ol Authors To Date)
Arthur C. Bartlett
Henry B. Beiton
Ruth R. Blodgett

Louise Bogan
Gladys Hatty Carroll
Isabel Hopestill Carter
Fannie S. Chase
Mary Ellen Chase
Robert P. Tristam Coffin
Joanna C. Colcord
Lincoln Colcord
Mary Gould Davis
Fannie Hardy Eckstorm

Marjorie Barstow Greenbie
Sydney Greenbie
Agnes Burke Hale
Richard Mathews Hallet
George W. Hinckley
Margaret Flint Jacobs
Harry L. Koopman
Louise Lamprey
Donald B. MacMillan
John Clair Minot
Alfred G. Morang
Clarence E. Mulford
Edith M. Patch

The Portland Sunday Telegram takes great pride in this
symposium of living Maine authors to have all in turn
speak to its subscribers for themselves, tell the story of
their own lives in their own way, and to share with ita
readers some of the cherished ideas that have been

most valuable to them.
Each original article will be accompanied by the author’s

William R. Pattangall
Gilbert Patten
Hugh Pendexter
Harold T. Pulsifer
Helen A. Prince
Laura E. Richards
Kenneth Roberts
William Otis Sawtelle
Edith A. Sawyer
Wilbert Snow
Albert W. Tolman
Edna Worthley Underwood
Harold Vinal
Bess Ames Williams

picture in conventional pose as well as one thowing
him enjoying his favorite pastime or hobby.
This feature will easily run for over a year, appearing
weekly, for the tentative list includes seventy-five names
of living Maine writers of recognized professional stand
ing. Over one half have already submitted the material
requested, and proverbial Maine generosity assures the
success of this symposium.

All Articles-Originals by Maine Authors
___ _

